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ALBERT FRANKLIN BANTA: ARIZONA PIONEER

Edited by

FRANK

D.

REEVE

Introduction
NeE A person has become acquainted with the life and
. ad·ventures of Albert Franklin Banta, an unforgettable
character has been added to the rostrum of pioneers who
helped to lay the foundations of the western United States.
Born in Indiana on December 18, 1843, he spent the bulk of
his adult years in watching and creating the history of ArIzona in the transition period between the horse-and-buggy
days and the age of the automobile. He arrived in the Territory in 1863, the year of its creation, and remained there
until his death except for a few brief excursions beyond i'ts
borders.
'
The western people who lived in the days of Andrew
Jackson talked and acted in the belief that any citizen of
sound :mind was competent to participate in the affairs of
the community and state. Formal education was not essen:'
tial. Common sense, courage, initiative, and the respect of
his fellow men were the basic prerequisites. This attitude
and spirit lived on into the declining years of the century.
Banta was i'ts personification in his own lifetime.
With scanty formal education, this frontiersman turned
to books when opportunity offered in order to broaden his
knowledge, and he did quite ,,:ell in that respect. Initiative
he possessed without doubt, and courage was a characteristic displayed on more than one occasion. The respect of his
associates he won and merited time and again; it is so
revealed in his own writings, perhaps a bit boastfully, and
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attested by others who have also left their thoughts in'
recorded form.
The one quality lacking in this pioneer that led some men
to bury their rqots deep in a given community was steadfastness. Banta was an activist. He was intellectually curious, adventurous by nature, and a rolling stone by inclination-whether the latter was an inherited or acquired
characteristic cannot be said with certainty until the basic
secrets of human behavior have been discovered by scientists. He did come of a long line of Americans whose roots
reach back to the Netherlands in the seventeenth century,
and he was only one of several members of the family to
leave'their birthplace for other parts. However, rolling
stone though he was, a little moss did cling to him in the
course of time. The details can be found in his own words.
The manuscript of Banta's memoirs is housed in the
Sharlot Hall Museum, Prescott, Arizona. How it came to be
there is not known to the present Director of that institution. Sharlot Hall may have been responsible. It is in typewritten form and was written by Banta himself in the late
years of his life, or about 1918. He held a key to the office of
the Prescott Evening Courier 1 where he spent many a
Sunday and an evening when living in the Pioneer Home at
Prescott. It is reasonable to assume that it was during those
hours that he occupjed himself with the story of his life.
The manuscript is typewritten, single spaced, marked
with quite a number of corrections made by the typewriter
and an occasional penciled notation, and is the original copy
-not a carbon. It was done from memory so far as I know,
especially the period before 1900 due to the fact that his
newspaper business and records were destroyed by a great
fire that gutted the downtown business district in that year.
Banta .was equal to the task of recording his experiences
from memory late in life. He himself states that he was
seventy-five years old at the time of writing, and for a person of that age to recollect wIth accuracy the happenings of
years past is often difficult; but a check of the manuscript
against a variety of contemporary sources for the history of
1.

Prescott Evening Courier, June 23, 1924 (Editorial)
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Arizona reveals a high degree of accuracy in regard to
names and events. Furthermore, at the time of his death,
there is first-hand testimony that "His mind was as clear
almost as a man in his prime."2
The one part of his life that he gives no direct information about was the matter of marriage. But there was a
Mrs. Banta and a daughter Mildred. The mother taught
school at Pinedale in the year 1898, but whether before
and after that date there is no information at hand. Daughter Mildred is known only in one newspaper item. 3
For access to the manuscript and for additional help
from time to time, I am indebted to Mrs. Eva (A. H.)
Favour of Prescott, staunch supporter of the Sharlot Hall
Museum. Mrs. Favour is an excellent example of a civicminded citizen who devotes time to the promotion of worthwhile community affairs. The Sharlot Hall Museum has been
her especial interest. A variety of· historical material is
housed there, and more than one student of history has
profited thereby.
The manuscript is here printed without change except
in certain respects that were considered advisable. For in- .
stance, the capitalization and punctuation which followed
no discernible form have been tampered with, and paragraph indentations added to ease the path of the reader,
although the story itself is engrossing enough to make the
latter change only helpful, not essential. As for spelling, the
words are left as written except for obvious typographical
errors. In the footnotes, a reference is cited in full when
first used; thereafter it is cited in abbreviated form. In
place of op. cit. I have preferred to use when possible a
footnote number for cross reference.
Lest the reader be momentarily puzzled, I mention at
this point that Banta for a numer of years went by the name
of Charles A. Franklin. The fact is explained in a footnote
to the text. I have no reason to believe that it was a discreditable matter. On the contrary, his character was fundamentally admirable. Long before the time of his death,
2. Ibid.
3. Flagstaff Sun--DemocTCLt, August 26, 1897; Journal-Miner, October 4, 1897; The
Argus (Holbrook), March 3, 1898.
.
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he had earned the respect of his contemporaries to such an
extent that there could be no doubt about his place in their
hearts and minds. As was written, "There was a pride about
this fine character that was beautiful to see. He asked no
odds of anyone, and his independence was so marked that
only those closest to him would think of giving him financial
aid when his purse ran low. He paid his debts, kept his word,
and was honest and true."4
Banta entered the Arizona Pioneer Home at Prescott in
1916, but he was still active enough to venture forth for an
occasional trip and to busy himself in the office of the newspaper. He passed away June 21, 1924,5 at the age of eightyone. Only a short time before, Judge Wells of Prescott had
spoken of Banta at a meeting of the Boy Scouts as one of
the scouts and guides who had· accompanied the pioneer
expedition that laid out the first capital of the Territory and
instituted civil government: "He is the last one," the
speaker said, "and you can see him about town with his cane,
with his clear and fearless eyes turned toward the distant
hills, silent, lonely, and waiting-waiting for the last ca11."6
Lonely he might have been, but if so, he had many recollections to enrich his thoughts during the last years. The
variety of his experiences was more than ordinary. His contribution to the history of Arizona is obvious. In fact, it is
probable that several tid-bits of history can be found nowhere else than in his memoirs. But for character, experience, and commonwealth building, let Banta's own story be
the proof.

Banta's Memoirs
WAS born in Warrick county, Indiana, Dec~mber 18,
1843, and at this writing am seventy-five years of age.
For generations the Bantas have been pioneers; first o~
Kentucky, then of Wisconsin, and lastly of Arizona in the
person of the writer, who came to the Territory of Arizona
in 1863. My parents, being pioneers by heredity, migrated

I

4.
5.
6.

Prescott Evening Courier, June 23, 1924 (Editorial)
Ibid.
Ibid.
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to the Territory of Wisconsin in 1846. In those days there
were many Indians in the Territory, mostly Chippeways and
Kickapoos, the last named had their habitat in the country
between the Wisconsin and the.Kickapoo rivers. The battle
of Bad Ax,1 however, broke the war spirit of those Indians.
My father went into the pine forests of the East fork of the
Kickapoo river where he engaged in the lumber-logging business; the logs were cut during winter, hauled to the banks of
the river, and in the spring, during the flood season, were
drifted down the Kickapoo to its junction with the Wisconsin, where a boom was put in and the logs were rafted and
then floated down the Wisconsin to the Mississippi, and
thence to St. Louis or other points. Brought up in the woods,
I had no opportunity to attend any schools, and the little I
received was in little log cabins having puncheon floors and
slab seats; these school cabins were in the woods, but were
centrally located, I suppose. The totality of my schooling
consisted of twelve months, three months in each year, and
the last .three months of school I was ele';'"en years old; since
which time I never saw the inside of a school-house, as a
pupil, to the present day. However, and notwithstanding
my lack of "shoolin," I have graduated plenty in the "High
School of Experience."
I have followed almost every occupation under the sun,
from bull-whacking and mule-skinning down to politics, with
. one notable exception, stage robbing. All those well acquainted with me will say that I possess all the necessary
qualifications of the· Knight of the Road; nevertheless, that
particular line of endeavor never appealed to me; yet, I
actually engaged in politics without going to the penitentiary
-lucky me. My first step in politics was that of Constable
at Wickenburg in 1869, A. H. Peeples, Justice of the Peace.
This office not paying enough to set me up in the banking
.
1. The Battle of Bad Ax occurred near a stream of that name where it empties
into the Mississippi river in the state of Wisconsin. The fight was the culmination of
the last struggle of the Sauk and Fox Indians under Chief Black Hawk to retain a
foothold in their ancestral lands east of the river. For several accounts by participants
in the campaign, see State Historical ·Society of Wisconsin, Collections, 10 :150-230
(Madison, 1888)
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business, I quit it and began work for Uncle Sam as guide
and scout for the military at Fort Whipple. 2 Next job was
Inspector of Customs in the Custom House at Tucson.s In
1872 General O. O. Howard 4 established the Indian Reservations, and the newly appointed agent for the White
Mountain Agency sent for me to take charge of the Indian
supplies at Fort Apache. 5 I quit the Custom House and
hiked for that Post. My next job was Deputy Sheriff of
Pima county. While in this position I made a trip into
Sonora with requisition papers upon the Governor of that
state for the extradition of murderers; Don Pancho Serna 6
2. The discovery of gold in the region of Prescott, Arizona,' led to the establishment of Fort Whipple near Postle's ranch, twenty-four miles north of Prescott, December, 1863. The location' was changed to the left bank of Granite Creek, one mile
northeast of Prescott, May 18, 1864. Named in honor of Major General A. W. Whipple.
the reservation was transferred to the Secretary of the Treasury for use in the Public
Health. Service in 1922. General George Crook: Autobiogra-phy, edited by Martin F.
Schmitt. P. 173 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1946) For further details
see General Land Office, Report, June 30, 1876, p. 19 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1876) Surveyor General of New Mexico, Annua-l Report, August 81, 1880, p.
450 (46 cong.• 8 sess., hse. ex. doc. I, pt. 5., vol. 1). General James H. Carleton's
correspondence relative to the gold discovery and the need for a post has been printed
in Thomas Edwin Farish, History of Arizonll-. 3 :4-23 (Phoenix, Arizona, 1916). The
Journal of the Walker party that opened the Prescott gold minipg development has
been published: The Arizona Statewide Archival and Records Project, Journal of the
Pioneer a-nd Walker Mining Districts (Phoenix, Arizona, 1941)
3. I have not been able to verify this statement concerning employment.
4. General O. O. Howard's part in promoting the peace policy of President Grant
in the early 1870's can be read in R. H. Ogle, "Federal Control of the Western Apaches,
1846-1888," New Mexico Historical Review, 15. :40-71; also published as vol. 9, Historical Society of New Mexico, Publications in History (1940)
General Howard's' visit with Chief Cochise in the latter's stronghold. in the
Dragoon Mountain" was engineered by Thomas J. Jeffords, a close friend of the Indian,
whose career is the basis of the historical novel, Blood Brother. by Elliott Arnold· (New
York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1947) See Note 103.
5. Fort Apache was located on the south bank of the east fork of the White
Mountain river. It was selected as a> camp site by Major John Green, commanding
officer of Camp Goodwin. The latter post was broken up because of the high incidence
of malaria and Fort Apache was established as a temporary camp in 1870. In 1878
it was made a permanent station, successively named Camp Ord, Mogollon, Thomas.
and finally Apache. The post was abandoned in 1924 and turned over to the Indian
Bervice for school purposes. Crook, Autobiogra-phy, p. 165. For additional details see
Richard J. Hinton, The Ha-nd-Book to Arizona, pp. 308ff (San Francisco and New
York, 1878) Surveyor General of New Mexico Annua-l Report, p. 449 op. cit., Secretary of War, Annua-l Report. p. 189 (Washington, 1889) Ibid., p. 373 (Washington, 1893)
Hinton was probably a newspaper man. He drew his information from a varied
bibliography, "Verified by actual observation and examination."
6. Pancho Serna. or Francisco Serna, was a participant in the political dis..
turbances in Sonora, Mexico, during the 1870·s. He became governor in 1876 and again
in 1879. H. H. Bancroft, History of the North Mexican States a-nd TexM, 2 :702 (San
Francisco, 1889) Further details can be found in Don Ram6n Corral, El Genera-! Ignacio Pesqueira: Resena- Hist6riCG d~l Estado de Sonora, pp. 105ff (Hermosillo, 1900)
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was Governor at the time. At this time Bill Brazelton was
making it interesting for the stage coaches, but more so to
the passengers who joyfully threw up their hands at the
polite invitation of Bill. The honorable Bill was a great
big, good natured fellow; and, except when on business, as
harmless· as any man could be.
My next move was up to the northeastern part of Yavapai county where I went to look after election matters for
"Steve," 7 who was a candidate for re-election to Congress.
While up there was elected Justice of the Peace; this office
I held for several terms, the first term by appointment in
1876. The session of 1879 created Apache county,S and provided for a special election to be holden on the first Monday
in June, same year. At this election I was elected District
Attorney for the balance of '79 and '80. At the fall election
of '80 was elected Probate Judge; this office I filled for two
years and one month. At the election of 1882 was elected
to the Legislature-lower house-known as the Twelfth
Session. 9 In the meantime also served as Deputy Assessor
and collector of taxes. My time expiring with '84, I was
laid upon the shelf until the election of 1888, when I was
again elected District Attorney for the years '89 and '90.
Going out of office again, I engaged in the business of brok,.
[er]age and exchange, and incidentally doing a little banking business. However, the election of Grover [Cleveland]
in 1892, put the kybosh on our little scheme of bankingeverything went to the "demnition bow-wows." I had been
an ardent supporter of Grover, and to be so grossly treated
by my friend must have made me a bit "nutty," as soon there7. "Steve" was probably Hiram S. Stevens who was elected Territorial Delegate
in 1874 and 1876. 8th and 9th Legislative Assembly, Acts and Resolutions (Tucson, 1875
and 1877) He also served in the 5th, 6th, and 7th Legislative Assembly. Joseph Fish.
ManlUlcript. 3 :551. George H. Kelly (State Historian), Arizona 1864-191~: Legislative·
HiBtOTU (1926)
The Fish Manuscript. in three parts, is housed in the State Department of Library
and Archives, Phoenix, Arizona. The author brings his story down to 1905. He secured
some information at first hand and relies on early histories of Arizona.
8. The 10th Legislative Assembly, meeting at Prescott in January, 1879. created
Apache County. Solomon Barth and A. F. Banta .were active in securing passage of
the legislative act. Kelly. Arizona, p. 83. 10th Legislative Assembly, Acts and Resolutions (Prescott, 1879)
9. Banta is recorded as C. A. Franklin in the 12th Legislative Assembly, Laws 0/
the Territory 0/ Arizona (Prescott. 1883) See Note 40.
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after I went into the business of starting newspapers, the
last being the "Observer" 10 at St. Johns~ Arizona. N. B.
All were Jim-Crow papers, and edited by a frontiersman or
a "come cuai quiere." 11
. Having had quite a bit of military experience, I conceived the notion of making soldiers out [of] National
Guard material; to this end I organized a company, and for
three years did my best to work tliem into soldiers. It was
useless. I resigned my commission. The National Guard,
as a military unit, is a farce pure and simple. Nine-tenths
of the men consider it a social institution and nothing more.
Subsequently, Myron H. McCord was appointed Governor. I
was appointed Lieut.-Colonel of Cavalry upon his staff; 12
this too seemed to me most rediculous and I never furnished
myself with a uniform.
One's genealogy which runs backward for many generations without a break or bar-sinister is a matter of pardonable pride; yet there are many persons who turn up their
snouts-for· the same reason as the mule-and cynically
insinuate "egotism." As a general proposition, this class of
persons dare not attempt to trace their pedigrees-having
none to trace-for fear that too soon they would bump up
against a "natural," which would be rather . humiliating to
their present "pride of place."
My father's nam~ was John Fulton Banta,12a born in
)

10: There is no question about Banta having been a newspaperman. and at an
earlier date. As listed in Estelle Lutrell, Newspapers and Periodicals of Arizona, 18591911 (University of Arizona, General Bulletin 15. Tucson, 1950)., he helped in issuing
the Miner at Fort Whipple in 1864; connected with the Tucson Citizen 1871 and in
·187.4; Yuma Sentinel, 1872-1873; established the Arizona Pioneer at St. Johns, 1882;
edited the Holbrook Argus, 1895-96; likewise the Pick and DriU, 189·7-99; the DouglruJ
Dispatch, March to September, 1902; and the St. Johns Observer, 1910-1911. There ·is
further evidence in later footnotes.
11. Should probably read. come cual quiere. meaning "one eats 8S he· wishes:'
Banta may be trying to say that a newspaper man goes to work when it is essential
to earn a living.
'
The two capital letters N. B. are probably for the Latin words nota bene, which
mean, note well.
.
12. Banta is listed as Lieutenant-Colonel, aide-de-camp. National Guard of Arizona. in Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary Of the Interior. p. 89
(Washington, 1897)
12a. Banta's dates for his grandfathers do not correspond with those provided by
the genealogist of the family, as follows: Epke Jacobse Banta came from Holland in
1659; his third son. the first of the Henrys. was born in Holland in 1655; the second
Henry, January 13, 1696; third Henry, 1717 (moved to Kentucky) ; fourth Henry, no
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Bourbon county, Kentucky, October 12, 1818. My mother's
name was Phydelia Ann Fuque [Fugary], originally Fuque
in French, and was born in Indiana, January 13, 1828.
Grandfather Banta, Henry IV, [VI] was born in Shelby
County, Kentucky, November 20, 1786. He married Jennie
Fulton, eldest sister of General Sam Fulton; my grand:father's eldest sister-Marguret Banta-was married to
General Sam Fulton. My seventh grandfather, Henry I,
was born in Herlengen, Holland, 1653. My sixth grandfather, Henry II, was born in New Jersey in 1675; my fifth,
Henry III, was born in New Jersey, January 23, 1696;
grandfather Henry IV, born in New Jersey, 1718; Henry V,
also born in New Jersey in 1740; the sixth Henry was born
in New Jersey in 1763; [?] came to Kentucky in his teens.
My grandfather, Henry VII, was born in Shelby county,
Kentuc~y, November 20, 1786, and his eldest son, Henry
VIII, was born in Kentucky, August 15, 1809; he was the
last of the Henrys, and was the 8th generation of Bantas
in America.
Collins' History of Kentucky,!3 speaking of the Bantas,
says: Henry Banta, Sr., Henry Banta" Jr., Abraham Banta
date; fifth Henry, January 23, 1762; sixth Henry, no date, served in War of 1812,
moved to Indiana from Kentucky. married Jennie Fulton; his second Bon, John Fulton,
married Fidelia Ann Fugary in 1842, moved to Wisconsin; their first son was Albert
Franklin, born, December 12, 1843. Mrs. Mary B. Spell to Reeve, New York City.
January 30, 195,1. Mrs. Spell is "a member of the N. Y. Genealogical & Biographical
Society, Long Island Historical, Westchester County Historical, etc. They will vouch
for the authenticity of any information I may give you." Spell to Reeve, November 15,
1950 (46 Commerce St., New York 14, N. Y.)
13. The following are the only references that I could find in the work cited by
Banta: " • . . White Oak stations • . . was situated about a mile above Boonsborough, in the same bottom of the river, and was settled in 1779. The settlers were
composed principally of families from Pennsy]vania-orderly, respectable people, and
the men good soldiers. But they were unaccustomed to Indian warfare, and. the con·
sequence was, that, of some ten or twelve men, all were killed but two or three,"
Lewis Collins, Hi8torical Sketches 0/ Kentucky . . . PP. 42lf (Published by Lewis
Collins, Maysville, Ky., and J. A. & U. P.- James, Cincinnati, 1847) Some of the mel).
mentioned by Banta were also named in the above sketch.
"The First Dutch Emigration to Kentucky, in a group or company, Was in 1781,
to White Oak Spring Station, on the' Kentucky river, 1 mile above BoonesboroughHenry Banta, Sen., Henry Banta, Jr., Abraham and John Banta; Samuel, Peter, Daniel, Henry, and Albert Duryee; Peter Cosart or Cozad, Fred. Ripperdan, and John
Fleuty." Lewis Collins, History o/Kentucky, 2 :523 (Covington, Ky.: Published by
Collins & Co., 1874: 2 vols. Revised, enlarged four-fold, and brought down to the year
1874, by his son, Richard H. Collins)
The quotation immediately above is to be found also in the reprint of 1882, p.
523. In addition, the following can be read: "Early Station8.-In the fall of 1779 and
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and John Banta, located near Boonsborough at which place
Captain Dan Boon had settled with his family in about 1775.
While this section of Kentucky was all forest and inhabited
by Indians, the Low Dutch colony came and located upon
land now in and around where Pleasureville -is now situated.
The land was then owned by Sq [u] ire Boon, brother of Dan
Boon. The colony purchased 15,000 or 29,000 acres from
Sq[u]ire Boon, and some of the descendents of this colony
now reside on portions of this same land. The Bantas,
Bergins and Shucks still own the lands of their ancestors,
together with many old relics and documents which they
value very highly. These documents show that those Dutch
pioneers in the wilds of Kentucky purchased thirty lots of
land varying in size from two hundred acres upward, which
was paid for in pounds, shillings and pence. This is followed by a list giving the number of lots or parcels of land,
the sum paid, and the names of the several purchasers. Of
the thirty names given, one-third of the number were
Bantas. However, the hostilities of the Indians forced them
to leave, but they returned agairi.
The History says: "About ten years before the final
settlement was effected, Captain Daniel Banta, Cornelius
Banta and John Banta, Sr. followed the "trace" leding
from Harrod's Station in Mercer county, to Hoagland's Station in what was afterwards Shelby county. At this point
they plunged into the wilderness and built a cabin. This
was, beyond doubt, the first cabin built in the limits of the
Dutch Tract. The Bantas, while on their hunting expeditions, saw much of the tract of land afterwards purchased
by the Dutch Colony; this was in 177.4. However, the Indians became so hostile they were forced to retire to Hoagland's Station. This Fort had few defenders and was short
spring of 1780, seven different stations were formed on Beargrass creek. These were
Falls of the Ohio, Linn's, Sullivan's Old, Hogland's, Floyd's, Spring and Middle;
and in Jefferson county, in the course of the next four years-Sullivan's, Sullivan's
New, Daniel Sullivan's, Fort Steuben, Floyd's 2nd, New Holland, Poplar Level. .• ."
p.859.
For a more extensive genealogy of the Banta family. consult Mrs. Mary B. Spell
(Mrs. John Spell), 46 Commerce St., New York 14, N. Y. Mrs. Spell is a member and
has a genealogical history of the Banta family. A brief biographical sketch appears in
Farish, History, 2 :240-41. Farish records Banta's birth for 1846, but the correct date
is 1843. December 18.
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of supplies, and daily threatened by the Indians. Finally it
became a question of masacre unless help could be obtained
from Harrod's Station. Captain Jake Banta, an officer of
the Fort (a brother of the other Bantas) volunteered to
perform the dangerous mission. He started in the niglit
but never reached the Fort for he was tomahowked by the
Indians; this done, they took his own tomahawk and burried
.it in his skull, and this ended the career of the brave Captain Jacob Banta. The loss of this brave and resourceful
man was deeply felt by the frontier settlements. The Banta
Family were both dreaded and hated by the Indians. Being
men of wonderful strength and constitutions and brave to
a fault, they had taught the savages many lessons in their
own mode of warfare." The foregoing account cle~rly
proves that the Banta family have had much to do with the
"noble red" during the past one hundred and forty-six
years, ending with the writer who represents the 9th generation of Bantas in the New World.
William Arthur, in his work Origin of Names, says: "The
name Banta is very ancient." Kemble; in his work, The Saxons in England, 14 page 149, has the following: "A very remarkable document of Eadberht, [King of Kent], is preserved in the Textus Roffensis; after the king's own signature, in which he calls himself Rex Cantuariorum, his'nobles
place their names, thus: 'Ego Wilbaldus comites meos confirmari et susscribere feci,' and in the same words Dimheahac, H6sberht, Nothbalth, Banta, Ruta and Tidbalth sign.
Now the fact of these persons having comites at all is only
conceivable on the supposition that they were all royal kings
or sub-kings." The above document is given in full in A
Hand-book to the Land Charters and other Saxon Documents,
by John Earle in which he says: "After the signatures of the
grantor, several other signatures follow who use the same
royal style, in that they make their comites to confirm and
subscribe."
Mr. Kemble has dwelt on this deed as conclusive evidence
14. The quotation is essentially correct. John Mitchell Kemble, The Saxons in
England, 1:149 (London. 1849)
I made some minor corrections in the quotation. I have not checked the Arthur
or Earle publications.
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of the plurality of Kings in Kent at this date, April, A. D.
738. The Bantas were natives of Friesland, Holland, and
in the fifth century the Frieslanders joined with the Saxon
and Angles in an invasion of Britain, but the battle of Hastings in A. D., 1066, established 'a new regime in England
under the Normans, and the once conquerors of that Island
were in turn conquered and forced to return to their own or
former domain, sic transit gloria mundi. 15
At the breaking out of the [Civil] war, I was seventeen,
and a member of the Missouri militia. There were two
companies in our town and these were ordered to rendezvous
at Jefferson City. Our two companies left in April, 1861,
going down in a small steam ferry-boat. I had a little old
single-barreled pocket pistol, and being an unsophisticated
country boy, I imagined myself armed like a pirate. A big
burlly bully of the other company kept up a perpetual nagging of me until I became exasperated. I tried to avoid the
skunk; told him to let me alone, but to no purpose. Finally
I shoved my pistol between his eyes and pulled the trigger;
the pesky thing snapped. Like all bullies he was a white
livered cur, and fell back white as a sheet. In my time I
have met several of his kind, and never saw one, when he
bumped up against a real man, but what was a rank coward.
He bothered me no more after that little incident.
About 5,000 troops were gathered at Jefferson City; in
the meantime General Nat Lyons had taken Camp Jackson
near the St. Louis Ars[e]nal, and sent a peremtory order to
Governor Claiborne F. Jackson to at once disband his State
forces. The Governor was for making a fight, but General
Price advised compliance with the order; the troops· were
ordered home, and there to await "further orders." 16
Having had a taste of a new life, other than the woods, I
took a step that caused me much trouble thereafter; one day
a steammer came along,....-two steammers-they stopped for
15. So passes away the glory of the world.
16. Captain Nathaniel Lyon in command of .the United States Arsenal in St.
Louis forced the surrender of the southern forces located nearby at Camp Jackson
on May 10, 1861.· The demand for surrender was presented to Brig. Gen. D. M.
Frost in command of the Camp. The detailed story is in John McElroy, The Struggle
for Missouri (Washington, D. C., 1913)
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wood and I went aboard. There were several companies of
the Three Months Volunteers on these boats and were enroute for Lexington, farther up the river. The men persuaded
me to join ~hem and I did; was afterwards mustered out at
the arsnal at St. Louis. Returning to the ·Missouri river
bottoms I was surprised at the change that had taken place;
changed so materially that I was obliged to sleep out in the
bush for my health's sake.
Along in the fall a steamboat stopt at a woodyard to
take on wood, and I slipped aboard and went up to Leavenworth, Kansas. Here I hired to whack bulls across the
plains; this was in 1862. Made the trip out and back; then
went to Lawrence, Kansas, where· I worked on the Kansas
State Tribune, owned and edited by John Spear. The following spring of 1863, I went down to Kansas City, Missouri,
where I. was immediately arrested for a Quantrell spy. 17 At
time of arrest by fifteen or twenty soldiers, one of them
cocked his gun and placing the muzzle against my· head, .
said: "I'll blow your d-m brains out." I shore was up
against it, good and plenty, but there was no use in weakening so I replied: "You are a lot of brave men when you
have one disarmed; yes, d-ed brave." Needless to say, he
did not shoot, otherwise I would not be writing these memoirs. That night I occupied a bare room with two sentries
on guard, one inside and one outside of the room. I heard
the Lieutenant give orders that if I moved in the night to
shoot me down, and this would have been done beyond doubt..
Under these circumstances-not a bit ·hilarious to me-I.
dare not go to sleep lest I should move in my sleep; I lay
down in a corner of the roomand kept my weather eye on
that sentinel the whole night. The following morning I was
taken before Colonel Thompson, and proved. by a young
lawyer from Lawrence who happened to be in the city,
and I accidentally saw in a stationary store as I passed on
my way under guard to Thompson's office. He testified that
"I saw this young fellow in Lawrence when I left there two
17. A detailed account of William Clark Quantrill, his life as a border ruffian
before and during the Civil War, is set forth in William Elsey Connelley, Quantrill and
the Border Wars (The Torch Press. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1910)
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or three days ago." Of course I was ordered released, but
the Colonel seemed put out because, I supposed, that I was
not a spy; and as the country was under martial law, I asked
for a pass, but it was refused me and I was ordered to "get
out."
Being thoroughly disgusted, I determined to leave the
country and go to Old Mexico. I hit the road for Westport,
a small town a few miles south of Kansas City. I had heard
of some Mexican trains that were encamped near Westport.
However, before reaching that town, some soldiers arrested
me again and took me into Westport. Again I was a Quantrell spy; all seemed to be obsessed with the Quantrell bogy.
Here I was surrounded by about an hundred soldiers, and
regardless of my protests that I had been released by Colonel
Thompson only a few hours ago, it cut no ice with that bunch.
All crowded about to get sight of the "spy." Looking over
the crowd I saw a big fellow in civilian dress pushing his
way thru the soldiers. . He was an entire stranger to me;
had never saw him in my life before, but the situation was
desperate, something had to be done and that quickly too.
That "something" which had done me a good turn on several
occasions, put it into my head to address him as Smith. This
I did and singularly to relate, Smith was his name. He
seemed surprised, but pushed his way in saying to the soldiers·, "I want to speak to this fellaw, and I will be responsible for him." The big fellow took me across the street and
into a saloon-none of the soldiers followed. After entering
the saloon he said, "Look here young fellow, you don't know
me; how came you to call my name?" To this question I replied: "No, I never saw you before today, but you saw the
fix I was in; I had to do something." After telling him of my
previous arrest and release, that I had come down from Law·rence, he said, "Look here young fellow, I know lots of people
in Lawrence, particularly the 'Red Leg' 18 and I am a member
18. "Jayhawkers, Red Legs, and Bushwhackers are everyday terms in Kansas
and Western Missouri. A Jayhawker is a Unionist who professes to rob, burn out
and murder only rebels in arms against the government. A Red Leg is a Jayhawker
originally distinguished by the uniform of red leggings. A Red Leg. however, is regarded as more purely an indiscriminate thief and murderer than the Jawhawker or
Bushwhacker. A Bushwhacker isa rebel Jayhawker, or a rebel who bands with
others for the purpose of preying upon the lives and property of Union citizens. They
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of that band. Now I shall ask you a few questions and if
you fail to answer them, well, you know the consequences."
He then asked me to name any of the Red Legs that were
in Lawrence when I .left there. I said, Jeff Davis, Hull,
Beauregard, Captain Hoyt and .others were there when I
left. "Correct, come out." He then told the soldiers to let me
alone. He was their guide and scout and seemed to have
much authority over them. This was a great relief, and
my "something" had again saved my life.
I immediately joined a Mexican train for New Mexico.
Mark Twain, in his Innocence Abroad says that on reaching
Italy his vocabulary of Italian consisted of four words,
"quantas costa tuppo caro." 19 My Spanish, the second day
in camp; fell but one short of Twain's. It consisted of three
words, si, no and carrajo.20 Shortly after this I had my
first tast[e] of chili con carne. One evening at supper we
had.what I supposed was stewed tomatos. I had never saw
chili up to this time, and when one of the Mexicans made
signs to help me to the supposed tomatos, I held out my plate
and he filled it. Of course I took a large spoonful at once.
are all lawless and indiscriminate in their iniquities. Their occupation. unless crushed
out speedily, will end in a sysj;em of highway robbery exceeding anything which' has
existed in any country. It excites the mind. destroys the moral sensibilities, creates
a thirst for wild life and adventure which will, on the restoration of peace, find gratification in nothing but highway robbery.
"Every thief who wanted to steal from 'the Missouri people counterfeited the uniform of the Red Legs and went forth to pillage. This gave the organization a bad
name, and much of the plundering done along the border was attributed to them, when,
in fact, they did little in that line themselves. There were some bad characters among
them-very bad. But they were. generally, honest and patriotic men. They finally
hunted down the men who .falsely 'represented themselves to be Red Legs, and they
killed every man they found wearing the uniform without authority." C. M. Chase to
True Republican and Sentinel, Leavenworth, August 10, 1863, quoted in Connelly,
QuantriU and the Border Wars, p. 412.
In the membership of the Redlegs were:
"George H. Hoyt, captain, the lawyer who defended John Brown at Charlestown,
Virginia."
"'Jeff Davis,' Captain Bloomington Swain, from New York State. Was mustered
as captain of Company K. Fifteenth Kansas. October 10, 1863. 'Jeff Davis' was a
nickname, but how he acquired it is not now known."
"'Beauregard' Jack Bridges. Little known of him. Is said to have been part
Indian and to have been raised near the Shawnee Mission, in Johnson county, Kansas."
Ibid., P. 414.
19 Quantas costa tuppo carD. I do not find this statement in Mark Twain, The
Innocents Abroad.
20. Yes, no. and damn. Carra.jo can have a more vulgar meaning: it depends
upon the time and place when used.
Chile con Carne is chilli (a red pepper) with meat.
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Good Lord! I gagged, spluttered, choked and the water ran
out of my eyes at a great rate. When I recovered my breath
I wanted. to know what the devil it was I had swallowed.
Colonel J. Francisco Perea,21 the owner of the outfit, was
educated in English; but supposing I knew what the infernal
stuff was, had said nothing at the time, but now told me it
was chili con carne. I replied, "You may call it that, but I
call it liquid fire." Since then, however, I have learned to
eat it in every shape, and the stronger the better.
After. a long and tedeous trip, passing thru many Indian
tribes in the night, we finally reached Bernalillo, the home
town of the Pereas on the Rio Grande. Here I rested up at
the Colonel's house a few days. With a letter of introduction
from the Colonel to a friend of his at Albuquerque, named
Don Tomas Guiteres, 22 I hit the road one Sunday morning
for Albuquerque. At this time, June 20, 1863, Albuquerque
had but one street which was the old stage'road from Santa
Fe to Franklin, Texas. The Territory of New Mexico was
under martial law, and all strangers were obliged to report
to the Provost. Martial [marshal], otherwise they went to
the military guardhouse. Of the military 23 stationed at Albuquerque at this time was battery A, 3d Artillery; twc
companies of the 5th Infantry. Lieutenant Johnson was Provost Martial [marshal]. H. S. Johnson-blue Johnsonwho had a Mexican wife, John Hill, the U. S. Deputy Marshal; "Jew" Smith, Doc. Strahn [W. F. Strachan?], Arron
and Bill Zeckendorf, Charles and Louis 'Hunning; Melchior
Werner was the Postmaster. This list comprised about all the
21. Colonel Jose Francisco Perea was a member of a pro~inent New Mexican
family. He favored the Union cause during the War, engaged in military expeditions
against Indians, served as Territorial Delegate to Congress, and held public office in
New Mexico, He was educated in St. Louis, Missouri. For further details, see Ralph
Emerson Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican Hi$/;OTY, p. 399 note (The
Torch Press, Cedar.Rapids, Iowa, 1912).·
22. Thomas C. Gutierrez is listed as a Probate Judge, Bernalillo county, 1883-4, in
HistOTY of New Mexico, 2 :528 (Pacific States Publishing Co" 1907)
23. Several companies of the 5th Infantry were under command of Colonel E.
R. S. Canby in operations against the Confederate troops invading New Mexico in
1862, but I find no mention of any artillery units at Albuquerque in Francis B. Heitman, Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army, 2 :408 (2 volumes,
. Washington', D. C., 1903) ; there were· some artillery units under Canby's command at
the battle of Val Verd'e.
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whites in Albuquerque 24 when I reached there Sunday morning, June 20, 1863. H. S. Johnson had a little paper called
the Rio Abajo Press, and I began work on this paper the following Monday morning at 50c per thousand. 25 I worked
the paper off on a iittle "army press" for a time and until
Johnson sent to Philadelphia for a small Washington hand
press. This press I put up and was the second printing press
26 ever put up in New Mexico-the Santa Fe Gazette being
the first press in that territory. Of course I still had Old
Mexico in my head, but Colonel Perea h?-d advised me not
to go down there yet for a while, not until my Spanish had
gone beyond carrajo, etc. etc., this is why I had stopt at Albuquerque. After I had put up the little Washington press,
I think almost every woman and child in town came to the
office to see the curly haired boy work that wonderful machine.
The return of the Pishon party, 27 reporting the gold finds
of the Walker party, got everybody by the heels, and all
wanted to rush to the gold fields. General JamesH. Carleton,
commanding the district of New Mexico and Arizona, ordered a large expedition out to Arizona to take possession
of the country and to establish a military post 28 in the neighborhood of the Joe Walker party. This military expedition
comprised sixty bull teams, six mule teams and three ambu24. These early settlers of Albuquerque and a few others are discussed in History
of New Mexico, 2 :528f (Pacific States Publishing Co., 1907)
25. See Note 115.
26. 'Dhe first printing press in New Mexico was set up in 1834 at Santa Fe by
Ram6n Abreu. Antonio Barreiro published for a few months a p':~er entitled E!
Crepusca!o de !a, Libertad. Douglas C. McMurtrie, "The History of Early Printing
in New Mexico," NEW MEXICO H,STORICAL REVIEW, 4:372-412 (October, 1(29)
Hezekiah S. Johnson was the editor of the Rio A ba;o Weekly Press.. It was first
published January 20, 1863. The name was changed to The New Mexico Press, July 19,
1864. A file of the paper up to October 4, 1864, is housed in the library of the Historical Society of New ·Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
Banta states that he learned to set type a little in Missouri before going west.
Banta, Manuscripts (State Department of Library and Archives, Phoenix, Arizona)
27. See Note 2 concerning the gold strike.
Nathaniel J. Pishon was Captain of Co. D, 1st Regiment Cavalry, California Vol':mteers. Enlisting February 24, 1862, he was mustered out at Fort Whipple with his
company on November 23, 1864. Brig.-Gen. Richard H. Orton, Records of California
Men in the War of the RebeUion, 1861 to 1867, p. 117 (Sacramento, 1890)
The Pishon party left Albuquerque on July 16, 1863, arrived on Grap.ite Creek
(where Fort Whipple was located), August 16, and returned to Fort Marcy, SantaFe, in September. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :340.
28. See Note 2.
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lances. The wagons were loaded at Fort Union 29 with commissary and quartermaster supplies. This outfit pulled out
of Union October 5, 1863, with orders to rendezvous at old
Fort Wingate. The real start was made from Fort Wingate 30
and the expedition as a whole was two companies of California Volunteers-F and C, 1st Reg., also Captain Pishon
and a part of his company. The officers 31 were Major Willis,
29. Fort Union was established July 26, 1851. James McKinley to Sam G. Bratton,
War Department, The Adjutant General's Office, September 12, 1929. It long served
as the headquarters and depot of the military district of New Mexico. The Official
Correspondence of James C. Calhoun, ed., Annie H. Abel, pp. 382, 417 (Washington,
D. C., 1915) Secretary of War, Report (1852) 32 cong., 2 sess., sen. ex. doc. I, pt. 2,
P. 73 [659]
There were two forts constructed, the first of logs, the second of adobe which was
located a short distance away from the first site in latitude 35 0 54', longitude 105 0 9',
in Mora county, New Mexico, some nine miles from the station of Watrous on the
Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. The post reservation was 51.5 square miles;
timber reservation, 53 sq. miles. It was built to accommodate 30 officers and 349 men
with additional accommodations at the arsenal for 3 officers and 1 troop of cavalry.
Secretary of War, Report (1893), 53 cong., 2 sess., vol. I, p. 385 (Washington, 1893)
"We had not been particularly, comfortable at Fort Union, but we were sorry to
leave. We liked the old log quarters, up tOwards the hills, much better than the new
adobe houses, planted right down on the plain, which was swept by the winds all
summer long." Lydia Spencer Lane, I Married a Soldier or Old Days in the Old Army,
p. 165 (Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1893)
See Thomas J. McLaughlin, HiBtory of Fort Union, New Mexico (Master of Arts
Thesis. University of New Mexico, 1952. Ms.)
30. Old Fort Wingate was located on the Rio Gallo in 1862 as a base of operations against the Navaho Indians, the site being selected by Colonel Canby. J. H.
Carlton to A. G., Sept. 30, 1862, New Mexico Historical Review, 8 :37 (January.
1933). The post was named in honor of Captain Benjamin Wingate, 5th Infantry,
U. S. A., who died of wounds received in the battle of Val Verde, New Mexico. X to
Editor, Fort Wingate, June I, 1863, Rio Abajo Weekly PreBB. June 23, 1863.
31~ Major E. B. Willis was in command of the military expedition despatched
by General Carleton to establish 'Fort Whipple. Farish, History, 2 :250. He enlisted as
1st Lieut., Co. A, 1st Inf. Reg., California Volunteers, at Orville, Californ.~aJ on
August 15, 1861. He attained the rank of Major, May 5, 1863, 'and was mustered out
of service with his regiment at Santa Fe, New Mexico, September 5, 1864. Orton,
Records, pp. 335-336.
'
Henry M. Benson enlisted at San Francisco, California, August 16, 1861, with
the rank of 1st Lieut., Co. I, 1st Inf. Reg., California Volunteers. He' was promoted
to Captain of Co. F, July 16, 1863, and was mustered out of service at Los Pinos,
New Mexico, August 31, 1864. Ibid., p. 359.
Joseph P. Hargrave enlisted at San Francisco, California, August 16, 1861, with
the rank of 1st Lieut., Co. F, 1st Inf. Reg., California Volunteers. He was promoted
to Captain, Co. C, June 23, 1862, and was mustered out of service at Los Pinos, New
Mexico, August 31, 1864. Ibid., 346.
William Nelson enlisted at Oroville, California, August 15, 1861, with the rank
of Sergeant, Co. A, 1st Inf. Reg., California Volunteers. He reenlisted at Fort Union,
New Mexico, October 21, 1863, and was promptly promoted to the rank of 2nd Lieut.,
Co. F. He was mustered out of service at Santa Fe, October 16, 1864. Ibid., pp. 336,
359.
Edgar Pomeroy enlisted at San Francisco, California, August 28, 1861, as Sergeant, Co. D, 1st Inf. Reg., California Volunteers. He was advanced to 1st Lieut.,
Co. C, July 7, 1863. Ibid., pp. 346, 350.
Banta is quoted at length on this expedition in Farish, History, 3:' 31fl'.
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Captains Benson and Hargrave, Lieutenants Nelson and
Pomeroy; Dr. Lieb and wife. I had joined this expedition at
Albuquerque in humble capacity of bullwacker.
We reached Chino valley and established Fort Whipple
there on the 21st of December, 1863. Here I was employed
to herd the cattle belonging to the Q. M. department. Had
some words with Nelson and was discharged. However,
Nelson shortly after left the post for Tucson on private business and Sergeant Baker put me on herd again. The Lieu,..
tenant having returned from Tucson and finding me again
employed, must find some excuse to fire me again. My chum
was a young fellow on sheep herd. Sergeant Lockwood ordered the guard to kill one of the sheep that had a broken
leg. The soldiers gave my pard a piece of the meat. The
next day the Provost Sergeant arrested both of us and we
were put into the guardhouse. We remained under guard, doing fatigue work, for five days with no charges preferred
against us. On the fifth day, Captain Joe Hargrave came on as
officer of the day, and I spoke to the Captain and asked why
we were under arrest. He examined the guard book and seeing no charges said, "I will look into this matter." Shortly
after the Provost Sergeant took us before Lieutenant Taylor 32 the Provost Marshal. After telling us we were arrested
for "killing and appropriating government property to our
own use" we were ordered out of the Post and to go at once.
The soldiers told us not to go, and said "We will see that Taylor, the 'scrub' does not molest you." We did not go, but soon
after Gover!10r John N. Goodwin 33 and party arrived at the
32. There are several Taylors listed in military records, but I judge this man
to be one of the following: Captain McCleave Griffith Taylor, Lieutenant in the California volunteers during the Civil War and resident of Prescott, Arizona, in 1884.
History of Arizona Territory, p. 262 (Wallace W. Elliott & Co., San Fancisco, California, 1884) ; Hereafter cited as Elliott, History. Edward G. Taylor enlisted August
16, 1861, and served as 2nd Lieut., Co. F, 1st Inf. Reg., California, Volunteers. He
was promoted to 1st Lieut., June 23, 1862. Orton, Records, p. 369.
33. John Goodwin was appointed governor of the Territory of Arizona August
21, 1863, and took the oath of office on December 29, serving until April 10, 1866,
thus overlapping his term of office as Territorial Delegate when elected to that post
in September, 1864. Rufus Kay Wyllys, Arizona.: The History of a Frontier State,
pp. 166f, 179 (Hobson & Herr, Phoenix, Arizona, 1960). This publication is the most
recent and best single volume history of Arizona. See also Kelly, Arizona., p. 17, and
Fish, Manuscript, 2 :36lf. The activities of Goodwin are recorded in Farish, Arizona.,
vols. 2, 3, 4 passim.
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post and established the temporary capital of the Territory
at Whipple. Secretary R. C. McCormick 34 had brought out
a small printing outfit and started the Arizona Miner, 35 a
monthly publication. T. E. Hand came out to run the thing.
I help [ed] get out the first two issues of the paper.
Sometime in April Governor Goodwin selected the townsite, which was surveyed by Colonel Bob Groom 36 and Van C.
Smith, .and afterwards named Prescott. Previous to this
the placer miners on Granite Creek became "public spirited i"
took a day off, held a meeting, and dubbed their camp "Goodwin" in honor of the Governor. The "Goodwinites" endeavored to persuade the Governor to locate the capital in their
"city," but he decided in favor of .the site where Prescott now
stands. After the survey, the Governor's outfit moved up
to the new townsite. Fort Whipple was moved up,and the
old camp at Chino valley was renamed Camp Clark 37 in
honor of the Surveyor-General of New Mexico. Before the
selection of the townsite, the miners camped on some high
ground north of Sam Miller's 38 ranch, and of course there
34. Richard C. McCormick came to Arizona with Governor Goodwin as Secretary of State. He succeeded to the governorship in 1866, serving meanwhile after
Goodwin had heen elected Territorial Delegate and until April 7, 1869. Wyllys,
Arizona, p. 167 passim.. He is credited with proposing the name of (William
Hickling) Prescott for the first capital of Arizona, and designing the Territorial
seal. Ibid., P. 169.
The Hon. E. W. Wells, in a speech before the Prescott Library Association, February 27, 1877, sketched the early history of the first capital of Arizona. He mentions
some of the same persons who are named in Banta's sketch. Farish, Arizona, 3 :190-199.
35. This press and newspaper became a storm center of Arizona politics. James
M. Barney, Manuscripts, 1:9 (This typewritten ms. in 3 vols. is housed in the· Department of Library and Archives, Phoenix, Arizona). Farish, History, 3 :46. The
publisher's correct name is Tisdale A. Hand, Arizona Miner, March 9, 1864.
·36. Robert W. Groom was elected Recorder for the Walker mining party when
they laid out their district in the Prescott region. Van C. Smith wa,; .the first Sheriff
of Yavapai county. Farish, Arizona, 2 :310; vol. 3 passim.
37. John A. Clark, Surveyor-General of New Mexico, made an extensive reconnaissance across Arizona in 1863. That is, he accompanied the Pishon party to ~he
scene of the gold strike near Prescott; he also located a mining claim. Journal of
the Pioneer and Walker Districts. Annual Report, Santa Fe, September 30, 1863.
38 cong., 1 sess., hse. ex. doc. I, p. 90 [1182].
38. Sam C. Miller arrived in the Prescott region as a member of the Walker
mining party in 1863. He acquired a ranch a mile north of the capital and served as
a member of the House from Yavapai county in the 9th Legislative Assembly. Elliott,
History, p. 302. D. E. Conner, The Walker Expedition in Arizona. (This account
was written by a member of the Walker party and printed about 1913). Fish,
Manuscript, 2 ·:434. He is listed as S. G. Miller in Kelly, Arizona, but as S. C. Miller
in Territory of Arizona, Ninth Legislative Assembly (Tucson, 1877) .. Journal of the

Pioneer and Walker Districts.
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was no ranch there at that time. In this camp was Charley
Mason, Sugar-foot Jack, myself and many more.
Sugar-foot was an English convict from Van Diemen's
Land. He had escaped and made his way to California where
he enlisted in the California Volunteers, but was discharged
for thievery. Jack came out as a bullwacker. The rascal
was as brave as a lion even if he was a notorious thief. On
one occasion George Goodhue from Lexington, Mo., and
three other fellows from Colorado, were over towards Granite mountain on a prospecting trip, and on their return to
Prescott were attacked by Apaches, and at the first fire
Goodhue fell dead, the three Colorado fellows fled. Jack
made a .fight alone and with his two six-shooters he whipped
the fight. Our brave (?) boys from Colorado reached Prescott and reported they had a hard fight with the redskins
and that Goodhue and Sugar-foot were killed. In five minutes a party was on their way to the scene of the fight; there
they found Jack smoking his pipe by the. dead body of
George.
Loren Jenks had the first hay contract for Whipple after
its removal up to its present site. "Poker" Johnson took a
sub-contract and established a hay-camp below the "rocks."
At this camp I was employed by "Poker" (after I herded
stock for R. E. Farrington 39 ail winter at $7.50 per month)
to scout about the camp and' look out for Apaches, $75.00
per month. The hay was cut with hoes and at tha~sort of
work the men could not keep an eye for reds. The late John
H. Behan-my partner and chum-was here cutting hay,
also a Mr. Giles, and others besides a number of Mexicans.
This was in July, 1864, and while in this camp the first election was held and Giles was elected to the 1st Legislative
Assembly. No one in the camp voting, I of course did not
vote as I was not of legal age, but cast my first vote in 1866.
One Sunday a hay-cutter named Henson was out not far
from camp, perhaps a quarter of a mile, where he was
jumped by Apaches and he killed one with his pistol. The
39. Rufus E. Farrington, a rancher near Prescott, arrived at the scene of the
Walker gold strike either late in 1863 or early in 1864. Fish, Manuscript. 2 :341. He
was there at least as early as January 9. 1864. Journal of the Pioneer and Walker
Mining Districts, p. 124.
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shot was heard in camp and when he came in the boys asked
what he had shot at. He said, "I shot an Apache; he fell
and I think 1. killed him." A few days afterwards I was
over the same ground and seeing some buzzards flying
around there, I made an examination and found the dead
Indian.
Speaking of Apaches, when I was herding for Farrington, sometimes I carried an old Dragoon holster pistol,
loaded at the muzzle with powder and ball. This I carried in
my hand, muzzle down. One day I got sight of three Apaches
making off with three b'u~ros; I started for them and they
turned up a can[y]on [canon]. To head 'em off, I cut
across the small mountain. When I reached the top the
Apaches had left the burros in the canon, arid were hiking
for Granite mountain. The funny part about this thing was,
a day or two afterwards I was in the "rocks" and met a
mountain lion. The brute was not more than twenty feet
away with its head towards me, waving his tail back and
forth. To make a sure shot I knelt down to rest on my knee.
I pulled the trigger and the pesky thing snapped. I examined the Pistol and found no load in it. I had been hunting Indians and lions with an empty gun. Many times I lit
my pipe at Indian fires while herding the stock. Back of our
camp was a small volcanic buteo At night the Apaches would
go there and look down upon our camp. I saw their track
here on several occasions and made up my mind that I would
do some night work too. One night, without saying a word
to anyone of my intention, I took my rifle-an old muzzle
loading squirl gun-and went up the top of this buteo In
due time the Apaches came. There was no moon and I had
to shoot at random, and those reds were badly frightened if
no more.
After the hay was "dug," Charley Beach had the contract to haul it to Whipple. The bullwhackers were Berry
Dodson, Dave and Sam Smilley, Charly Washburn, John H.
Behan, Dan White and "C. A. Franklin." 40 In the summer
40. Banta went by the name of Charles A. Franklin for a number of years. After
serving in the 12th' Legislative Assembly. he took steps to have his name changed to
Albert Franklin Banta. Phoenix Herald, January 16, and February 18, 1884, citfng
. the St. Johns Qrian Era. Arizona Gazette, January 17, 1884. 'l1,his episode in his life
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of '64, Jim Fine and Ely Puteney located and built a little
rock cabin above the "rocks." After we had finished hauling the hay; Beach had the teams taken to the Fine-Punteney
. cabin. A corral of cottonwood poles was built about the
cabin. The bars of the corral were stuck thru holes in the
cabin near the corner next to the door, and at night a logchain was wound around these bars close up to the cabin.
Sleeping in the cabin that night were Beach, Fine, Punteney,
Henson, Behan and the writer.. The cabin was about 8 x 10,
with no window and only a blanket for a door. Sometime in
the night the little dog began barking; this awakened Henson and myself. Henson got up and raising the blanket
looked out. At this moment the pup gave a sharp yelp and
all was quiet. I asked Henry what's up? and [he] said a
coyote, perhaps, but hearing nothing more he lay down and
we again went to sleep. .The next morning we found the logchain unwound, the bars down and every hoof of the cattle
gone. The little dog was lying dead with an arrow thru its
body not more than fifty feet from the door of the cabin.
Up at "Gimletville," the name derisively given to Goodwin by the Prescottites, were two restaurants. One was kept
by the "Virgin Mary" and the other one by a man named
Jackson. The "Virgin" had come up from Tucson with
"Nigger Brown," and had brought a dozen or two goats with
her. Both restaurants had drawing cards. The "Virgin's"
pull was goat's milk for coffee, and Jackson's was his sixteen year old step-daughter. As between the two "cards,"
I think goat's milk had the stronger pull.
In those early days greenbacks were at a discount. The
gold standard prevailed. Bacon was a dollar and a half per
pound in gold, or three dollars in paper money, and the same
price for coffee and sugar; flour was fifty cents in gold, or a
dollar a pound in paper. A pair of the most ordinary boots
cost $25 in gold. At this rate I bought no boots, but made
moccasins. The winter of 1864-65 found me in Prescott.
John P. Burke and a man named Hollister were running the
may have had its origin in the informal manner that he followed in severing relations
with the Missouri militia as related above. Banta wrote' that the District Court
changed his name. Banta to Hon. W. H. Hardy, St. Johns, Arizona, January 24, 1889
(State Department of Library and Archives, Phoenix)
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Prescott House on Granite street. Here I was general factotum about the place: That winter the first mail came in
from La Paz; brought in by a Mr. Grant who left the same
at the hotel. I put the few letters behind the bar and gave
them out to anyone calling for them. Hence I handled the
first mail entering Prescott. Afterwards, by common consent, it was turned over to "Parson" Reed.
. The most dangerous man in Prescott at this time was
A. G. Dunn. He had killed a man in Oregon, [was] sent to
the pen, but thru influential friends had secured his release
and came to Arizona. In town were two "Sols;" Little Sol
and Black Sol. Black Sol and Dunn had some words over
a Mexican woman,and Dunn had threatened to kill Black
Sol. Dunn never carried a pistol, but did carry a small ballard rifle at all times. The little Jew armed himself with two
big six-shooters, and being rather diminutive in stature,
the muzzles of the two pistols whacked against the calves of
his legs to the amusement of everybody. One evening the
"woman in the case" was at the cabin of McMahan who had
a Mexican wife. Mc was an assayor. Black Sol also put
in there to, and pretty soon someone in the house saw Dunn
approaching. The Jew was frightened, and crawled under
. the bed. Dunn had no idea that the Jew was there and entered the room, put his gun in a corner and sat down on a
chair leaning back against the bed. Mc, fearing trouble
should Dunn discover the presence of the Jew, came up to
the hotel after the Sheriff. Burke was under-sheriff and
with a pocket derringer returned with Mc to the cabin. He
walked close up to Dunn and fired his pistol, shooting Dunn
thru the left shoulder. Dunn jumpped to his feet and made
for his gun. Burke fled out of the door. As he ran Dunn
fired and shot the stock off the pistol in Burke's right hand,
the ball passing thru Burke's thumb. It happened Dunn
had no more cartridges, and after firing at Burke he. sat his
gun down against the wall of the cabin on the outside and
stood there with his back against the house. In the meantime Burke had gone to the hotel and reported matters to
the Sheriff, Jerome B. Calkins.
The Sheriff, accompanied by Charly Ott, went to the Mc-
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Mahn cabin, both armed with six-shooters. Dunn saw them
approaching, but made no move nor said a word. At the
proper shooting distance Calkins turned loose his gun, he
shot the second time and again the third time. Still Dunn
made no move, nor opened his mouth. The Sheriff then went
up to Dunn, supposing that he had missed the fellow all the'
time, and placed him under arrest. Coming to the hotel,
Dunn partially gave way from loss of blood; then it was 'that
the Sheriff knew he had hit Dunn. The wounded man was
brought into the hotel and laid upon the floor. Dr. John T.
Alsop did something for the man, but advised sending for
Dr. Coues at the Fort. Coues came up and plugged up Dunn
as best he cou14, but thought the man had no chance to live.
Dunn said, "Doctor, are you through?" and then called for
the drinks, saying, "I'll live to get even with those fellows."
And strange to say he did. I sat up with Dunn that night
all the time looking for him to die. Coues came up the fol-'
lowing morning and to his surprise found the man 'alive. He
said to Dunn, you have great vitality and have a chance to
recover. To this Dunn smiled and said, off [of] course I
.
will, and did recover.
Along in the Spring of '65, Major Staples, 41 a paymaster
, in the army, paid off the troops at Whipple; with an escort
of California Volunteers [he] started back to his headquarters in Santa Fe. Several parties took advantage of the
escort to return to New Mexico. Among those going back
were C. W. Beach, George Cooler, Burk[e] and myself, and,
myself and perhaps a few others.
We followed our old military trail via Gqino valley, Hell
Canon, Rattlesnake tank, Bear springs, Volunteer springs,
Antelope springs (present site of Flagstaff), Coconino tanks,
Walnut tanks, Little Colorado at the mouth of Canon Diablo
[Devil Canyon] and so on. It was on this trip while up on
the Mogollon mountains I had an experience ,with a grizzly
bear. It was sometime in the month of April, '65, this trip
was made. We had a six-mule wagon for baggage and grub;
41. This officer might have been Samuel Chester Staples, additional paymaster of
volunteers, September 15, 1862. He was appointed from Connecticut and mustered
out of service on July 20, 1866. Heitman, Historical Register,
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the escort were cavalry men and the Major road [rode] a
horse. Early one morning I started ahead of the outfit on
foot, the weather being fine and the ground dry. I had gone
perhaps a quarter of a mile or more when I heard the snort
of a bear over to my right in a little ravine. Having no shooting irons with me at the time I stopt still in the road.
Presently the huge beast came up the road, probably forty
feet in front of me. He was so close I could see his eyes
blink and his nose twitch. The country was covered with
big pines but no under-brush. The big brute first sniffed a
few times and then stood up on his hind feet. He was so
close that I was obliged to look up to see his eyes. . Not a
thing intervened between us-nothing but the smooth road.
He sniffed, turned his head from right to left and back again.
He could smell the mystery, but could not see what it was.
All animals are like the human animal; they fear a mystery.
They fear the intangible, hence the fear of ghosts, spirits,
etc., etc.; so it was with this bear. However, being a bear,
and a grizzly at that, he was not going to run away with
fear; the grizzly never runs from a fight. I stood as still
as a statue, watching his eyes and nose working, knowing
all the time he could not distinguish me from an inanimate
object, although he could smell me all the time. But like the
human he was not going to investigate the "mystery." Of
course I could not help smiling at the big brute, but took
good care not to smile out loud. After a minute or two sniffing, he got down on all fours and walked slowly away, turning his head back two or three times for a distance of perhaps .
thirty feet. He then got up on his hind feet again and did
some more sniffing. He got down and walked away again,
this time going a bit farther, but did not get up on his hind
feet again, but turned his head and look~d back, always
ready to fight if there was anything to fight. Still like the
human;. a man will fight to the death with the tangible, but
pit himself against the harmless intangible and he is at once
an arrant coward. All animals are the same and will run
away, excepting the grizzly bear; he will not run but will
walk away for a distance and then gallop off; so did my bear
at this time. (To be continued) .

TEDDY'S TERRORS: THE NEW MEXICAN
VOLUNTEERS OF 1898
By CLIFFORD P. WESTERMEIER*
of February 16, 1898, the news of the
O 'sinkingmorning
of the United States Battleship Maine, at
N THE

Havana, Cuba, reached the office of Governor Miguel Antonio Otero at the capital city, Santa Fe, New Mexico. This
came as a shock to the Spanish-Americans of the city and
the territory. They were aware that serious trouble had been
brewing for months between the United, States and Spain,
but the remoteness of their lives removed them from the
daily excitement of and contact with yellow' journalism
which made the Spanish American War a more active
reality for the East~
Almost immediately rumors spread that some of the
people of New Mexico were not loyal; other reports stated
that New Mexico sympathized with Spain. 1 The Governor
suppressed these rumors and the inquiries which grew out
of them with a strong affirmation of loyalty of the territory,
and, in response to an inquiry made by the New York
World, he wrote in part, "In anticipation of War, the New
Mexico National Guard, in many localities, are drilling
night and day."2
In the first week of April, 1898, the Governor offered
Secretary of War, R. A. Alger, in case of war with Spain,
the "immediate service of a full regiment of cavalry, nearly
all. of whom are of Spanish descent, and that more will
follow if needed."3 The secretary gratefully acknowledged
the offer and promised to communicate later. 4
* Le.cturer, University of Colorado Extension Division.
(Author's Note: Unless otherwise indicated, all research material was found in
newspapers of the year 1898.
1. Otero, Miguel Antonio, My Nine Years As Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico, 1897"1906 (cited hereafter as Otero, My Nine Years As Governor, etc.,).
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1940, 'P. 35.
2. Ibid., p.' 36. "Indignant New Mexico," Rocky Mountain News (Denver, Colorado), April 26'; "Unjust To New Mexico," Ibid., April 27.
.
3, "Cavalry from New Mexico," Fort Collins Courier (Fort' Collins; Colorado),
April'14.
4. Ibid. Otero, My Nine Years as Governor, etc., p. 38.
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About two weeks later all military companies of the
National Guard received orders to recruit to full strength,
and at the same time volunteers in considerable numbers
offered their services for active duty.5 Some immediate
problems were of prime consideration. The border to the
south was unprotected since the regular troops were taken
from New Mexico, and there existed also the danger of
Indian and bandit raids. Governor Otero suggested in a
telegram to the Secretary of War that Forts Bayard and
Wingate be garrisoned with New Mexico volunteers and
that the border be patrolled. He described his men as follows: "Our· volunteers are excellent horsemen, first-class
marksmen, and are all accustomed to hardships of camp
life, and a large proportion speak both Spanish and English.
They will be ready on short notice and are anxiously await:ing orders to go wherever sent."6 The Honorable H. B. Fergusson, delegate to Congress, was requested to bring this
notice to the attention of the Secretary of War. 7
That other movemeht~ to use cowboy volunteers were
afoot is evidenced in an interesting item in the newspapers,
several weeks before the state~ent made by Governor Otero.
This came from the adjacent territory of Arizona and may
have been an impetus to the later action of New Mexico.
The item appeared under the heading of "Western News:"
A movement is underway for the formation of an independent
cavalry regiment, composed mainly of frontiermen well skilled in
the management of horses and arms, and embracing a large number
of cowboys. Companies are being organized at Prescott, Flagstaff,
Phoenix, Globe, Solomonville, Tombstone and Tucson. The intention
is to be no wise a part of the territorial militia, but an independent
command ready to go to the front at once. The enropment is expected to reach 1,000. 8
5. "Regiment of Western Sharpshooters' and Cowboy Rough Ridet-s," Denver
Republican (Denver, Colorado), April 24 ; "New Mexico Cowboys," Ibid., April 26;
"Recruiting in Albuquerque," Ibid., April 27; UCowboy Regiment Recruiting," Ibid.,
'April 27; "New Mexico'Riflemen," Rocky Mountain News, April 27.
6. Santa Fe New Mexican (Santa Fe, New Mexico), April 22; See "Fear Indian
Attacks," Rocky Mountain News, ..o!\pril 23; "New Mexico Asks Protection," Denver
Republican, April 26.
7. Santa Fe New Mexican, April 22.
8. Fort Collins· Courier, March 3. See "Arizona Cavalry Regiment," Rocky
Mountain New8. Apr:iI 14; "Arizona Regiment of Cowboys," Denver Republican,
April 19: "Denver the Rendezvous," Rocky Mountain News, April 24; HMr. Brodie is
. Commissioned," Ibid., April 26.
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On April 24! the following headline points the direction
of Otero's suggestion: "Volunteers Galore. Offers For
Active Service Pouring In On Governor Otero From All
Over Ne'Y Mexico. Recruiting The Maximum. National
Gunrds [sic] Ready On Call-Two Thousand Men Could
Be Had On Short Notice. . . . "9
.J. H. Tiffany of Silver City requested the authority to
raise a troop of cowboy cavalry in Sierra and Grant counties and suggested the men be mustered in as United States
volunteers for service in Cuba or wherever they might be
needed. 10
This enthusiastic appeal to create a cowboy cavalry from
the New Mexico volunteers was answered the following day,
April 25, 1898, with the official declaration of war between
the United States and Spain. On the same morning the
Governor received the following telegram from Secretary
Alger:
Washington, April 25, 1898.-The president directs that Captain
Leonard Wood, United States army, be authorized to raise a regiment
of cavalry as mounted riflemen, and to be its colonel and has named
Hon. Theodore Roosevelt as lieutenant colonel. All of the other officers
will come from the vicinity where the troops are raised. What can you
do for them? Answer immediately.
R. A. ALGER
Secretary of War. 11

The dispatch was answered:
R. A. Alger, Secretary of War.
Telegram arrived. Have full squadron of cavalry ready for service.
Prefer to send them as cavalrymen but probably 'can transfer as
mounted riflemen, if necessary. Can raise battalion of mounted riflemen in abo'ut a week. Can you take squadron of cavalry and battalion
mounted riflemen in addition?
MIGUEL A. OTERO
Governor. 12
9. Santa Fe New Mexican, April 24. See "A Cowboy Company." Denver
Republican, April 26; Otero, "My Nine Years As Governor, etc., p. 39.
10. Santa Fe New Mexican, April 24.
11. Ibid., April 25. The New Mexican commented, [Captain Leonard Wood)
"is a captain and assistant surgeon in the regular army. . . . He is said to be a
physician and also a man of superior military education and ability. It is understood,
that he is. the attending physician at the White House." See "Commander of the
Cowboys," Rocky Mountain News, April 26.
12. Santa Fe New Mexican, April 25.
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Later that day, the Governor received another message
from Secretary Alger: "The squadron of cavalry will serve
as mounted riflemen equipped and armed by the United
States for this special service. Extra men may be wanted
but at present only 340 men can be taken."13
Thus the Cowboy Cavalry, the New Mexico Volunteers
of 1898, began to take shape. Governor Otero, according to
a comment in the newspaper which reported the above dispatches, had already made preparations to organize the
squadron-the enlistment and muster of the men to take
place in the capital.H This momentous day and occasion
could not pass without a facetious comment, such as appeared under the heading of "Minor City Topics:" "There is
talk around town of organizing a bock beer brigade for
service in the war with Spain. They could certainly be the
loudest fighters in the army."15
The following morning Governor Otero received another
telegram from the Secretary of War in reference to the
mounted riflemen. The three hundred and forty men would
form four companies of the regiment under Colonel Wood,
and all equipment, arms and mounts would be furnished by
the United States. He ended the message tersely: "Want
. every man a picked man."16
An enthusiastic account in the Santa Fe New Mexican
shows that the qualifications for the New Mexico volunteers
were many and diversified:
The four troops of mounted riflemen being organized in New
Mexico for service in Cuba, will in many respects be the most noted
volunteer squadron ever enlisted. Every man is to be picked with
reference to special qualifications. He must be a good shot, be able to
ride anything in the line of horseflesh, a rough and ready fighter, and
above all must absolutely have no understanding of the word fear.
The primary object of the organization of such a body of soldiers is to
teach the civilized world that America possesses a class of men who,
when armed and brought face to face with an enemy, never quit
fighting until victory or death comes. To belong to New Mexico's
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid., April 26. See letters of Governor Otero and Secretary R. A. Alger
concerning the cowboy regiment, Las Vegas Daily Optic (Las Vegas, New Mexico),
April 26; "For Roosevelt's Regiment," Denver Republican, April 28.
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mounted riflemen as a private is an honor which will be looked upon
as beyond that of a commissioned officer in many another organization
of volunteers, and one which will place a premium upon the places
on the enlistment rol1.l 7

Colonel Wood left Washington immediately for New
Mexico and Arizona to organize a regiment of cowboy
cavalry.I8 However, efforts had already been made in that
direction. A message from George Curry of El Paso instructed the adjutant general's office that he would have
fifty men at Las Cruces by the following Monday, and that
fifteen cowboys under C. L. Ballard, deputy United States
marshal, came from the Pecos valley.19 Mr. A. M. Bergere,
a clerk of the First Judicial District Court in Santa Fe, was
physically disqualified to serve in the volunteers but demonstrated his patriotism to the Governor in a magnanimous
offer: "I have on my ranch about 800 good horses and I
would be pleased to tender 100 of these through you to the
United States government free of charge."2o
Newspapers divulged that the Governor had secured
Santa Fe as the rendezvous for the volunteers, a fact which
caused an unfortunate controversy between the Santa Fe
New Mexican and the Albuquerque Citizen. A rumor in the
Citizen that the volunteer rendezvous was to be moved from
Albuquerque to the capital city was reprinted in the New
Mexican. Readers of the Citizen asked, "What is the matter
with Delegate Fergusson?" As his constituents, they questioned his actions, for presumably he ignored their telegrams concerning the location of the rendezvous. 21
To call upon the delegate to Congress who had nothing
to do with military affairs was foolhardiness; the Governor
alone, as commander-in-chief of the territorial forces, had
the authority to make these decisions. The Santa Fe New
17. Santa Fe New Mexican, April 28.
18. Ibid., April 28.
19. Ibid.• April 28. George Curry was appointed Captain of Troop H, the only
New Mexico company of Rough Riders who did not go to Cuba. Otero, My Nine Years
As Governor, etc., pp. 42, 52.
20. Santa Fe New Mexican, April 29.
21. Ibid. See "New Mexico Cowboy Volunteers," Denver Republican, April 29;
HGreeeting to Cowboys," Rocky Mountain News, April 30; Otero, My Nine Years As
Governor, etc., pp. 39-40.
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Mexican, in an attempt to settle the matter, issued the
following statement in the form of a warning:
It is reported that officers of the National Guard of New Mexico in
Albuquerque and probably one or two other ,places are taking it upon
themselves to criticise the acts of t1.:J.eir supreme officers and of the
commander in chief. Such acts are military offenses and liable to
punishment by court martial. The law under which officers and
enlisted men of the New Mexico National Guard are enlisted or
commissioned is amply strong for this purpose and officers should
remember that Governor Otero is commander in chief and as such,
from a military standpoint, his acts are above criticism or cavil. No
foolishness will be allowed or tolerated, and the law and regulations
will be rigidly enforced in such cases as Come before the notice of the
officers. 22
•

The same newspaper "pulled no punches" in another
account:
There is no rumor about this. It is an accomplished fact. The best
interests of the service and of the territory demand that the rendezvous for the New Mexico volunteers be at the seat of the territorial
government and Governor Otero having presented the matter to the
proper authorities in Washington clearly and forcibly, Santa Fe was
selected for the purpose named; It was not a question of towns, it
was a question of what was the best for the country. The Citizen need
not pour out the vials of its wrath on Delegate Fergusson's devoted
head, the delegate's tow line is not nearly as long or as powerful as
that of the governor's from Santa Fe to Washington. That's all. 23

But that was not all! The' discontented faction in Albuquerque, .smarting under the turn of events, proceeded to
criticize the volunteers, called them "tenderfoot cowboys"
and predicted "that very few of them would pass muster."24
Captain Max Luna, who had commanded Troop F First
Cavalry at Las Lunas, was in direct charge of the volunteers,
and he and these volunteers were the target for some special
criticism from the Albuquerque Democrat. This criticism
did not escape the notice of the New Mexican, which answered in part :
As a matter of fact, Captain C. L. Cooper [U.S.A. mustering
officer] today complimented Captain Luna on the splendid physique
of his men and expressed great satisfaction at their deportment. Out
22.
23.

24.

Santa Fe New Mexican. May 3.
Ibid.• April 29,
Ibid,. May 2.
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of 15 men examined this forenoon 13 were accepted for service and
even better results are anticipated from further examinations.
Citizens of Santa Fe' are highly indignant over the cowardly
course pursued by the Democrat, and the feeling that the perpetrator
of such a dastardly outrage merits severe punishment., is general. A
man whose patriotism runs so low that he can see nothing commendable in the action of a person who offers to sacrifice his life on the
altar of his country's honor and glory, is a yellow cur of the most
despicable variety and his contracted brain, if he has such an article,
has never experienced a respectable honorable motive. 25

The criticism of the volunteers by the Albuquerque Democrat as "hobo volunteers" 'brought several strong, patriotic, sentimental and threatening protests from the citizenry of Santa Fe. There were also comments concerning
the physical appearance of the volunteers as "fine specimens
of physical manhood," "huskiest specimen of manhood,"
"great, big strapping young men," and "fine riders, excellent shots."26
In his book, The Rough Riders, which first appeared as
a serial in Scribner's Magazine, Theodore Roosevelt expresses his opinion: "They were a splendid set of men, these
Southwesterners-tall and sinewy, with resolute, weatherbeaten faces, and eyes that looked a man straight in. the
face without flinching. They included in their ranks men
of every occupation; but the three types were of the cowboy, the hunter, and the mining prospector. . . .27
Several days later, a "loyal" New Mexican sent a telegram to the New York World, which in no way eased the
tense situation:
Roosevelt's cowboy regiment is liable to be a fake. The members
of the regiment, so far as New Mexico is concerned, are being
recruited in railroad towns. Probably not 10 per cent of the men
. 25. Ibid. According io, a letter from Governor Otero to Thomas Hughes of
Albuquerque, the DemiJcrat criticized the volunteers from that, city; however the
Governor assured Hughes of the fine quality of the men from Albuquerque. The group
, included Hughes' son, who had passed the physical examination that same afternoon.
26. Ibid., May 3. The editor of the Albuquerque 'Citizen comments: "The war
department is hereby notified that a rebel sheet in this city is ridiculing recruits in
the volunteer service and calling them udrunken stiffs," a charge which ·is absolutely and maliciously false. The owner of the sheet is a foreigner and he should be
given instructions to keep his hands off the conduct of this war, which is not his
fight." "Glance At Our Neighbors," Denver Evening Post (Denver, Colorado), May 6.'
27. Roosevelt, Theodore,' "The Rough' Riders," - (cited hereafter as Roosevelt,
"Rough Riders,") Scribner's Magazine 25, January, 1898, p. 11.
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recruited ever were cowboys in their lives, and I doubt if one-fourth of
them ever rode a horse. Lincoln county, New Mexico, of which I am
a resident, is one of the chief cattle counties of the Territory, and not
the slightest effort has been made to enlist a single cowboy. This
stat~ment I stand by, regardless of what may be said by those in
authority. A large proportion of the applicants for enlistment are
foreigners, while the cowboy element is purely native born.
EDWARD J. MURRAy.28

During the first ten days of the month of May, patriotic
songs, sentimental poetry and lusty cheers appeared in the
capital city newspaper in considerable numbers. Appropriate words were written to the songs "Good-bye My Lover,
Good-bye," and "Marching Thru Georgia,"-the 'latter popularly known as the "Cuba Libre Song."29 The following piece
of sentimental poetry typifies the stress and concern of the
time:
"A blare of bugles through the land
"'To horse!' the call; 'tis full and clear.
"A loosening of hand from hand;
"A teardrop's fall; a kiss so dear!
"A father's clasp, a mother's prayer,
"A rose hid in the knapsack there."30

A lusty cheer, more typical of the mood of the men, came
from San Antonio, Texas, where the volunteers trained:
" 'Rah! Rah! Rah!
" 'Ray! 'Ray! 'Ray!
"We're the cowboy regiment
"From Santa Fe,
"Bound for Cuba."31

On May 6, the Arizona contingent of the volunteer cavalry, composed of seven officers and one hundred and seventy-nine men, passed through Isleta, New Mexico, on its
28. "Are The Cowboys ,A Myth?" Las Vegas Daily Optic, May 17. See "Ten
Cowboys From Raton," Denver Republican, April 30; "Las Vegas' Quota Is Off,"
Rocky. Mountain News, May 1; "Cowboys Sending In Names," Ibid., May 2; "Volunteeers In Santa Fe," lbid.~ May 3; "Union County Cowboys,'~ Denver Republican,
May 3; "New Mexico's Fighting Cowboys," Ibid. "Cowboys Go South." Denver Times.
(Denver Colorado), May 5; "Just Aching For A Scrap," Rocky Mountain News,
May 12.
29. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 4, May 6.
30. Ibid., May 5. See "When Teddy Quits The Sea," a poem by R.D.B. Ibid.,
May 6.
31. Ibid., May 10.
J.
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way to San Antonio, Texas, the rendezvous of the First
U. S. Volunteer Cavalry.32 Upon arrival at the New Mexico
station, they sent the following telegram:
Roosevelt's Troopers, Santa Fe.
Isleta, N. M., May 6,-Wat 'ell matter with New Mexico. Come
running or will never get to Cuba.
BRODIElS ARIZONIANS, .200 STRONG.33

Another report from Albuquerque of this troop movement mentions seven officers and one hundred and ninety
men. "The cars were decorated with banners and streamers
bearing the mottoes, "Cowboy Regiment of Arizona," "Remember the Maine," and others."34 Adispatch from Guthrie,
Oklahoma, said, "Lieutenant A. P. Carpon and Sergeant
S. T. Treacker of the 7th cavalry arrived here from For't Sill
to recruit Oklahoma's troop of cavalry."35
To cover the seeming delay of the New Mexican volunteers, the New Mexican commented: "When one considers
the great distances men have to travel in New Mexico and
the time required to communicate with the many places,
having no telegraphic connection with the outside world,
the recruiting of the four troops of picked men in five days
shows great work."36 The New Mexico squadron was made
up of territorial militia and volunteers who were mustered
into military service as the First Volunteer Cavalry. The
first four companies had, for their immediate officers, men
of the areas from which they were recruited: Captains
Frederick Muller, Maximiliano Luna, W. H. H. Llewellyn,
and George Curry commanded the troops E, F, G, and H,
respectively. The first camp was located at Santa Fe and
was named Camp Otero by the unanimous vote of the men. 37
For several days before the departure of the volunteers,
32. Ibid., May 6. See "Arizona's Cowboy Contingent," Denver Republican,
April 30; "Arizona Leads in Mustering Troops," Denver Times, May 3.
33. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 6.
34. Ibid.
35. Ibid. Permission also had been granted to recruit cowboy cavalry at Carson
City, Nevada; Salt Lake City, Utah; Cheyenne, Wyoming, and Boise, Idaho. "Cowboy
Regiment Recruiting," Denver Republican, April
See newspapers of the Rocky
Mountain Empire, April
to May 9, 1898.
36. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 6. See Otero, My Nine Years As Governor, etc.,
p. 40.
37. Ibid., p. 42.
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the New Mexican sponsored. a subscription to purchase a
flag to present to the cavalry. On May 7, they had raised
$242.50 ;38 .however, before the presentation could be made,
the volunteers had left Santa Fe for their destination.
The departure of the volunteers took place on Saturday
afternoon, May 7. The first section of the train left at 5 :30;
the second followed ten minutes later. Some 5,000 people
gathered to see the departure, and according to the accounts
many sad scenes were witnessed. 39 The New Mexican, in a
sympathetiC mood, comments favorably on the men and
their actions in the city during the previous week:
The greater number of the men were in Santa Fe a week, and
in that time their behavior was such as to impress everyone with
their earnestness and quiet determination to do what ever duty points
out. During the time they were in this city not a single disturbance
occurred either on the streets or in quarters, and aside from the bustle
and stir of preparation and organization, no one would have known
anything unusual was going on. A more courteous company of men
never gathered in one place from all parts of the territory and the
citizens of Santa Fe were sincerely sorry to see them leave. 4o

From Dodge City, Kansas, the day after the departure
of the volunteers, came a dispatch from Harman Wynkoop:
"All through Colorado and Kansas enthusiastic crowds
meet the train at the stations. Some of the boys developed
their warlike proclivities by· sinking schooners here
(beer) ."41
During these weeks the press conferred interesting names
upon the volunteers. The majority of the volunteers was
"made up of men from the plains, from Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma and the Indian Territory-cowboys and
miners, bred to the use of the horse and rifle, and to roughing it in the open. Some of these served in the National
Guard in their several states."42 With these facts in mind,
38. "New Mexican Cowboy Volunteers,"· Denver Republican, April 29; Santa
Fe New Mexican, May 7. The flag subscription closed with a total of $253.50.· The flag
reached the volunteers probably"the latter part of June as it is mentioned in a letter
dated July 1. Ibid., May 9, ·July 5.
39. Ibid., May 7; "New Mexico Volunteers," Denver RepUblican, May 6.
40. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 9.
41. Ibid., May 10. See "New Mexico Volunteers," Denver Republican, May 8;
"Cowboys Get An Ovation," Rocky Mountain NewB, May 8.
42. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 11.
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the ingenius "press tagged the volunteers as Teddy's
Terrors, Roosevelt's Rough Riders, Teddy's Holy Terrors, Roosevelt's Rough 'Uns, Teddy's Gilded Gang, Roosevelt's Wild West, Teddy's Texas Tarantulas, Teddy's Cowboy Contingent, Teddy's Riotous Rounders, Fighting Cowboys, Cowboy Regiment, The Fighting First, Cowboy Cavalry, Cowboy Volunteers, Roosevelt's Regiment, Teddy's
Canvasbacks, and Uncle Sam's Brownies. 43 As the New
- York Press commented: "Colonel Wood is lost sight of entirely in the effulgence of Teethadore."H" However, according to Chicago Inter Ocean, Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt
did not approve of these glamorous titles. "Don't call them
rough riders," says Theodore Roosevelt, "and don't call
them cowboys. Call them mounted riflemen. If any man believes this regiment will go on the hippodrome order he has
make a bleeding mistake, particularlY when we get in the
midst of the fight."45
Newspapers confirmed reports that some fifty college
and" club men from the East were to be in this regiment.
Among these were Craig Wadsworth, an outstanding polo
player; Basil Ricketts, Hamilton Fish Jr., Horace Devereaux, Princeton football stars; William Tiffany, New York
social light; Reginald Ronald, Yale half-back; and Hollister,
sprinter from Harvard. 46 ,
"Keep an eye on Teddy's Terrors. They are the stuff
from which came the knighted chivalry of old," said a
writer for the Denver Field and Farm. 47 However, the odd
43. uThose Rough Riders," Denver 'Times, May 81. See URegiment of Western
Sharpshooters And Cowboy Riders;" Denver Republican, April 25; "Rocky Mountain
Regiment Will" Be Known As Teddy's Terrors,~' Denver Evening Post, April 25";
UCowboy Regiment. Recruiting," Denver Republican, April 27 ;4<Those Cowboy Volunteeers," Denver Times, April 28; HThe 'Fighting First' Cavalry," Denver Republica~
June 5.
44. "Those Rough Riders," Denver Times, May 31.
45. "Not 'Rough Riders,''' Ibid., May 31. See Roosevelt, "Rough Riders," Scribners, p. 7; "Roosevelt Is Not a Dime Novel Cowboy," Denver Times, May 27.
46. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 11. See "College Men To Join Teddy,"
Denver Evening Post," May 4'; uHarvard Students Go With Roosevelt," Den.
veT Times, May 4: "'Propose To Ride As' Cowboys," Denver Repu.blican, May 5:
"Dudes Are All Right, Curled Darlings Of Society Join Teddy's Terrors," Denver
Evening Post, May 11; Editorial, Denver Repuhlican, May 12; "Teddy's Terrors At
San Antonio," Rocky Mountain "News, May 12; "Rough Riders," Scribner's, p. 8.
47. (Denver, Colorado), May 14.
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combination of Easterner and Westerner· concerned the
paper of the capital city of New Mexico:
The New York swells, who enlisted in the 1st regiment of U. S.
volunteer cavalry, had to leave their valets at home. They are probably nice fellows and all that, but it must be remembered that every
man sent by New Mexico as a member of that regiment is just as
good as the best New York swell. The chances are that all will
fraternize and assimilate when it comes to duty and active service, and
that this mixture will prove for the best and will make the regiment
one of the finest in the service. 48

The last two weeks of May brought many reports on the
activities of the volunteers in Camp Riverside at San Antonio. The strength of the regiment was about 1,000 men,
including about seventy, mostly Texas cowmen, who had
enlisted since the group came to that city.49 The uniforms,
issued shortly .after the arrival of the men, consisted of
"canvas brown tunic and trowsers, brown leggings, black
shoes, navy blue shirts and gray field hats." "Teddy's
Brownies," as they were called, were a "husky lot of troopers
when drawn up in line on horseback."50
Captain T. P. Ledwidge of Troop E, in a letter to the
Denver Republican, gives an interesting account of the
equipment carried by the volunteers:
Each man is supplied with a McClelland saddle, bridle, water bridle,
halter, saddlebags, sircingle, picket pin and rope, nose bag, curry
comb and brush, spurs, canteen, mess pan and tin cup, knife, fork
and spoon, poncho, body blanket, horse blanket, one-half shelter tent,
service belt, machete and scabbard, Krag-Jorgensen 30-30 carbine and
scabbard, 44--caliber single action Colt's revolver and scabbard and
cartridge belt. What else we will carry I cannot say, but it seems we
have enough now.· Each troop has its own color of horse. . . ,51

All was not work, as is evidenced in the various reports
which came back to Santa Fe. On one occasion the Mayor of
San Antonio, acompanied by a band and a large number of
48. Santa Fe New Mexican~ May 12. "There is Borne local fear expressed since
forty of the New York 400 have g~ne to San Antonio, Texas, to enlist in the First
Regiment of Cavalry, Cow"hoy Battalion, that the simple manners and customs of
the New Mexico cow-boy may be contaminated and his morals deteriorated by· contact with these New Yorkers." Las Vegas Daily Optic, May 16.
49. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 24.
50. Ibid., May 17. See "The Fighting First Cavalry," Denver Republican,
June 5.
51. Ibid.
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citizens, visited the barracks and serenaded the "cowpunchers" with "familiar airs of home."52 Another dispatch
says:
For the last few nights the guard house has been doing a rushing
business. It has been filled to over-flowing with the heroic volunteers
who have received "hole-iil-the-fence" passes. Last night there were
three young men in leggings who had "spotted the reptile variously"
during the evening, and were returning singing, with great tenderness,
"Take back what you promised me," and looking, with aching head
and rheumy eyes, afar into the future. They had just reached the
hole in the fence when dark forms heaved up in front of them, behind
them,. all around them and simultaneously commanded the young men
to halt. Then they were marched with great tact down to the guard
house where they lingered, shivering and repentent, until early in the
morning. They are now older and wiser soldiers. 53

Another report, typical of the recruit, gives an over-all
picture of life in the Texas camp:
Lieutenant Colonel Roosevelt drilled 'us for two hours yesterday.
A lot of us boys took a swim in the river last night. Keeping clean is
our greatest trouble, except, perhaps, the mosquitoes, which are very
thick. Some. of us look as though we had the small pox from the
mosquito bites. One man slept with his feet outside of the blankets
and they bit him so hard that he can scarcely walk. No one seems to
know what we are going to do next and everyone seems to have a
different idea as to where and when we will go. Two of the boys from
Texas went out and shot up a saloon last night. There wasn't a piece
of whole glass left in the place after they got through. They brought
back the largest pieces of the mirror for use in camp. The police were
afraid to arrest them. This is the only thing in the nature of a disturbance that has occurred since the regiment came here.
The dust blows as hard here as it does in Santa Fe in March. 54

Another letter noted that the Sabbath was observed in
various ways, depending on the whims of the individuaP5
By this time the regiment had secured about nine hundred horses and two hundred pack mules. As a part of their
daily duties, the volunteers had to practice putting packs
on the mules, and there was "lots of kicking' on the part of
the mules and lots of fun and swearing on the part of the
boys."5G The sudden demand for horses caused a great in52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Sqnta Fe New Mexican, May 19.
Ibid.
Ibid., May 25.
Ibid., May 19.
Ibid., May 24. See Roosevelt, "Rough Riders," Scribner's, p. 19.
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crease iIi price. "Horses that could not be sold two years ago
for $20 pe~ head are now bringing $80. and $90 apiece."57
During the middle of May, the Santa Fe New Mexican
reprinted, under a title "Spanish Views of the United
States," news that appeared in some of the enemy's newspapers. El Heraldo de Madrid printed in the April 20, 1898,
issue:
News is brought to us that Buffalo Bill, a notorious outlaw and
leader of a band of half-breeds, has risen against the American
government, and is burning towns near his birthplace in New York.
Word has just been received here that the Indians are rising
against the Yankees in· Illinois, Ohio, and other places. The farmers
are petitioning the government to protect them from the blood thirsty
savages, who are burning houses and killing on eyery side. Troops are
asked for at Colorado, in the state of Denver, and at St. Louis, in
Missipa.

Diario tersely reported:
The Yankee president Magginly, committed suicide for fear the
Spanish fleet would capture New York.

Pais, in an account on April 20, probably thought it could
explain the above happenings:
The country is not fit to live in. The climate is execrable. When
it is not sleeting and snowing, the heat is almost unbearable. Avalanches are frequent at all times, and these threaten the principal
cities. As for the people, besides the few whites engaged in business
along the eastern coast, the remainder of the country is one vest
plain, covered with Indians, called cowboys, and great herds of
roaming cattle. 58

The amusement created at home by letters from camp,
which related the experiences of the volunteers and the
reported stupidity of the enemy, was cut short on May 28,
when the news reached the territory that the regiment had
received marching orders.· The following morning they
entrained for Tampa, Florida, "the jumping off place" for
57. Ibid., May 19. See "Cowboys Hunt Tall Timber," Denver Times, June 17;
"Reminded Cowboys Of Old Times,". Rocky Mountain News, June 18. An interesting
item comes from New York after the volunteers were mustered out in September.
Three hundred and seventy-five horses, belonging to Roosevelt's Rough Riders, were
sold at prices ranging from
to
the average was
They originally cost the
government about
each. "Rough Riders' Horses Sold," Denver Republican, September 21.
. 58. Santa Fe New Mexican, May

$65

$5

$77;

$16.

16.
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the' expedition to Cuba. The message ended with a terse
"All well,"59 and a report on June 3 stated that the 1st
volunteer cavalry had arrived at Tampa, 1087 strong. 60
Several days later the first foreboding note was evidenced
in the dispatches of the previous month. Under the headline,
"Condition of American Troops," some unfortunate facts
were revealed:
Since the arrival of the United States troops at Tampa, both
regular and volunteer, there has been much criticism of their effectiveness by the American and European military experts who have
visited the camps. It is asserted that the men are wholly unprepared
for a campaign in the tropics by reason of their equipments. The
uniforms furnished are not adapted to tropical heat and dampness,
'transportation facilities for camp supplies are inadequate, and altogether the forces assembled to invade Cuba are in bad shape. 61

Letters from Tampa indicated that the four-day trip
from San Antonio to the Florida camp had been strenuous,
~hiefly because of poor railroad transportation. 62 Harman
Wynkoop wrote an interesting account concerning an incident in San Antonio and its far-reaching repercussions in
Tampa. During a concert in the former city, given for the
benefit of the volunteers, the men were requested to shoot
their revolvers upon a given signal in order to promote the
success of one particular rendition; "The Cavalry Charge."
This they readily agreed to do, and although the lights
went out because of' an inferior plant, the musicians were
able to complete the program. The following evening "a'
dirty little 'rat' sheet came out and under a 'blackface,
59. Ibid., May 28; "Terrors Are Ordered Out," Denver Evening Post, May 28.
. 60. Santa Fe New Mexican, June 3: "Woods' Rough Riders," Denver Republi.
can, June 4. During the month of June, Governor Otero received requests for additional volunteers to bring the New Mexican squadron to the maximum allowed by
the law. Evidently Colonel Wood approved of the quality of the volunteers for he
wanted more immediately. Altogether, over six hundred men from New Mexico
became part of the First U. S. volunteer cavalry. See Santa Fe New Me",ican, June
1-30; Otero, My Nine' Years As Governor, etc., p. 44-45; "They All Want To Go,"
. Denver Republican, June 9; ffCowboy Volunteers," Ibid., June 15; "Recruits From
New Mexico," Ibid., June 18; "Albuquerque's 'Rough Riders'," Ibid., June 22;
"More Rough Riders Wanted," Ibid.: "New Mexico Recruits,"lbid., June 23;
"Examination Of Recruits," Ibid., June 24; "More Men From New Mexico," RockV
Mountain News, June 28; "Rough Riders Increased," Denver Republican, June 80;
"New Mexico Sends More Terrors," Ibid.
61. Santa Fe New Me",ican, June 7.
62. Ibid., June 11. See Roosevelt, "Rough Riders," Scribner's, P. 136-138.
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scare head told of how 800 'rough riders' had punctured a
concert." Shooting 2,000 shots caused women and children
to stampede and scream; "the 'ungentlemenly cowboys' " cut
the electric wire and then robbed the tills of the neighboring
saloons. Naturally, the press spread the story to the country
at large. When the citizens of Tampa heard that the volunteers were to be paid while in the city, they implored the
paymaster to defer the payment until the men had departed.
Wynkoop wrote: "They were afraid of us. How absurd!
They seem to think the boys are a set of hyenas, cut throats,
murderers and horse thieves and that they have no regard
for human lives or public property."63
A dispatch from Tampa, dated July 1, reveals that the
men had not been paid up to that time; however, Wynkoop
intimated in another report on the same day that "the petition of the Tampa citizens was rejected by the paymaster
and the boys will be paid tomorrow morning."64
In the July 1 dispatch Wynkoop wrote:
We have not been paid our small respective mites since we entered
the service, and it has put many of the boys, who absolutely need cash
for necessarily [sic] articles, in a very embarrassing condition.
Many boys have been sick, caused by change of diet, climate, etc.,
and could not be properly cared for in the hospital (for the surgeon
has only a limited supply of pills) and they need small amounts for
proper food and medicine. The delay has been very aggravating, and
it seems as though something could have been, done, by the proper
authorities, to have the boys paid. We are promised to be paid on the
2d or 2d of next month; we'll then get two month's pay at once. Although none of us entered the service for the paltry wages which are
given we will, nevertheless, appreciate the government's "chink"
when it is handed over to Us. 65

A patriotic and self-sacrificing incident is the basis of
probably one of the most 'amusing and yet pathetic work
efforts of the entire war. Mary C. Prince [Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince], the State Regent Daughter of the American'Revolution for New Mexico, assisted, on a visit to Denver, in making flannel abdominal protectors for the Colorado volunteers.
63.- uNews From Front." Santa Fe New Mexican, June 13. See HCowboys At
Tampa," Denver Time8, June 3; "Busy Days at Tampa, Florida'" Denver Republican,

June 12.

64.

65.

"News From Front," Santa Fe New Mexican, June 13.
Ibid., July 5.
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In a statement to the Daughters of the American Revolution
and All Patriotic Women of New Mexico, she said, concerning these protectors:
They are made double, of soft all-wool flannel and are a half-yard long
and about ten inches wide. One yard of flannel makes three protectors.
They are stitched together once, and then turned over and stitched
again; two and a quarter yards of tape is then sewed flatly across
the top to fasten it around the body. White flannel is not used for·
obvious reasons, nor red, because that irritates the skin. 66

Such a protector was said to be especially advantageous
in the prevention of certain diseases peculiar to the tropics,
and Mrs. Prince offered to send a sample of the flannel, the
pattern, and a finished protector to Mrs. Jacob Weltmer,
secretary of the Sunshine Chapter of the organization at
Santa Fe. 67
This detailed account and the earnest promotion of the
abdominal protectors did not end at this point for, on July
1, Wynkoop reported the arrival of the same and also the
surprised reaction of the men:
.
The abdominal bandages sent us by the ladies of New Mexico
were issued out, one to each trooper. The surgeon overlooked the
importance of imparting to Teddy's wild cowboys the use of this
peculiarly patterned piece of wool. So, of course, many had different
ideas as to the use of the belt. It was near supper time when the
bandages were given out, and so many of the belts adorned the breasts
of innocent soldiers, bib fashion, during the meal. Many others thought
it was a new uniform, especially adapted to· Cuban climate. This was
very appropriate, for we need to be covered with something more
than glory. But, ladies of New Mexico, we deeply and sincerely thank
you for thinking of our welfare, and we all hope to live to return and
thank you individually for our "abominable bandages."68

In a reprint item from the Republican, Springfield, Massachusetts, the scope of information concerning the volunteers is revealed. Commenting on a statement from the New
Haven Register, "People are getting ruffled at hearing so
much about the "Rough Riders," the Republican says:
Not about the "Rough Riders," but about a few members of the
regiment. There are, perhaps, 980 odd cowboys from the west in the
66. "To The Daughter Of The Ameriean Revolution And AIl Patriotic Women
Of New Mexico," Ibid., May 3167. "Ibid.; "To Help the Volunteers," Denver Republican, June 1·68. Santa Fe New Mexican, July 5.
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organization, and from ten to 20 eastern college graduates and New
York society men. One might think from reading the New York newspapers that these ten or 20 easterners, brave as they are, made up
the entire force. 69
'

The night of June 7,the volunteers received orders to be
at the Port of Tampa, the point of embarkation, the following morning. After much delay in leaving camp and
difficulties in finding transportation to the port, the volunteers finally arrived and boarded the tI:-ansports. The ships
were crowded and uncomfortable, a situation which became
more so,' due to an order, received just before sailing time,
that the ships be held. Consequently, they remained in harbor almost a week, and the tropical Florida heat- caused
intense discomfort and misery.70 One Rough Rider, in writing
his reminiscences, complained that they had a bad time from
, the very first: "The grub was horrible; we had no freshly
cooked food for fourteen days. 'Salt horse,' hardtack, one'"
eighth can of tomatoes, and water coffee constituted a
ration. The lack of variety at first made the food disagreeable, then nauseating."71 Finally, on the evening of June 13,
they set sail for Cuba, and the tension and discomfort of
the cramped men was somewhat relieved. On June 20, they
neared the coast of Cuba, remained off Santiago for two
days, and landed "after a heavy bombardment of the' coast
by several of our men-of-war."72
However, sectional and petty differences; discomfort and
woe were soon forgotten. On June 25 and 26, the newspapers
of the Rocky Mountain Empire carried ominous headlines:
First Baptism Of Blood On Cuban Soil. New Mexico Volunteers In
Battle-Enemy, Although In Strong Force, Compelled To RetireAmerican Loss 60 Officers And Men-List of Dead And Wounded. 73
Teddy's Terror's Decimated By Don's Fire. 74
Into Death's Jaws Marched The Terrors. 75
69, Ibid" July 22. See "Virile Young Society Men," Denver Republican, June
26; "The Gallant Dudes," Ibid., July 17.
Roosevelt, "Rough Riders," Scribner's, p. 144-149. See "Cowboy Cavalry
Alloat/' Denver Republican, June 10.
71. ,"The Fight of the Rough Riders," Outlook 60, September 3, P. 19.
72. Ibid.
'
73. Santa Fe New Mexican, June 25.
74. Rocky Mountain News, June 25.
,75. Denver Evening Post, June 25.

70.
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The New Mexico Volunteers met the enemy in battle on
June 24, and, according to the report received in Santa Fe,
they bore the brunt of the fight. The dispatch said in part:
Col. Wood's men, with an advance guard well out in front, and
two Cuban guides before them, but apparently with no flanks, went
squarely into the trap set for them by the Spaniards and only the
unfaltering courage of the men in the face of a fire that would even
make a veteran quail, prevented what might easily have been a
disaster. . . .
"There must ha~e been nearly 1,500 of us," said Lieut Col.
Roosevelt today, when discussing the fight. "They held the ridges
with rifle pits and machine guns and ;had a' body of men in ambush
in the thick of the jungle at the sides of the road over which we were
advancing. Our advance forward struck the men in ambush and drove
them out,. . ."
"The Spanish firing, was accurate, so accurate, indeed, that it
surprised me; and their firing was fearfully heavy.
"I want to say a word for our own men," continued Lieut. Col.
Roosevelt. "Every officer and man did his duty up to the handle. Not
a man flinched."76

The casualties were listed as follows: one officer and
seven men killed; nine men missing; two officers and eighteen men wounded. A very interesting fact appears in these
first reports of the battle, namely, the information that the
cavalry men were afoot. This is mentioned in all first reports
and repeated several times in dispatches which followed. A
rather obscure news item early in June mentioned that it
might be necessary to leave the horses at Tampa, but they
would probably be sent for later. 77 However, the truth of
the' statement is not revealed until the news that the volunteers had engaged in battle with the enemy had reached
home. Lack of transportation facilities seemed to be the
76. ~'Engagement At La Quasina," Santa Fe New Mexican, June 28. See
"Rough Riders Win Their Spurs." Denver Republican, June 25: "Heroic Fighting
By The Rough Riders," Ibid., June 26; "Col. Roosevelt's Western Riders Show Their
Mettle," Ibid.; Davis, Richard Harding, "The Rough Rider's Fought Bravely," Ibid.;
"How Rough Riders Went To Death," Rocky Mountain News, June 26: "Praise For
The Heroes," Ibid.; "The Battle of La Quasina," Denver Republican, June 27; "The·
Rough Riders," Rocky Mountain !:'few8, June 28; "American Bluff Won The Day,"
Denver Evening Post, June 28; "Teddy's Terrors Talk Of Their Baptism Of Fire,"
Ibid., June 29; Roosevelt, "Rough Riders," Scribner's, P. 274.
77. "Rough Riders For Infantry," Rocky Mountain News, June 6. See Roosevelt,
"Rough Riders," Scribner's. p. 143. HDizzy From Heat And Famishing For Water."
Denver Evening Post, June 27.
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only reason for this situation. 78 The most recent comment
on the rough riders afoot is made by Rough Rider William
J .. Love of Las Vegas, New Mexico, during the 50th anniversary of their reunion, held in that city the latter part of
June, 1949. He said:
As for fighting afoot-well, I was born in a dugout in 1872 right
here in Las Vegas, raised as a cowboy, and enlisted under Lt. Green
in April, 1898, fully expecting to do my fighting on horseback. So did
most of the rest of the boys. About all the training we got was
"railroad training" from Santa Fe to San Antonio to Tampa. But
during our brief stay in San Antonio we did have horses. We even
got as far as Tampa with 'em. What happened then, I reckon, must
have been just a case of what the Gl's of World War II called
"snafu." Maybe there just wasn't room on the boats for the horses.
Anyhow we landed in Cuba afoot, marched afoot, sweated under the
tropical sun afoot, and won whatever fame we got as Rough Riders by
fighting afoot. 79

One participant recalls the battle vividly: "At one stage
of the fight we were diligently firing directly in front of us,
when an officer came running toward us shouting, "For
God's sake stop! you are killing your own men! You are
supporting the firing line." We were horror-struck, and a
groan went up from the men."80
The New. York Evening Sun paid a fine tribute to the
Roosevelt Rough Riders. They wer!=l described as "the most
representative body of American volunteers . . . in the
service of the government." Other regiments came from
particular localities, but_ this mounted organization was
made up of "men of fashion and leisure"; "men of note in
athletic circles," "cross-country rider~," all served with the
"professional cowboys of the plains." The Sun pointed out
that the regiment had been criticized by American and foreign observers because it was built on picturesque rather
than practical lines, but "the dandies and the bucks have
shown once more that they can get down to the stern busi78. "La Quasina Battle," Santa Fe New Mexican, July 8.
79. Barker, S. Omar, "Rough Riders Gather Here Again For Reunion Friday,
Saturday," Las Vegas Daily Optic, June 22, 1949. Note: Oliver McKinney, Troop G,
who attended the reunion, said that some of the officers got to take their horses to
Cuba, but found little use for them due to the heavy growth of vegetation. "Each
Rider Has StOry About Life With T. R." Ibid., June 24, 1949.
80. "The Fight of the Rough Riders," Outloolc 60, September 8, p. 20..
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ness of fighting with the best of them when the occasion
arises. These cavalrymen are the true soldiers of fortune of
the present war."8l
In a glowing editorial on American youth in its July 6
issue, the Santa Fe New Mexican cracks the whip over the
detractors of the volunteers:
As an instance of the adaptibility of the average American citizen, take the "Rough Riders," as they are called. At the present time
both hemispheres are ringing with praise of the bravery, coolness
and utter disregard for the fire of unseen foes shown by the members
of that organization; that are declared to be equal to veterans and
even the trained men of the regular service have shown no more
soldier-like qualities than have the, raw recruits now serving in the
1st United States v'olunteer cavalry. They had a reputation for these
qualities before they were enlisted, based on the childish reason that
every man was supposed to be a "cowboy." The fact is that Colonel
Wood's regiment is composed of the following 'classes of young men:
clerks, stenographers, college boys, miners, printers, railroad' men,
mechanics, "tramps," a few "cowboys" and several New York "dudes."
Of course it seems a little hard to dispel the romance 'which has
been built up around the regiment of which New Mexico is so proud,
but it is simply justice to the average young man of America to state
the truth. It makes no difference if he was formerly a dry goods
salesman or a digger of ore or a puncher of the festive western steer,
when he believes its his duty to enlist in the service of his country
he shirks no duty which he is called upon to perform. It takes but a
short time to transform him from a "dude" or a "hobo" into a soldier
who commands the admiration of the world. In that respect the
American is without an equal in the world. ,From childhood accustomed
to the use of firearms, ready to go anywhere he is sent and anxious
to resent an insult to his country and fl!!-g, it is nowise strange that
the conduct of the volunteers in the war with Spain has astonished,
the warlike nations of Europe with his intrepidity under fire. 82

News continued to filter back tothe 1'erritory about its
pride and joy, the volunteers. Mention is made of the privations and hardships suffered by the men, and also several
sly innuendos are projected. The New Mexican, on several
occasions, intimates the possible political advantages accrued to Theodore Roosevelt because of his leadership.
Statements such as the following appear: "they [volunteers] make a record for themselves at La Quasina and
81.
82.

"Rough Riders Under Fire," Santa Fe New Mexican, July 5.
Ibid., July 6.
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San Juan is true, and they did make the record, and the
result is Wood is a Brigadier and Roosevelt is a Colonel."83
On July 12, it commented: "Colonel Roosevelt and the
'·Rough Riders' are making a good deal of historY these days.
The 'Rough Riders' may make their colonel governor of
New York. Who knows? 'Strange things happen these
days.';84 A few days later a prophetic editor wrote: "The
'Rough Riders' are evidently riding Colonel Roosevelt into
the office of governor of New York and may ride him. into
the presidential chair yet. He is a young man. Who
knows?"85
A letter dated July 7 stated that the wounded were
doing well and that there was no other sickness in camp at
that time. 86 CaptainW. H. H. Liewellyn, in a letter to Governor Otero, made several requests from the people of New
Mexico in.regard to articles to be sent to the boys-smoking
tobacco, small packages with stout string, large needles,
sha,:"ing soap and scissors. 87
The news that the wounded volunteers had been moved
to the hospital on Governors' Island, New York, reached
Santa Fe, July 28. 88 The people of New Mexico learned that
"their boys" were visited by Major Brodie, who gave each
man a five dollar bank note, and was instructed by Colonel
Roosevelt to give them more money if need be. The money
was "to pay for minor expenses and such other luxuries
as they may wish to buy."89 The New Mexican commented
on this generosity thus: "Colonel Roosevelt is not what is
known as a practical politician, but his thoughtful
rememl
brance of the wounded' 'Rough' Riders' in the hospihtl at
Governors' Island will in no wise injure his chances for
election."
The families of the wounded men were much relieved
to ,hear that they were to leave Santiago, for "health condi83.

Ibid;, July 23.
Ibid., July 12.
Ibid., July 2l.
85. Ibid., July 23, August 24.
87: Ibid., July 22.'
88. Ibid., July 28; "Roosevelt's Generous Gift," Denver Times, July 28; "Teddy's
Terrors in Clover," Rocky Mountain News. July 29.
'
89. Santa Fe New Mexican, July 29. See Ibid., July 22; "Rough Riders Are
Coming North," Denver Republican, August 4; ·'Rough Riders Sail For Home,"
Ibid., 'August 8.
84.
86.
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tions in Cuba are such that disease has been more feared
than Spanish bullets."9o The volunteers left Santiago August
7 and, upon landing at Montauk Point, New York, Aug'ust
15, some were so weak that they could hardly walk. Most of
them were sick from dysentery, a few in a critical condition,
and all were to be held in a detention camp for at least
three days for observation. 91
From Washington, August 25, came the information that
the Rough Riders were to be mustered out before the end
of the month. Governor Otero requested that this be accomplished as soon as possible, and Colonel Roosevelt, in an
urgent telegram, heartily supported the move'.92 At the
same time he dispatched to Governor Otero a letter filled
with praise for the New Mexican volunteers. In part he
wrote:
I write you a line just to tell you how admirably the New Mexican troopers in the battalion of the "Rough Riders" which 1 have
commanded before Santiago have behaved. Three of the eight troops
with me were from New Mexico, being commanded by Captains Muller,
Luna and Lewellyn. [sic] All three captains, and all three troops,
distinguished themselves. As for the troopers themselves, I cannot
say too much for their daring and resolution in battle, their patient
endurance of every kind of hardship and labor, and their discipline,
ready obedience and order in camp-these last qualities being as indis'pensible to soldiers as courage itself.' I am more than proud to be
in the same regiment with 'them; I can imagine no greater honor
than to have ~ommanded such men~93

While the Rough Riders were at Camp Wikoff, news of
their activities appeared almost daily in the papers. During
the latter part of August, Governor Otero paid them a visit
which was most heartening for it brought to them a touch
of home and at the same time cheered their farhilies. 94 One
of the most interesting items concerned the formation of
90. Santa Fe New Mexican, August 15; "The Health of the Army," Roc/Cy
Mountain News, August 4.
'
91. Santa Fe New Mexican, August 15, August 16. See "Roosevelt, 'Rough
Riders,''' Scribner's, PP. 686, 688; "Cavalry First To Leave Cuba," Roclw Mountain
News, August 8; "Rough Riders On The Sea," Denver Evening Post, August 8;
"Rough Riders At Montauk," Denvcr Republican, August 15; "Rough Riders Are
An Well," Ibid" August 19.
'
92. Santa Fe New Mexican; August 25.
93. Ib{d., September 3.
94. "Gov. Otero Visits The Rough Riders," Denver Republican, August 22;'
"Invalided Rough Riders." Ibid., August 26; Bee Otero', My Nine YeaTS As G01JeT'7f,()T.
etc., PP. 56-58.
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an organization known as Roosevelt's Rough Riders. According to its constitution, the oldest son of each member,
upon the death of his father, would be admitted so as "to
perpetuate the name and fame of this remarkable cavalry
regiment. "95
During the weeks before the volunteers were mustered
out, there were numerous rumors. According to one, a
grand parade was to be staged in New York City for the
victorious volunteers; however this was cancelled,· and a
cowboy tournament was planned. 96 Three women representatives of the National Relief League scheduled the
entertainment and twenty of the Rough Riders were
selected to perform. This,too, did not materialize; however,
a bronc riding contest did take place at Camp Wikoff.
Troop H won the contest. 97
Probably the most exciting news of the month concerned
the mustering out program. This occurred on September 15,
the event for which all had been waiting, although it did
cause some confusion in regard to those men who had been
given a sixty-day furlough earlier. 98
There are many colorful accounts, some humorous,
others tragic, of visits to New York City by volunteers on
furlough and after being mustered out. According to ap
editorial in the Denver Republican, "some. of Teddy's Terrorsfired a few volleys from their revolvers on Brooklyn
Bridge, but, ,the dispatches say, the policemen allowed them
a good deal of latitude. That is just the most proper thing
to do when [a]- . . . cowboy gits to slashing around with
his gun." The Rough Riders, mustered out, went to the city.
in great numbers to· see the sights and, according to the
95. "To Perpetuate The Name And Fame Of The Rough Riders," Denver Evening Post, September 1; "Rough Riders Held First Reunion In Vegas Fifty Years
Ago This Month," Las Vegas Daily Optic. June 21, 1949.
96. "Rough Riders Not To Parade," Denver Times, September 2.
97. "Rough Riders Will Hold A Tournament," Rocky Mountain News, September 20; "Rough Riders Sport In Camp," Ibid., September 18.
98. "Rough Riders To Be Mustered Out," Denver Republican, September 1;
"Rough Riders Granted Sixty Days Furlough," Rocky Mountain News, September 1;
"Mustering Out Of Rough Riders,"Denver Evening Post, September 2; "Cold Wave
At Camp Wikoff," Denver Republican, September 12; "Getting Soldiers Away From
.Camp Wikoff," Ibid., September 15; "Volunteers Wonder ·As To Standing," Rocky
Mountain News, September 19.
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headlines, "owned New York City."99 Earlier in the month,
however, when the able and well volunteers had been
granted furloughs, the accounts had a different note. The
New York World reports that twelve rough riders went to
the East 35th Street Police Station and asked for sleeping
accommodations, for, although they had home-bound railroad tickets, they had no money. Their sad tale to the police
was that "they went to the Army Building to draw $4.50
each to which they were entitled. There they were told that
they had been docked $1.50 for something or other and
only received $3 apiece."loo
The World also printed another story:
Six of Colonel Teddy Roosevelt's rough riders and tough fighters;
sick, very weak and stranded, penniless in this city over night, were
glad to accept the hospitality of Harry Jackson, night manager of
an undertaker's concern, and when it was found that three of them
filled all the regular sleeping accommodations of the place the other
three promptly filled three partly made coffins with excelsior and then
cuddled down in the beds thus formed and in a thrice were fast asleep.
And Jackson, who had surrendered his bed besides providing a
feast· of coffee, potted ham, pies and cakes, is very proud of his hospitality to his fighting guests. WI

B'y the third week in September, the territorial newspapers reported that volunteers were arriving at home daily.
Some, however, had remained in the East to visit and to
.continue their sight-seeing; one group paid a visit to Washington' D. C., and several were presented by Delegate Fergusson to President McKinley. The newspapers record this
visit and the president's greeting in part: "Your record is
one which the entire nation is proud. . . . You have not
only done well . . . but I have no doubt you would be
willing to again serve your country in an emergency."102
Theodore Roosevelt had much to say about his mounted
99. "Rough Riders Own New York City," Ibid., September 15; "The Rough
Riders Having A Good Time," Denver Evening Post, September 25.
100. "Rough Riders Fed By Police,"· Rocky Mountain News, September 4.
"Rough Riders Sleep In Coffins," Ibid,
102. "Teddy's Men At' Capital," Denver Evenng Post, September 20; "Rough
Riders Call On McKinley At White House," Ibid., September 21; "Greeted The Rough
Riders," Denver Times, September 21; "New Mexico Rough Riders Visit President
McKinley," Denver Republican, September 22; "Rough Riders At The White House,"
Santa Fe New Mexican, September 26.
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cavalry and he has been quoted innumerable times, most
often, probably, in regard to his farewell address, on which
he himself comments in his book The Rough Riders: '
One Sunday before the regiment disbanded I supplemented Chap,lain Brown's address to the men by a sho~t sermon of a rather
hortatory character. I told them how proud I was of them, but warned
them not to think that they could go back and rest on their laurels,
bidding them remember that .though for ten days or so the world
would be willing to treat them as heroes, yet after that time they
would find they had to get down to hard work just like everyone else,
unless they were willing to be regarded as worthless do-nothings. They
took the sermon in· good part, and I hope that some of them profited
by it.103

An interesting letter, which appeared in the Denver
Republican, June 19, of this same year, provokes considerable thought. In it, an old cavalryman, J. D. Dillenback,
expresses his opinion about the cowboy v. the cavalryman:
• .'. seriously, I am inclined to doubt that cowboys, as a class, are
likely to make superior cavalrymen. At the outset they have two
apparently important points in their favor: they are accustomed to
the hardships of an outdoor life in all kinds of weather, and they know
how to ride. My experience has been that these qualifications are
not such important factors in the make-up of a cavalryman as many
suppose. Both can be acquired in a few weeks by any set of healthy
and intelligent young men.
· .. The average cowboy, as I have known him, is given to drink and
hard to discipline. Doubtless Teddy Roosevelt can make a valuable
scout, if not a thorough soldier out of him. But I cannot help believ"
ing that Teddy's cowboys and rough riders will prove the least valuable part of his regiment. It will be difficult to make the cowboy police
his ·camp, set his tent properly, keep. himself clean and take care of
his health.
· .. Riding a bucking bronco and throwing a lariat are not the
highest soldierly accomplishments. The habit of keeping clean and
.obeying orders is decidedly prefenible. 104

In opposition to this, an item entitled "Cowboys Make
Best Cavalrymen," quotes the words of a high military
authority: "To be a perfect cavalryman the man must have
103. Roosevelt, "Rough Riders," Scribner's, PP. 677, 690. See Armstrong, H. E.,
"Roosevelt As A Volunteer Soldier," Independent 53, September 26, 1901, p. 2281;
Cunningham, Paul E., URough Riders' Reunion/' New Mexico Magazine 27, June,
1949, p. 42.
104. "Cowboy Cavalry And Rough Riding." Denver Republican, June 19.
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learned to ride before he learned to walk."105 Richard Harding Davis wrote: "The grit of the cowpuncher has never
been doubted:"106 And, on innumerable occasions, Theodore
Ro~sevelt voiced the highest praise .for the cowboys of his
regiment. At one time he said: "Ninety-five per cent of my
men had at one time or another herded cattle on horseback
or had hunted big game with the rifle. They were, therefore,
natural riders and good shots, used to out-of-door life, ~
dead game lot and intelligent-so we could discipline. . . .
The groundwork of the regiment is the cowpuncher. . . .107
An editorial in the Denver Republican gives credit to
this great volunteer leader: "Col. Roosevelt never tires of
lauding his regiment of Rough Riders, the bases of which,
he says, is the cow puncher. There are ex-policemen, Harvard men, country doctors, dudes and heirs to millions in
his regiment, but the framework of the organization that
won fame in Cuba is the cowboy, bronzed, d.aredevil, loud
and unveneered."108 On another occasion Roosevelt said:
"The grand work of the regiment is due largely to the cowpuncher-the man who has herded cattle on the plains for a
living-and next to him comes the Rocky Mountain miner,
who has also usually been a small ranchman."109 Several
months later Roosevelt was more conservative and inclusive
in his estimation of the mounted cavalry:
Our men behaved very well indeed-white regulars, colored regulars, and Rough Riders alike. The newspaper press failed to do full
justice to the white regulars, in my opinion, from the simple reason
that everybody knew that they would fight, whereas there had been
a good deal of question as to how the Rough Riders, who were volunteer troops, and the Tenth Cavalry, who were colored, would. behave';
so there was a tendency to exalt our deeds at the expense of those
of the First Regulars, whose courage and good conduct were taken for
granted. no

Appraisals of past events, made by Rough Riders at
their 50th annual reunion, held at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
105.

106.
107.
108.
109.

no.

Rocky Mountain News. August 14.
"Dashing Bravery Of Rough Riders," Denve.. Republican, July
"Col. Roosevelt Lauds His Men," Ibid., August 20.
"Teddy's Ten-ors," Ibid., August 21.
"Teddy Roosevelt Praises His Men," Rocky Mountain News, August
Roosevelt, "Rough Riders," Scribner's, p. 275.
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in June, 1949, are of historic interest and significance.
About fifty members of the original organization were able
to attend this reunion, and their reminiscences are filled
with nostalgia.
Rough Rider William J. Love, who was in charge of
local arrangements for the half-century celebration, recalled the past thus:
Teddy first started out to enlist the whole regiment from New
Mexico, . . . but a lot of Arizona and Oklahoma boys. raised such
a holler to get in, that the regiment was finally made up of three
squadrons, oj1e each for New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma, though
as near as I can remember there was about 550 of u's enlisted from
New Mexico. So some of us got assignments to other squadrons to fill
them out. Around 1,200 men altogether, a big lot of us cowboys, but
we also got among us young lawyers, preachers, doctors, railroaders,
miners and I don't know what all. Maybe even a few outlaws, but all
a-r'arin' to fight,111.

Frank C. Brito, of. Silver City, related in very frank
words the filial respect which brought about his enlistment:
"My father sent for us and said 'did you know the United
States is at war with Spain?' When we answered no, he
said, 'I want you boys to go to Silver City and enlist and
fight for your country.' Them days you did what your father
told you to do."112
Frank S. Roberts, who had contracted typhoid fever and
dysentery, said that the "goats milk which he drank in
Cuba probably saved his life."113
"The worst mis-handled war there ever was," said
George F. Murray, who recalled with vivid memory the
rations of hard tack and canned "goat" meat and said "they:
were given green coffee beans, which they roasted in their
canteens and then took the butts of their pistols to grind
the beans before coffee could be made." Fighting for one's
country in those days was not especially glamorous at $13.60
per month !114 Ben H. Colbert commented that he had gone
111. Barker, S. Omar, "Rough Riders Gather Here Again For Reuy{ion Friday,
Saturday," Las Vegas Daily Optic, June 22, 1949.
112. "Each Rider Has Story About Life With T. R.," Ibid., June 24.
Rough Riders To End Sessions With Mabry As Guest Tonight." Ibid.•
June 25.
114. Ibid.
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through the war as a "buck private and [was] never reduced"; however, later' he was honored by Roosevelt with
an appointment as U. S.· Marshall of the territory of
oklahoina. 115
Such were Teddy's Terrors, the Rough Riders-the New
Mexican Volunteers! In a summary of their contributions
and accomplishments, as revealed by the pre~s, significant
conclusions may be reached.
The New Mexican Volunteers of 1898, a spontaneous
expression of Southwestern enthusiasm and patriotism,
were organized to meet the emergency of war. The mounted
cavalry grew out of the need of a particular individual,
adept in horsemanship and marksmanship, at. the same time
endowed with the physical endurance associated with outof-<ioor life. These qualifications were best found among the
young men of the last and rapidly disappearing frontier
of the territories of the United States.
Even before Governor Otero's offer to organize a
mounted cavalry was accepted by the war d.epartment, a
willingness on the part of the New Mexican to serve his
country was evidenced. The officials and the citizens w~re
anxious to prove their loyalty to the federal government,
and at the same time the glamour o~ a mounted cavalry
had its appeal. Still greater enthusiasm was aroused when
it became known that Theodore Roosevelt, a man who had
lived among and. knew Western men, was to be the leader.
The .volunteers came from all walks of life, although enlistments revealed a preponderance of individuals engaged
in the cattle industry. The vast and rugged areas of the
territory necessitated travel on horse back, regardless of
the individual's occupation. Because of the dangers of frontier life-the bandit, outlaw and desperado, and the pilfering which occurred on the frontier border, any man-miner,
herder, cattleman, railroader, cowboy, government .scout,
mechanic, clerk, or stenographer-needed skill with fire,;,
arms to protect life and property. This was an era when,
115.

Ibid.

\
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and a place where, men were engaged at one time or another in several pursuits in order to make a livelihood.
Therefore, it was not uncommon to find the former cowboy
working for the railroad or in the mines, or the one-time
clerk or stenographer engaged in governmental scouting
activities-their common ground, because of environment,
was horsemanship and marksmanship.
As all volunteers, they lived to learn that a nation is
never fully enough prepared to meet the .needs of its soldiers in order to avoid the adjustment from civilian to military life. Difficulties and, hardships which consequently
arose were taken in their stride with good humor and the
normal amount of complaining.
Its colorful background and personalities gave the 1st
United States Volunteer Cavalry many descriptive names of
which Rough Riders and Teddy's Terrors were the most
popular. As. warriors, Teddy's Terrors received probably
far greater notoriety than they deserved. They were not
self-seeking, but their leadership was in the hands of a
young, prominent, aggressive, dashing, up-and-coming man
-Theodore Roosevelt. The aura of publicity, which at this
time was beginning to surround him and continued throughout his life, was bound to include the men under his command. Yet, dE;lspite their publicity and that of their leaders,
when they came to test under fire, the volunteers proved
to be sturdy, capable and brave-stalwarts of their Southwestern heritage.

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE PERTAINING TO THE
EARLY HISTORIC PERIOD OF SOUTHERN
ARIZONA
By ALBERT H. SCHROEDER *.
RCHAEOLOGICAL occupation in the lower Salt River Valley
of southern Arizona ceases around 1400 A.D., according to present evidence. Any of the several tribes inhabiting
.thesurrounding area in early historic times may have
played a part in the abandonment. Before treating with these
groups it is necessary first to limit the distribution of the
Pima as recorded by the Spanish.

A

. Pima
Aside from Fray Marcos de Niza and the chroniclers' of
the Coronado expedition, who refer to the probable group
now known as the Sobaipuri, Kino is our first source for
detail on the Pima of Arizona. He reported a' number of
Sobaipuri rancherias on the San Pedro River and 6 or 7
Pima rancherias arou]ld Casa Grande along the Gila River,
but not once did he mention other Pimas north of the Gila
which he once did cross. 1 The westernmost village on the
Gila was San Bar:tolome, 3 leagues above the.Gila-Saltjunction. 2 Bolton, Kino's historian, is the only source to state that
the Pima were on the Salt River, yet he presents no evidence.
for this statement, nor does Kino offer anything to support
such a statem~nt.3
Later evidence indicates the Salt was unoccupied. In 1716
Velarde referred to the Sobaipuri on the San Pedro River
• The writer wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. Erik Reed for making
copies of two documents in the Santa Fe Archives and to Mrs. Helen Bretnor for
checking data in the Bancroft Library.
Mr. Schroeder is employed by the National Park Service, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
[When first cited in a footnote, a reference is given in full In subsequent citations
it is given in abbreviated form. Ed.]
.
1. Jesse·W. Fewkes, Casa Grande, Arizona, p. 36 (22nd Annual Report, Bureau
of American Ethnology, pt. I. Washington, 1904) ; Kino in Herbert E. Bolton, Kino's
Historical Memoir Of Pimeria Alta, vol. I, pp. 170-172 (University of California Press,
Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1948) .
. 2. Mange in ibid., vol. I, P. 196.
3. Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir • .•, vol. I, p. 50.
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and to the north Pima on. the Gila. 4 In 1743 Keler crossed
the Gila and proceeded to the junction of the Verde and the
Salt. From there he went down the Salt to its junction with
the Gila. He continued .beyond to the first Cocomaricopa
(Maricopa) rancheria and then returned. No mention was
made of any Indians on the Salt. 5 In 1744 Sedelmayr
crossed the Gila at Casa Grande and further north he
forded the Rio de Asuncion (lower Salt). He followed it
down to the junction with the Gila without referring to
any Indians. Beyond the junction lived the Cocomaricopa.
Sedelmayr also referred to the Pima around Casa Grande.
as a branch of the Pima separate from. the Sobaipuri. 6 In
1763 the Rudo Ensayo stated the upper Pima lived from
Cucurpe to Caborca and from Dolores to the Gila River and
down the Gila. 7 In 1775 and 1776 Garces continually referred
to the Pimas Gilefios in contrast to the Sobaipuri. s In 1774
Anza noted the westernmost Pima village (Sutaquison) 13
leagues east of Gila Bend. The easternmost village was 2
leagues away. Diaz said it was 15 leagues from Gila Bend to
Sutaquison and 3 leagues further past 2 large villages to
the easternmost Pima village of Uturituc which was 4 to 7
leagues west of Casa Grande. He noted 6 villages in all on
both sides of the river in these three leagues. 9 Garces placed
Sutaquison 17 leagues from San Simon y Judas (Opasoitac)
which was on Gila Bend. The Pima villages he placed as follows: Sutaquison on the west end and 4 leagues to Uturituc
on the east end. Font said within 6 leagues on the Gila were
5 pueblos, 4 on the south side and one on the north. 10
In 1794 Pfefferkorn, who left America after the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767, wrote "From'the abode of the
4. Velarde in Rufus K. Wyllys, ed., "Padre Luis Velarde's Reladon of Pimeria
Alta, 1716," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 6, p. 145.
,
5. Sedelmayr in Ronald L. Ives, tr., Sedelmayr's Relacion. of 1746, p .. 104 (Bulletin 123, Bureau of American Ethnology. Washington, 1939).
.
6. Ibid., pp. 104-106.
7. Esuebio Guiteras, tr., Rudo Ensayo, American Catholic Historical Society, vol.
5, p. 189.
S. Garces in Elliott Coues, tr., On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, the Diary and
Itinerary of Francisco Garces, (American Explorers Series, III. Francis P. Harper,
New York, 1900).
9. Anza and Diaz in Leslie Spier, Yuman Tribes of the Gila River, Pp. 31-32
(University of Chicago Press, 1933).
10. Garces in Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer . . . ,PP. 109-113, 102-106.
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Pimas, [around Casa Grande] 12 miles [Spanish mile of 1l4.
hours] are counted to the Rio de la Asuncion [lower Salt
River]. The country where this river drops into the Gila is
very pleasant, flat, and very good to bring forth all kind of
grain and plants. It is populated on both sides of the river
[Gila] by the Cocomaricopas. l l Next to them border the
Nichoras [Yavapai] who extend from the northerly sides of
the Gila to the Sierra Azul and are constantly at war' with
the Cocomaricopas. Because more timid, they receive mostly
the short end. In these encounters the Cocomaricopas are not
trying to kill the enemies, but try to get them alive. They sell
the prisoners to the neighboring Pimas . . ."12
In 1762 the Sobaipuri were driven from the San Pedro
valley by the Apache, and Spier states that prior to 1800
some of those in the Santa Cruz were driven further west by
the Apache. 13
In summary then we have a known distribution of the
Sobaipuri from 1539 to the 1760's along the San Pedro and
from 1694 into the 1800's in the Santa Cruz valley. The
Gila Pima were restricted to 5 or 6 villages on the Gila a
short distance above the Gila-Salt junction from 1694 on.
Not one mention is made of any tribe on ,the Salt through
which several padres passed.

Apache
With the distribution of the Pima as outlined above, we
can now proceed with a discussion of the surrounding tribes.
The Apache have mo~t often been referred to as a possible
cause of the pressure' exerted on prehistoric cultures of eastcentral Arizona and on the Hohokam which brought about
the abandonment of the large settlements around 1400 A.D.H
11. Theodore E. Treutlein, Pfefferkorn's Description. of Sonora, vol. XII, p. 29,
(vol. 12, Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, 1540-1940, University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, 1949) translated this "Both sides of these two rivers are '
inhabited by the Cocomaricopas."
12. Ignatz Pfefferkorn, Description of the Landscape of Sonora including other
remarkable news of the internal part of New Spain; etc. Colonne, vol. I, p. 6 (New
York Public Library manuscript, in German). I am indebted to Louis Schlesinger for
the translation of this passage. Parens are mine.
~
13. Guiteras, Rudo Ensayo. p. 192; Spier, Yuma Tribes . . . , p. 1.
14. Cosmos Mindeleff, Aboriginal Remains in Verde VaUey, Arizona, p. 260 (l3th
'Annual Report, Bureau of American Ethnology. Washington, 1896) ; Jesse W. Fewkes,
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The first reference to these nomads was made by the chroniclers of the Coronado expedition of 1540. They were found
east of the Rio Grande in New Mexico and were referred to
as Q1i~rechos,
In 1583 Espejo said the mountain people near Acoma
were called Querechos by the Indians of Acoma. 15 'fhis term
was also employed by Luxan and Obregon in referring to
groups in the Little Colorado River and Verde Valley areas
and by Luxan to describe wanderers in the present Laguna
area. Obregon used the t.erm along with Vaqueros as 3: synonym. He also used the term Querecho in referring to a group
in northern Mexico two days away from the plains. 16
In all the above instances the Spanish were simply referring to wandering tribes, and transferred the term as orginally employed east of the Rio Grande to other areas after
1583, As further indication of this practice we find Castaneda, Luxan, Obregon, and Garces, from the late 1500's
through 1776, using the Mexican term Chichimeco instead
to imply wandering or wild tribes in the vicinity of the
Two Summers' Work in Pueblo Ruins, p. 20 (22nd Annual Report, Bureau of American Ethnology, pt. I. Washington, 1904) ; Gladwin in E. B. Sayles, An Archaeological
Survey of Chihuahua, Mexico, p. 98 (Medallion Papers, no. 22, Gila Pueblo. Globe,
Arizona) ; Winifred and Harold S. Gladwin, The Eastern Range of the Red-on-buff
Culture, p. 257 (Medallion Papers, no. 16, Gila Pueblo, Globe, Arizona); Irene
Vickrey, HBesh-ba-gowah," Kiva, vol. 4, p. 19 (Arizona State Museum, Tucson);
Henry W. Kelly, HFranciscan Missions of New Mexico/' NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 16, p. 42; Donald E. Worcester, "The Beginnings of the Apache Menace of
the Southwest," ibid., vol. 16, p. 2; Emil W. Haury, "Recent Field Work by the Arizona State Museum," Kiva, vol. 7, p. 20 (Arizona State Museum·, Tucson) ; H. S. and
C. B. Cosgrove and A. V. Kidder, The Pendleton Ruin, No. 50, p. 147 (Contributions
to American Anthropology and History, Publication 585, Carnegie Institution.
Washington, 1949.
15. Coronado in Adolph F. Bandelier, Final Report of Investigations Among th.e
Indians of the Southwestern United States, etc., American Series III, pt. I, p. 28
(Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America. John Wilson & Son, Cambridge) ;
Coronado in George P. Winship, The Coronado Expedition, 1540-42, PP. 580·581 (14th
Annual Report, Bureau of American .Ethnology, pt. I, Washington, 1896) ; Relaci6n del
Suceso in Ibid., p. 578; Espejo in Herbert E. Bolton, ed., Spanish Exploration in the
Southwest, 1542"1706, p. 183 . (Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1916) .
. 16. Obregon in G. P. Hammond & A. Rey, eds., Obreg6'n's History of the 16th
Century.Explorations in Western America, entitled Chronicle, Commentary, or Relatim of the Ancient and Modern Discoveries i';' New Spain and New Mexico, PP. 19~20,
194, 328, 330 (Wetzel Publishing Co., Inc., Los Angeles, 1928) ; Luxan· in G. P. Hammond & A. Rey, eds., The Espejo Expedition into New Mexico made by Antonio de
Espejo, 1528·89 as revealed in the Journal Of Diego Perez de Luxan, pp. 86, 97
.(Quivira Society, Los Angeles, 1929) ; See Bandelier, Final Report • •. , Series III, pt.
I, PP. 28~29 for quotations from original sources.
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HopisY Certainly they didn't imply Mexican wanderers
were in this area!
The meaning and use of the word Apache has been cause
for most of the misinterpretation relating to our historic
Apache. The word itself was first used as "Apades" or
"Apiche" in documents pertaining to Onate's entradas of
1598. In 1608 Fray Francisco de Velasco and in 1626 Zarate
used "Apache" to refer to the Apache de Nabaju in northwestern New Mexico. 18 Benavides noted a group which he
called the Apache de Xila west of the region of Socorro, New
Mexico, in the headwaters of the Gila in 1630. 19 The word
"Apache" now began to replace Querecho. "Apache" activity
after that date was more commonly documented. With the
adoption of the horse about 1660 their movement and spread
was more rapid. 20 By the time of the Pueblo Rebellion of
1680, the Apaches began to move south into Chihuahua. In
1683 they pressed on the Sumas on the west bank of the Rio
Grande belowEIPaso, and shortly afterwards in 1684 they
made a league with the Sumas in Chihuahua. 21 From this
region the Apaches spread into southeastern Arizona and
Sonora. The use of the term thus began in New Mexico and
17. Ibid., Series III, pt. I, pp. 28-29; See also Adolph F. Bandelier, "Documentary
History, of the Rio Grande Pueblos, New Mexico," (NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW),
vol. 5, p. 342 where he said Chichimecatl was used for roving and warlike people; See
Carl Sauer, The Distribution of Aboriginal Tribes ad Languages in Northwestern
Mexico, Ibero-Americana, no. 5, p. 7 (University of California Press, Berkeley, .1934)
for same use by Ponce in 1587; also Frederick W. Putnam, Report upon U.S. Geographic~l Survey" we"t of the lOOth Meridian, vol. 7, p. 3 (Washington; 1879) and
Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer • . ., p. 365.
18. Bandelier, Final Report . • . , American Series III, pt. I, p. 180; Zarate in
Charles F. Lummis, tr., Fray Zarate Salmeron'8 Relaci6n, Land of Sunshine, vol. 12,
p. 183; F. W. Hodge, Hi8'tory of Hawikuh, p. 19 (Southwest Museum, Los Angeles,
1937); Bolton, Spani8h Exploration
, pp. 217-218; Worcester, "The Beginnings
of the Apache Menace . . . ," NMHR., vol. 16, p. 5; Earliest use in 1598 in Onate'.
Obediencia y vasallaje de San Juan Baptista in Doc. Ind. de Indias, XVI, p. 114 "Todos
los 'Apaches desde Ja Sierra Nevada hacia Ja parte del Norte y Poniente."
19. F. W. Hodge, et al., Fray' Alonea de Benavides' Revised Memorial of 1691"
,·PP. 81-84 (vol. 4, Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publication, 1540-1940. University of
New Mexico Press, Alhuquerque, 1945).
20. Robert Denhardt, "The Beginning of American Horses, NEW MEXICO HISTORIOAL REVIEW, vol. 13, p. 255. Worcester, The Beginnings of the Apache Men~ce . . .,
NMHR, vol. 16, p. 5 implies as early as 1608.
21. Bandelier, Final Report ••. , American Series III, pt. I, pp. 91-92; Mendoza
in Bolton, Spanish Exploration . .• , PP. 316-317, 322-323.
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recorded activity indicates a gradual spread to the south
and west.
Up to the time ~f Kino's travels beginning in 1694 the
region northeast of the San Pedro River, later occupied by
the Apaches, was apparently uninhabited or sparsely so. In
1539 Fray Marcos noted a "despoblado" from near the San
Pedro-Gila River junction to the Cibola (Zuni) villages. 22
If his report is not to be accepted we still have the same
evidence in 1540 as Coronado and his chroniclers mentioned
the same thing. 23 Fray Marcos' report made record of actual
contacts between the Sobaipuri and the Zuni. 24 In 1668
Bernardo Gruber, a German trader, went into New Mexico
from Sonora with a pack train. 25 To do so he would have had
to pass through what we now know as Apacheria. When
Kino entered southern Arizona he recorded the Sobaipuri
in 1691 along the San Pedro River and remarked that prior
to the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680 these Indians traded with
the Spanish in New Mexico. 26 Velarde in 1716 wrote that
the Sobaipuri formerly traded with the Hopi, but due to the
recent occupation of the pass on the Gila by other Indians,
they were unable to resume such trade. 27 Thus these early
. sources denote a late occupation by Indians between the
Sobaipuri and New Mexico on the Arizona side of the line,
probably post-1680.
Actually it was not the Apache who were first mentioned
east of the San Pedro as Bolton earlier thought. 28 Kino referred to the Indians of that area as the J ocome in 1696
22. de Niza in G. P. Hammond & A. Rey, Narratives of the Coronado Expedition,
pp. 74-75 (vol. 2, Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, 1540-1940, University of.
New Mexico Press, Albuquerque).
23. Castaneda in Winship, The Coronado Expedition . .. , pp. 482, 487, 517. Also
Coronado and Relacion del Suceso in Ibid., PP. 555, 572.
24. de Niza in Adolph F. Bandelier, Contributions to the History of the Southwestern Portion of the Uwited States, American Series V, p. 153 (Papers of the
Archaeological Institute of America, Cambridge, 1890); Percy M. Baldwin, "Fray
Marcos de Niza and his Discovery of tbe Seven Cities of Cibola," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. I, p. 226; de Niza in Hammond & Rey, Narratives . .., PP. 68-74.
25. C. W. Hackett, Historical Documents relating to New Mexico, Nueva Viscaya
and Approaches Thereto, to 1773, vol. 3, pp. 271, 273-277. (Carnegie Institution of
Washington, 1937)
26. Kino in Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . . ", vol 2, p. 257.
27. Velarde in Wyllys, Padre Luis Velarde's Relacion . . • , NMHR., vol. 6, p.
139. He calls them Apache in one place and Nijora (Yavapai) in another.
28. Bolton, Spanish Exploration . •. , p. 382.
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along with the Jano in 1697. The first record of the Apache
in this region was a mention, but not an actual observation,
of an Apache group in 1697 when Kino stated that Apacheria was north of the Gila after turning' west from the
mouth of the San Pedro River to proceed down the Gila.
First actual evidence of Apaches was noted in 1698 at Santa
Cruz de Quiburi on the San Pedro, not north of the Gila. 29
Bandelier has indicated that the Jano and Suma, who were
allies of the Apache and who were also mentioned at this
same time, were late arrivals in southeastern Arizona from.
northwestern Chihuahua, having begun their spread after
1684 when they went in league together. 30
Sauer obtained information in the Parral Archives which
further substantiates late arrival for the Jano in southeastern Arizona. He noted the J ano ranged in southwestern
New Mexico while the Jocome were in southeastern
Arizona and that both, according to Vetancourt in
1686, spoke the same language. At this time they were
friendly with the Pima, the latter having given them some
land to plant in the Quiburi area near Fairbank, Arizona,
according to Sauer. In his treatment of these groups' Sauer
considered the. possibility that the Jano and Jocome may
have been Athapascans, not Uto-Azt~cans.31 Kroeber, in
reviewing Sauer's evidence placed these two tribes tentatively in the Uto-Aztecan language group, deciding against
the Athapascan. 32 When one considers that the Piman
speakers gave these neighbors land, it appears more logical
that such an arrangement would be made more readily with
kindred Uto-Aztecan speakers and not with Athapascans
who were not farmers.
The Apaches, after their entry into Chihuahua, with the
aid of their companions in .league, either displaced or absorbed the Jocome in southeastern Arizona. Opler has
remarked on the similarity of the Mescalero of southwestern
New Mexico and ChiricahuaApache of southeastern Ari-

a

29. Kino in Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir .. " vol. 1, PP. 165, 169, 172, 180.
30. Bandelier, Fi'lULI Report . •. , American Series III, pt. I, p. 114.
31. Saner, The Distribution oj Aboriginal Tribes and Languages .•.• pp. 75, 81.
32. A. L. Kroeber, Uto-Aztecan Languages of Mexico, Ibero-Americana, No.8,
p . 15 (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1934).
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zona as opposed to the Western Apache. 33 This is in accord
with the documented spread of the Apaches from southwestern New Mexico int!) Chihuahua and then into southeastern
Arizona. Perhaps the group that moved south into Mexico
and later into Arizona was an offshoot of the Mescaleros that
evolved into the Chiricahua.Apache.
North of the Gila there were no Apaches. From 1583 to
1605 Espejo, Farfan, and Onate described a group on the
middle Verde River which has been accepted as the Yavapai. 34 Kino in 1710 included the Yavapai in his references
to Apacheria as he stated this area was to the north and
northeast of the Pima and extended northwest to the Colorado River. 35 His use of the term Apache was loose in this
respect as he never once recorded actually seeing one Apache
north of the Gila. Moreover, in 1716, Velarde referred to the
Nijora, a Yuman-speaking group, north and east of the
Pima,36 probably the southeastern Yavapai as indicated by
other documentary sources noted in a discussion below. In
1743 ReIer attempted to reach the Hopi villages from the Gila,
area and was forced to turn back due to an attack by a group
of Indians who spoke a langmige different from that of the
Pima,37 probably the Yavapai. In 1744 Sedelmayr, in 1776
Garces, and prior to 1767 Pfefferkorn noted the Yavapai
north of the Gila Pimas. 38 Thus even at this late date the
Apache had not yet reached the Pima from the north or the
northeast.
The stronghold of the southern Apaches from 1680 until
33. Marvin E. Opler, A Note on the Cultural Affiliations of Northern Mexican
Nomads, P. 702 (vol. 37, American Anthropologist, Menasha).
34. See footnote 78.
.35. Kino in Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . •• , vol. I, p. 198 and vol. 2, p. 256.
36. Velarde in WyllYB, "Padre Luis Velarde's Relaci6n . •. ,"NMHR., vol. 6,
p.117.
37. Venegas in A. P. Whipple, Reports of Explorations and Surveys to Ascertain
the most Practicable and Economical Route for a Railroad from the Mississippi River
to the Pacific Ocean, vol. 3, pt. 3, p. 116 (33rd Congress, 2nd session, Executive Document no. 91): Sedelmayr in Ives, Sedelmayr'B Relaci6n ••. , p. 112 said Apaches
~=~

.

38. Sedelmayr in Ibid., pp. 104, 118; Garces in Coues, On the Trai(of a Spanish
Pioneer . .. , pp. '445, 451, 460-462; Pfefferkorn in Treutlein, Pfefferkorn's Description ••. , vol. XII,. p. 29. One must bear in mind that Pfefferkorn left the area in
1767 at which time the Jesuits were expelled and he wrote later in 1794.
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. the 1700's was in the headwaters of the Gila in New Mexico.
From 1698 through 1744 actual observations by Kino,
Velarde, and Sedelmayr located the Apaches on the Gila
above the mouth of the San 'Pedro River and also to the east
of the San Pedro. 39 The Rudo Ensayo in 1762 and Pfefferkorn reaffirm this distribution, the former being. rather
explicit, stating the Rio de Assumption was formed by two
rivers (Verde and Salt) taking rise in an extensive ridge
of mountains in the land of the Apaches on the other side of
the Gila further toward the east. 40
The very use of the term Gila Apaches has led to many
additional misconceptions. They did not frequent the middle
Gila, only the region east of· the mouth of the San Pedro
and the San Pedro River itself. Velarde in 1716 and Garces
in 1776 pointed out that those groups northof the middle
Gila were Yuman speakers. Garces stated they were Yavapais often referred to as Apaches by the ·Spanish. 41 As an
illustration of such one finds Marin, in 1693, referring to the
Yavapai of the Middle Verde as Apaches Cruzados, and
Escalante in 1775 stating that south of the Hopi were
Apaches "who do not attack as the rest dO."42 Historic Pima
legends refer to the Apache of the north in prehistoric time~. '
This had been interpreted as meaning the same as the
historic Apache when actually they were simply referring to
enemies of the north, the prehistoric Sinagua. Kino, as above
noted, may have been partially to blame for misinterpreta'tion along these lines since he referred to the Apache between the Pima and the Hopi.
It is interesting to note that the Southeastern Yavapai
use the term Apache in referring to themselves meaning
39. Velarde in WyIIys, "Padre Luis Velarde's Relaci6n . . .," NMHR, vol. 6,
no. 2, p. 139; Sedeimayr in Ives, Sedelmayr's Relaci6n . . . , p. 113;' Kino in Bolton,
Kino's Historical Memoir . ••• vol. 1, PP. 172, 198-199 and vol. 2, p. 256.
40. Pfefferkorn in Treutlein, Pfeffer/wrn's Description • .• , p. 144; Guiteras,
Rudo Ensayo, ACHS, vol, 5, p. 129.
41. Garces in Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer • '.' , p. 208; Bandelier,
Final Report •.• , American Series III, pt. 1, pp. 113-114 quotes Garces "que es 10
mismo que Apaches!'
42. Hackett, Historical Documents . . . , vol. 2, p. 395; Escalante to Mendinueta
in Alfred B. Thomas, ed., Forgotten Frontier• . . • , 1777-87, p. 151 (Norman, Oklahoma, 1932).
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"persons." They called their eastern Apache enemies
"Awache" as did the Northeastern and Western Yavapai. 43
Bandelier also commented on the use of Apache. He considered Garces' use of the term Yavapai, remarking it was
in a sense similar to the present use of Apache where it is
attached to names of tribes entirely distinct from the
Apache, as Apache-Mohave, Apache-Yuma, and TontoApache. 44 Apparently, on the basis of such misapplication of
the term, Thomas placed the west boundary of the Apache
as far as the Colorado River. 45 Additional evidence concerning this phase of the problem is considered below in the discussions of the Yavapai.
In east-central Arizona the earliest references to Apache
groups are relatively late. In the. general campaign of 1747
in the San Francisco River area down to the Gila River,
Indian:s were encountered and called Apaches. Other were
recorded in the White Mountains first in 1808. 46 Some historians have attempted to place the Apache in this region
prior to 1747. Bandelier was under the impression that the
Apache were occupying the region between the Sobaipuri
and the Zunis in Fray Marcos' and Coronado's day, stating
"although they were there, as was subsequently ascertained:
and this is accounted for by the numerous escort of Indians
which accompanied both him and the negro Estevan."47
Aside from this statement he gives no evidence to support
his view. Fray Marcos' account, if it is accepted, indicates
the Indians voluntarily went along and no'mention for purposes of protection is noted. Coronado's chroniclers referred
to the area as a despoblado, perhaps only a relative term.
The only indication of a group between the Sobaipuri
and the Zuni prior to 1747 that may have been the Apache,
was Castaneda's reference to a group near the mouth of the
43. E. W. Gifford, The Southeastern Yavapai, p. 181 (vol. 29, University of California Publications in American Archaeoolgy and Ethnology, Berkeley, 1932) ; E. W.
Gifford, Northeastern ·and Western Yavapai Myths. pp.' 252-253 (vol. 34, University of
California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology, Berkeley, 1933).
44, Adolph F. Bandelier, Final Report . .. , American Series IV, pt. II, p. 379.
45. Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers . . . , p. l.
46. Escalante to Mendinueta in Ibid, p. 154; Rabal in Ralph E. Twitchell,
Spanish Archives of New Mexico, vol. 2, p. 219 (Torch Press, Cedar Rapids, 1914) ; and
Salcedo in Ibid.• · p. 489.
47. Bandelier, Contributions . . . , American Series V, p. 175.
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San Pedro who were the most barbarous they had encountered, who lived in separate huts and who hunted for food. 48
Sauer considered these as Apache. 49 They may well have
been Jocor'nes or even northern Sobaipuri as Mange stated
in the 1690's that he and Kino encountered 4 Sobaipuri villages near the Gila with a total of 500 souls living in 130
houses of poles and reeds in the form of dome and gallerY,50
and Velarde in 1716 noted that the Sobaipu~i lived in settlements in the winter and in single huts in the summer. 51
Since Coronado came through this region before winter,
since these "barbarous" Indians were not mentioned as
being specifically different from the others on the San Pedro
through which Coronado had just previously passed, since
Kino did distinguish between the northern and southern
Sobaipuri which would allow for a difference in culture as
implied by Castaneda, and Mange described crude huts used
by the Sobaipuri, the weight of the evidence is against the
Apache. If this 1540 observation was an Apache group, we
must assume the Sobaipuri drove them out soon after as the
sources already mentioned recorded trade through this area
with New Mexico prior to the Pueblo Rebellion and do not
specifically mention the Apache here until 1698.
There is considerable confusion in regard to the Tontos
who were first reported as Coyoteros or Mescaleros in the
Pinal Mountains in 1788. 52 In 1799 Pedro de N ava wrote a
letter requesting information on the so-called Tontos and.
Prietos; Apaches Coyoteros (alias Tonto, alias del Pinal)
near the presidio of Tucson. 53 Barreiro's Ojeada also refers
to them as Tontos or Coyoteros in 1828.54 It is after this date
that the confusion arises. Gifford reported that the Tonto
were Athapascan and were first united in 1874 under Chali48. Castaneda in Hammond & Rey, Narratives • •• , p. 252; and in Winship;
The Coronado Expedition, p. 516.
49. Sauer, The Distribution of Aboriginal Tribes and Languages . . ., p. 53.
50. Mange in Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . .. , vol. 1, p. 171.
51.

p.134.

Velarde in Wyllys, "Padre Luis Velarde's Relaci6n .•. ," NMHR, vol. 6,

52. Zuniga in' George P. Hammond, "The Zuiiiga Journal, Tucson to Santa Fe."
·NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 6, p. 63.
Twitchell, Spanish Archives . .. , vol. 2, p.
5,4. Lansing Bloom, tr., "Barreiro's Ojeada," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol.
3, p. 174.

53.

395.
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pan which is an Athapascan name and he further remarked
that many Tontos were part Yavapai in blood and bilingual
in speech. 55 However, Gatschet indicated earlier that the
Tontos were not Apache, but a Yuman-speaking groUp.56
On this basis Bandelier surmised that the Tonto as Yavapai
were later absorbed by the Apache. 57 Of interest in this
respect is the fa.ct that the Yavapai (first called Cruzados by
Onate in 1598) told Corbusier in -1886 that it was the Yavapai (northeastern) who had cane crosses,58 and later in 1936
they informed Gifford that it was the Tonto, not the Yavapai,
who wore cane crosses.59 Historical references to the Yavapai of the middle Verde Valley and to the west from the
1860's on refer to them as Apache-Mohave or MohaveApache, indicating along with the above that the northeastern Yavapai possibly became pretty well mixed with
other groups in the 1800's.60 Modern reservation Yavapai
state they can best converse with the Mohave, the Yuma less
so, and the Tonto with difficulty. The fact that the Yapavai
refer to their eastern Apache neighbors as "Awache" meaning enemy, and to the Tonto as "Awakaya" meaning sticky
or dirty people might indicate mixture in the latter's case.
The latter are more politely referred to as "Ahawa" meaning something like enemy.61
In recent years Goodwin placed the northern Tonto on
the middle Verde from Camp Verde north to Flagstaff
and the southern Tonto east of the Verde below Clear Creek
to the Salt River. He further remarked that the three west55. Gifford, The Southeastern Yavapai, P. 181; Gifford, Northeastern and Western
Yavapai, p. 253.
66. Gatschet in George M. Wheeler, Annual Report upon the Geographical Exploration and Surveys west of the 100th Meridian, etc., p. 184 (Washington, 1876) "With
the Apache dialects and that of the Tonto Apaches, who calI themselves Gohuns, and
belong to the Yuma stock, I found .. ," See also Gatschet in Putnam, Report upon
U. S. Geographical Surveys . .. , vol.
Pp.
Bandelier, Final Report •.• , American Series III, pt. I, PP.
Bandelier, Final Report . •. , American Series IV, pt. II, p.
William F. Corbusier, "The Apache-Yumas and Apache-Mohaves," American
Antiquarian, no. 8, p. 337.
Gifford, NorthealItern and Western Yavapai, p.
Corbusier, "The Apache-Yumas and Apache-Mohaves, American Antiquarian,
no.
PP.
and
Edmund WeIls, Argonaut Tales (Hitchcock Co.,
Hodge notes the name Tonto ·was applied to the Tulkepaia (Yavapai) and Apache
in Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, . • . , p.
Gifford, The Southeastern Yavapai, p.
Gifford, Northeastern and Western
Yavapai. Pp.

7,

67.
68.

69.
60.
8,
61.

406, 414, 416.

467.

102, 113-114;

319.

276-284

262-263.

326-339;

1927) ;
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ernmost bands of the northern Tonto intermingled with the
Northeastern Yavapai who shared the region with them. 62
The Tonto are first referred to as Yavapai people and
later as a mixture of Yavapai and Apache. In recent times
the name Tonto has been taken to refer to an Apache group.
Since we definitely know that' in 1716 a Yuman-speaking
group was northeast of the Pima and have no definite reference to the Apache in the Tonto lands until the Tonto are
first mentioned, we must assume that the Apache entry from
the east into this section of Arizona occurred late in the
1700's.
There is other evidence to support this supposition. The
Yabipais Tejua (Yavapai near the Yumas at the mouth of the
Gila River) told Garces in 1776 that among their friends were
certain Yavapai of ~he east who were enemies of the Spanish
whom these friends feared because many Spanish entered
their lands. 63 If this statement refers to true Yavapai it can
only allude to the southeastern Yavapai being effected at
that date by various Spanish expeditions into eastern Arizona. The Spanish were attempting to open a road from'
Santa Fe to Sonora as well as to eliminate. the true Apache
·menace. The drives were the general campaign of 1747
which entered the San Francisco River area, the Zuni expedition of 1754 into the upper Gila country, and the expeditions into the area during Garces' day from Janos and
Fronteras. These expeditions indicate along with Velarde's
observation of 1716 that the San Francisco River area to
the Gila River may have been Yavapai country. Miera, who
had been in the 1747 campaign, told Escalante that near
the mouth of the San Francisco River was an "Apache"
rancheria where .com was raised. In 1754 Barreira noted
various "Apaches" in the same area who did not roam about
or have horses, but who had much corn. In 1775 Escalante
wrote at Zuni that the Hopi were bounded on the south and
southwest by Apache "who live on this side (north) of the
Gila and who do not attack as the rest do." Echegaria in
1788 and Zuniga, who came through this generaf vicinity in
1795, mentioned no specific rancheria, but did note hostile
62. Grenville Goodwin, The Social Divisions and Economic Life of the Western
Apaches, PP. 55-56 (vol. 37, American Anthropologist, Menasha, 1935).
63. Garces in Cones, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer • .. , PP. 209-210.
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Indians and smoke signals. 64 Perhaps between 1754 and 1788
these corn-raising, quite possibly Yavapai, who did not
roam about on horses, moved west in the face of the incoming Apache who were being pushed into the area by the
Spanish from all directions except north and west, as well
as by the Comanche from the east. Perhaps continued
Apache inroads to the west between 1754 and 1788 brought
about the first mixture of Apache and Yavapai groups.
The lack of any reference to Indians in the despoblado
between the San Pedro River and the Zuni villages in 1540,
and the definite presence of Indians there in 1699 and 1716
(the latter reference definitely applying to Yavapai) brings
up another point bearing on the Yavapai and Apache. Since
Benavides recorded the Apache de Gila to the east of this
region in the headwaters of the Gila in 1630, a group that
did some farming in contrast to a true Apache group to the
east of them, the Perrillo Apache with their dog and travois
who at this time were strict nomads,65 it appears quite likely
that the Apache de Gila may have been Yavapai or were
Apache who picked up farming from their western Yavapai
neighbors. On this basis, the Yavapai entry into this general
region might well be set back, from Velarde's observation of
a Yuman.,speaking group in 1716, to 1630, and probably into
prehistoric times.
Final· evidence which bears on a recent Apache entry
into the region is found in Zufiiga:s diary of 1788. He stated
that Zuni was menaced by the Coyotero· Apaches of the
Pinals to the south (Yavapai-Apache?) who were there (at
Zuni) called Mescaleros (Escalante's designation of the
Yavapai south of the Hopi) and to the north by Apaches
of the San Francisco and Mogollon Ranges. "They have
penetrated inland pursued by our arms. They are called
Gilefios there."66
64. Escalante to Mendinueta in Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers . . . , pp. 12, 155156; Rahal in Twitchell, Spanish Archives . . • , vol. 2, p. 219; Zuniga in Hammond,
The Zuniga Journal • .. , NMHR, vol. 6, pp. 34,59,6l.
65. Hodge, Benavides' Revised Memorial, pp. 81-84.
66. Hammond, The Zuniga Journal . .. , NMHR, vol. 6, p. 63. As early as 1744
Sedelmayr suggested placing forts on' the Gila River, at Terrenate and Coro de Guache
on the south, and at Ja~os in the east. This general plan was later followed resulting
in a northern move "inland" by the Apache. See Ives, Sedelmayr's Relaci6n .... . 0' p. 113.
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No matter how one interprets the evidence, there is no
possible manner by which the Apache can be placed anywhere near the Hohokam of the Gila-Salt River areas in prehistoric times. They were first noted in 1540 as Querechos
and were restricted to the eastern half of New Mexico, east
of the Rio Grande, at least prior to 1583 as both Rodriguez
and Espejo found a long stretch along the river uninhabited
in their travels. The term Querecho, like Chichimeco, was
haphazardly applied to other groups in northwestern New
Mexico and northeastern Arizona. After Spanish settlement
on the Rio Grande, the word "Apache" replaced Querecho
and again the new term was applied to miscellaneous nonrelated groups. By 1630 the Apache de Perrillo had crossed
to the west side of the Rio Grande. After the adoption of the
horse by these Apache around 1660, they became more
mobile and by the time of the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680 there
was a concentration in southwestern New Mexico. By 1684
some of this group reached Chihuahua where they began
their absorption of the Jano and Suma groups. Spanish
retaliation in Chihauhua forced these Apaches into 'south, eastern Arizona by 1698 where they apparently absorbed
the J ocome and by 1700 they had entered Sonora.
Campaigns by the Spanish from Zuni in 1747 and 1754,
as well as others from Chihuahua and the highway along
the Rio Grande, had the effect of forcing these Apaches of
southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona toward
the west where by 1762 they in turn forced the Sobaipuri
out of the San Pedro west into the Santa Cruz Valley. Retaliation from this southeastern area' up to 1780, as well as
coordinated efforts, from Janos and Fronteras, caused the
southern Apache to move back' into the Chiricahua Range
and also into the San Francisco River area for refuge. In
the latter region, about 1788, the Apache probably dislodged
the above-discussed Yuman (probably Yavapai) groups,
first observed here in 1716, who moved west. Additional
thrusts from the south by the Spanish from 1780 to 1784
and later, kept the ApachemoviIig toward the north which
resulted in a Navaho-Gila Apache alliance in 1784. Even as
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late as 1780 and 1786'the major,part of the Apache attacks
were still from New Mexico. 67
The above noted Navaho relations carried the Apache
through the. White' Mountain region from 1784 on but they
were not recorded as living in the area until 1808 by the
Spanish. 68 It appears that Apache relations with the Navaho
as well as with the Yavapai undoubtedly effected the culture
of these westernmost Apache sufficiently to bring about a
. cultural difference which now distinguishes them from the
Southern Apache whose culture was probably influenced
by contacts with. the Uto-Aztecan groups of northern Mexico and southern Arizona. Probably the late 18th Century
Navaho-Gila Apache relations evolved out of a combined
movement toward one another. Farmer has indicated the
Navaho began spreading over northwestern New Mexico
after 1600 and by 1750 had moved west to Canyon de Chelly,
Arizona, and south of Mt. Taylor in New Mexico. Bourke has
indicated that many Western Apache and Navaho clans can
be correlated further indicating close relations. 69 This implies considerable Navaho influence which apparently had
its origin post-1780 A.D. Interestingly enough, the Chiricahua designation of the Western Apache as Biniedine,
meaning "people with no sense," seemingly first appears in
1834. 7Q This is 35 years after the first use of Tonto (fool)
by the Spanish to designate a Western Apache group. There
is no indication who actually used the term "fool" first, but
both uses post-date the 1784 Navaho-Gila Apache alliance
and the evictjon of the Yavapai from eastern Arizona. If
stich a design.ation referred to a group in the Western
Apache area or to the Western Apache as a group, it is
strange that it, or some other name, does not appear before
67. Twitchell, Spanish Archive8 •••• vol. 2, P. 300; Alfred B. Thomas, ed.,
"Governor Mendinueta's Proposals for the Defense of New Mexico. 1772.1778," NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW. vol. 6, P. 37; Thomas, Forgotten' Fro:"tier8 .•• , Pp. 45·
46. 197; Navarro in Ibid., P. 186 and Medino and Ugarte, pp. 359·360.
!
68. Letter of Nemesio Salcedo of 1809, #1936, Santa Fe Archive. "Coyotero
Indians who inhabit the Pinal, Tabano and White Mountains, on the frontier of
Sonora." See also his letter of 1808, #2142, wherein he states the Indians of the Pinals
. are intermediate to. those of the White and Tabano Mountains.
69. Malcolm F. Farmer, The Growth of Navaho Culture. San Diego Museum Bulletin, vol. 6, p. 14; J. G. Bourke, "Notes on the Gentile Organization of the Apache of
Arizona." Jourrw.l of American Folklore, vol. 3. pp. 111·114.
70. Jose A. de Escudero, Noticias e8tadi8tica8 del estado de Chihuahua, p. 212
(Mexico, 1834).
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1780 if such a group was in existence prior to that time. The
weight of the evidence indicates a beginning of an ApacheNavaho mixture around 1780 wherein apparently the Navaho dominated to some extent, in this area closer to their
home, over the scattered Apache groups driven north by the
Spanish..The increasing Comanche pressure from the east
on the Nav.aho in the early and middle 1700's also coincides
with the first appearance of the Navaho in Arizona in the
Hopi area and the region southwest of Zuni where they met
the Apache.
On the basis of an Apache legend which relates of contacts with stone house dwellers it has been thought by some
that such indicated. the Western Apache were in this
area at a date early enough to make contact with the pre.:.
historic pueblo groups of the area. This legend is a record
of the Tzekinne variously interpreted as "people of the
rocks" or "stone house people." This group was composed of
descendants of Apache and Sobaipuri people, the latter having been captured when the Apache drove the Sobaipuri out
of Aravaipa Canyon in the early 1800's.71 The group and
legend evolved out of historic fact, not a prehistoric event.
The present Western Apache area was described as a
despoblado in 1540. First actual record of Apache here was
in 1805. Between these two dates reference is made to two
groups possibly living in the area concerned. These groups,
the Cipias and Ypotlapiguas, first are mentioned in 1632
in Spanish. documents and as yet neither have been identified. Most authorities have placed them in northern Sonora
apparently on the basis of Orozco y Berra's reference of
1860 to the Potlapigua in the Babispe Valley of Sonora.
However, the earliest sources to refer to these groups, 16321648, locate them south and west of Zuni,72
Custodio Manso stated he discovered the Ypotlapiguas in
71. Bourke, Notes on Apache Mythology, p. 114.
.
72. Bandelier, Final Report . •• , Amer. Series IV: pt. II, p. 381; Frank H. Cushing, Outline~ Of Zuni Creation Myths, p. 328 (l3th Annual Report, Bureau of American
Ethnology, Washington, 1896); Fewkes, Two Summers' Work ,••. , p. 23; France.
V. Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexican Missions in the Seventeenth
Century," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 5, pp. 189-190; France V. Scholes,
"Problems in the Early Ecclesiastical History of New Mexico," Ibid., vol. 7, pp. 47-66;
France V. Scholes, "Church and State in New Mexico, 1618-50," Ibid., vol. II, PP. 288,
301-302; Hodge, History of Hawikuh, pp. 91, 93, 123-124; Hodge, et al . . . Benavides'
Revised Memorial • .. , p. 80.
.
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1632 and that they lived next to the Cipias south and west of
Zuni. For several years the friars had been interested in
these groups. In 1638 some friars were selected to go to the
Ypotlapigua country with Fray Antonio Artega as commissary of the group by appointment from Fray Juan de Salas,
Custodio. In the spring of 1638 Governor Rosas led these
friars and some soldiers to the area. On arrival among them,
it was said the Governor forced the Ypotlapiguas to bring in
feathers and hides, robbed them, and threatened to burn
their villages with the result the Indians fled to the mountains. Perea made an investigation of the expedition.
In 1645, while Custodio, Manso sent 4 friars to preach
to the Ypotlapiguas who lived near the Cipias., Following
this effort the Jesuits visited them and a controversy over
their jurisdiction was started. In 1699 Mange mentioned
the Potlapiguas in association with the Opatas of northeastern Sonora.
Sauer believed that Orozco y. Berra's designation of
these as a Piman group was incorrect. Noting that Mange
had recorded Franciscan activity among the Ypotlapigua,
he tentatively placed them in northwestern Chihuahua in
the Franciscan domain thus removing them from Jesuit
Sonora. He concluded the name may be Concho. 73
As to the Cipias, the first mention of them is concerned
with Fray Francisco Letrado who learned of them while
aruong the Zunis who told him they were to the west. Letrado applied to go to these Indians, but was refused and
Fray Martin de Arvide was sent instead. He went in 1632
and on February 27, 5 days out of Zuni, he was killed in his
camp by Zunis. These Cipias supposedly lived in northern
Sonora.
In 1634 Benavides made a brief reference to the Zipios.
In 1638 and 1645 they were referred to as living near the
Ypotlapiguas. In 1686 Fray Alonso de Posadas said the
Cipias lived north of Sonora where they were pressed upon
by the Apache. 74 In the late 1800's the Zunis told Cushing
73. Sauer, The Distribution of Aboriginal Tribes and Languages . • • • p. 51.
74. C. F. Duro. 1882, Pp. 62-63. An earlier edition in Documentos para la hi8toria de Mexico, 3rd Series. Mexico, 1856, Pp. 220-221 gives the author's name as Fray
Alonso de Paredes, rather than Posadas.
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that the Cipias were a people who lived far to the southwest
on the headwaters of the Salt River. They called them Tsipiakwe (kwe=people) meaning "people of the coarse hanging hair." Since the Yavapai wore their hair long in contrast
to the Zuni, they (the Zuni) may have selected this trait in
referring to the Cipias who might well have been Yavapai.
Bandelier, on the basis of Cushing's information, placed the
Cipias in Arizona south of the Hopi saying the Zuni had
lost track of them completely. According to Cushing the
.Zuni stated. the Cipia were exterminated by the Apache
soon after the attempted visit of Arivide.
The Hopi informed Fewkes that according to the Zuni
the Cipia lived between them and Zuni and also that the
Zuni called a ruin midway between Awatobi and Zuni
TciJ:>iya. On this basis Fewkes placed the Cipia at the mouth
of Chevlon Fork west of Zuni.
Several factors stand out that must be considered in
analyzing the situation. First, it must be kept in mind that
Sonora and the region to the south was J estiit domain. The
southern Opata of Sonora (modern geographc limits) were
first reached in 1622 by Padre Olinano. The west central
section of Sonora was not reached by the Jesuits until after
1630, and the north section was untouched until Kino's entry
of the 1690's. To the east in Chihuahua, the Franciscans
began moving west toward the Sonora line about 1650 when
. the Sumas of the area, bordering on Babispe, were being
brought into the fold. 75 So even the eastern border of Sonora
was not reached until 1650, this being 18 years after the
.Ypotlapigua and Cipia are first mentioned. Thus, a Sonoran
location is not possible in this area as far as the Franciscan
domain is' concerned.
Also to be considered is the fact that the north boundary
of Sonora was never established in the 1600's. The people of
Santa Fe referred to the region to the southwest as Sonora.
In addition, New Mexico was under the Franciscan order
and everything to the west was considered within their
domain. Moreover, all expeditions went into the Cipia and
75.
70-71.

Sauer, The Distribution of Aboriginal Tribes and Languages . •• , pp. 46-47,
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Ypotlapigua country from New Mexico, not Chihuahua,and
all personnel concerned were from New Mexico. The statement that the Cipias were pressed ,on by the Apache in 1686'
and a similar remark by the Zunis in the late 1800's, intimating that they were exterminated by the Apache in the
middle or late 1600's, certainly suggests that the Cipia
were non-Apache.
The above points indicate an Arizona location rather
than Sonoran. Mange, a late source, is the only one who
gives a possible true Sonoran location and then only to the.
Ypotlapiguas who by this date (1699) may have been forced
south and west by Apache pressure into Sonora. The statements of the Zuni and Posadas pertaining to Apache pres-'
sure on the Cipia correlates with the Apache pressure building up in southwestern New Mexico in the headwaters of
the Gila at that time, the late 1600's. Such had not effected
Sonora until the beginning of the 18th Century. Moreover,
the Zuni located the Cipia in what Cushing took to mean the
headwaters of the Salt River. On the basis of the foregoing
discussions on the Apache and Yavapai, it appears that the
people of the coarse hanging hi:tir, the non-Apachean Cipias,
were probably Yavapai people .living in the southeastern
section of the Yavapai country in the headwaters of the
Salt and Gila Rivers near another possible Yavapai group,
the 1630 mention of the Apache de Gila. The Ypotlapiguas
probably were a more southern group since Mange gives
them a Sonoran location and the Franciscans and Jesuits,
who had a controversy over them, bordered one another's
domains only in northern Mexico at this early date. Thus,
the Cipias, the only possible group in the Western Apache
region between 1540 and 1805, cannot be considered as
Apache, much less Navaho.
To .return to the Apache proper, the derivation of the
word Apache is problematical. Several authorities have
proposed various explanations regarding its origin. (See
Hodge and Bandelier who indicate Yuman and/or a possible
Zuni origin.) Another possibility is presented here along
lines suggested by Harrington. 76
76.

John P. Harrington, Southern Peripheral Athapascan Origins. Divisions, and

o
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The words "Apades" and "Apiches" occur first in documents pertaining to Onate's explorations. He and several of
his henchmen went through Yuman-speaking areas (Yavapai) in 1598, 1599, 1604-05. Perhaps they picked up. the
Yavapai word "Apache" meaning "persons" directly from
them or even before this indirectly from some other group.
One of two possibilities present themselves. Either documents exist pertaining to these groups' which make use of
the term Apache prior to 1598, or the word was known to
the Spanish prior to its use in literature at this date. The
use first of "Apiche" or "Apade" implies either a misprint in
copying or a misspelling of the word "Apache," both of
which suggest prior use.

Yavapai
.Reference is now made to the Yuman tribes. It is interesting to note that Yavapai legends appear to indicate a
relatively long period of oc~upation in Arizona. The Southeastern Yavapai claim origin in .the San Francisco Mountains at Flagstaff,. and relate of a later split from the Northeastern Yavapai in the middle Verde Valley of central Arizona after which they moved south. Gifford stated his
evidence tends to show the Yavapai were not in the Verde
Valley much over 400 years. The Western Yavapai claim
origin in the middle Verde Valley at Montezuma Well or in
the Red Rock country later splitting and moving southwest
from the Northeastern Yavapai,77 Thus, the Yavapai near
the Gila claim origin north of their present habitat and
recount of a split in the Verde Valley all of which indicates
a general move to the .south.
Historically Espejo first encountered the Yavapai in the
middle Verde Valley in 1583 where they were also noted by
Farfan, Escobar, Zaldivar, and Onate from 1598 up through
Migrations, p. 513 (vol. 100, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 1940).
[See also, Barbara Aitken, NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 26, Pp. 334-35
(October, 1951) Ed.]
77. Gifford, The Southeastern Yavapai, pp. 243, 247; Gifford, Northeastern and
Western Yavapai Myths, pp. 349, 403-404; Gifford, Northeastern and Western Yavapai,
p. 251.
'
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1605. 78 In 1700 Kino remarked that entry to the Hopi was
difficult from Pimeria as the Pima were "on very unfriendly
terms with the Apaches who live, between."79 These were
undoubtedly the Yavapai who Kino always referred to as
Apache north of the Gila. In 1716, Velarde mentioned the
Nijores, locating them between the Gila and Colorado
Rivers to the northeast of Pima country. He further remarked that they were Yuman-speaking people with whom
the Pima fought, and that north of them were the Cruciferos
to whom the cross was a sacred sign. This source thus definitely discards the possibility of Apache north of the Gila
by recording Yuman speakers in the area. A map in the
Genaro Garcia collection places the Nijores at the headwaters of the San Francisco River, perhaps based on Humboldt's map of 1804. 80 From 1583 to 1605 Espejo, and others
who entered the middle Verde, described the native custom
of wearing crosses on the forehead for which Onate named
the Yavapai "Cruzados." Thus, Velarde's' remarks indicate
the Cruciferos were the Northeastern Yavapai and the
Nijores were the Southeastern group. The legendary split
must then of necessity have occurred before 1716 as at that
time the Southeastern Yavapai were fighting with the Sobaipuri, and the latter had sufficient knowledge of the Northeastern Yavapai further, north to distinguish them from
their enemies, the Nijores or Southeastern Yavapais.
In 1746 Sedelmayr wrote that further up in 37 degrees,
north of the Cocomaricopa, were the Nijores who spoke the
Yuman language and with whom the Cocomaricopa had
friendly relations. 81 On his trip to the Cocomaricopa on the
Gila in 1744 he decided to go further west. From the villages
below the Gila-Salt junction he" proceeded more or less westnorth-west to the Colorado River passing near what was
78. Luxan in Hammond & Rey, The Espejo Expedition . . . , PP. 106-107;
Espejo in Bolton, Spanish Exploration . . . , p. 187; Zarate in Lummis, Fray Zarate
Salmeron's Relaci6n, p. 182; Bolton, Spanish Exploration . .. ,pp. 83, 187, 270;
George P. Hammond, "Don Juan de Onate and the Founding of New Mexico," NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol.
pp.
Kino in Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . .. , vol. I, p.
Reproduced in H. B. Carroll & J. V. Haggard, Three New Mexico Chr<micles
(Quivira Society, Albuquerque,
81. Sedehnayr in lves, Sedelmayr's Relaci6n . • . , pp. 108, 110.

79.
80.

1,

1942).
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later the southern border of the Western Yavapai country.
However, he did not mention the presence of any Indians
along that route. 82 In 1758 Venegas recorded the Cocomaricopa at war with the Nijores, the prisoners being sold to the
Pima. 83 In 1774 Garces attempted to reach the Nifora but
couldn't due to Pima hostilities with them. 84 In 1776 he
called the group north of the Cocomaricopa Yabipais Tejua,
and stated that they knew only one Cocomaricopa village
further remarking that both the Pima and Cocomaricopa
fought them. Font placed the Yavapai north of the Gila on
his map.S5 In 1794 Pfefferkorn referred to the group north
of the Cocomaricopa in 1767 as Nichoras who extended from
the northerly side of the Gila to the Sierra Azul. He also
remarked that the Cocomaricopa were constantly at war
with them. 86
. Thus, the name first given, Nijores, referred to the
Southeastern Yavapai, and other forms~Nifora, Noragua,
Nichora-were later used to designate Yavapai groups, probably all Southeastern Yavapai. Pfefferkorn in 1794 used the
term Nichora, after Garces' 1776 designation of Yabipais
Tejua, probably due to the fact that he left the area in 1767
with the expulsion of the Jesuits and wrote his report at a
later date. Garces also employed the name Apache for the
Yavajai. He stated". . . there arrived here [in the Yuma
area] 9 Indians whose nation they here call YabipaisTejua,
and we Apaches." He also noted the Pima called the Yabipais Taros or Nifores, the Mohave called them Yavapais,
and the Spani:sh called them Apache.. "All those whom I
designate by the name Yabipais are in reality Apaches."87
On the basis of the above discussion, the Southeastern
Yavapai as a threat to the prehistoric Hohokam might be
. discounted since their presence is not recorded until possibly
as early as 1630 in the form of the Gila Apache (or Cipias in
82. SedelmaYr in Ibid., pp. 108, 110.
83. Venegas in Whipple, Reports of Explorations and Surveys .•• , P. 116.
84. Cones, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer . . . , p. 45.
85. Ibid., pp. 436, 452. Font map on frontispiece.
86. Pfefferkorn, Description of the Landscape of Sonora • . . ,vol. 1, p. 6;
TreutI~in,

457.

87.

Pfefferkorn's Description of Sonora, p. 29.
Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer . •. ,

pp.

402, 417, 432, 445, 446,
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1632) and definitely by 1716 in the vicinity of the upper
Gila some distance northeast of the Pima.· Moreover, it is
above passing interest to note that the Yavapai were on
friendly r,elations with the Cocomaricopa in 1744, but in
1758 they were being taken as prisoners, and in 1767 and
1774 they were constantly at war with the Pima. This coincides with the aforementioned possible Southeastern Yavapai
withdrawal from the San Francisco River area between
1754 and 1788 due to Apache pressure, and perhaps represents the beginning of Southeastern Yavapai incursions to
the west on Cocomaricopa territory. The fact that they knew
only one Cocomaricopa village in 1776 adds further to this
belief that they were newcomers to the more western region.

Maricopa
The Maricopa are the last Yuman group. to be considered. When first recorded as the Cocomaricopa by Kino
in 1694, the Pima told him this group lived on the lower
Gila, on the Rio Colorado and Rio Azul (Bill Williams
River) .88 Spier remarked in his studies of this same area
that Maricopa, Kaveltcadom, and Halchidoma cultures were
essentially alike prior to their mixture in the 1800's, thus
supporting Kino's statement with modem ethnological
studies. 89 In 1744 Sedelmayr reported that the Cocomaricopa on the lower Gila were the same as those on the Colo-:
rado River-as far up as the Rio Azu1. 90 After Garces' travels
in 1776, the term Cocomaricopa was restricted to the group
on the Gila below t~e junction of the Gila and $alt Rivers.
The other groups to the west and north on the Colorado
River were referred to as Jalchedun (Halchidhoma) .91
Often heard is the statement that the Maricopa recently
came up the Gila from the Colorado River. Emo~y suggested
that the Maricopa moved gradually from the Gulf of Cali~ornia to their present location in juxtaposition with the
Pimas. He stated that Carson found them as late as the year
88. Kino in Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . . . , vol. I, p. 128.
89. Leslie Spier, Yuman Tribes of the Gila River, preface p. ix (University of
Chicago Press. 1933).
90. Sedelmayr in Ives, Sedelmayr's Relaci6n . . • ., P. 108. This statement he may
have borrowed from Kino as he did from Mange concerning Pima legends.
91. Garces in Cones, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer. . .• pp. 443-444.
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1826 at the mouth of the Gila, and that Dr. Anderson, who
passed from Sonora to California in 1828, found them on the
Gila a few miles west of the Pima. 92 The observation of
Carson, as Spier points out, was a probable Halchidho~a
flight to Sonora. 93 Gatschet stated the Maricopa had been in
their habitat for centuries,94 and Kino's explorations indicate that as the Cocomaricopa they had been on the Gila
River since 1694.
It is with these Cocomaricopa on the Gila that we have
additional reference to the Pima. I have found no specific
mention or discussion· of this situation in modern literature.
Kino was the first to give us evidence of this material. He
reported that a Yuman-speaking Cocomaricopa fiscal, who
came to visit him while among the Pima, understood Pima.
From him Kino, in 1694, obtained the information that some
. of his people knew both languages wel1. 95 He also stated
"there are always among them (Cocomaricopa) many
Pimas and others who speak the Pima language well."96 On
another occasion Kino noted that the Pima language 'was
extensively spoken among the Cocoinaricopa, Yuma and
Quiquima. 91 In 1698 he noted on the occasion of an Opa and
Cocomaricopa visit to San Andres on the Gila that their
dress, features and language were distinct from the Pima
though they were connected by marriage with the Pima. 98
In 1699 he reported 50 Pima, Yuma, Opa, and Cocomaricopa
were gathered at the Gila-Colorado River junction, and
he named this spot San Pedro. In 1700 he referred to the
Pima,. Opa, and Cocomaricopa governors from near the
Rio Colorado. 99 In 1701 he arrived at San Pedro where
"Yumas and Pima natives mingled, welcome US."lOQ There
92. W. H. Emory, Notes of a Military Reconnaissance from Fort Leavenworth,
in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, etc., p. 89 (30th Congress, 1st session, Sen..
ate Executive Document no. 7, Executive Document no. 41, Washington, 1948) ; see
also A. P. Whipple, T. Eubank, andW. W. Turner, Pacific Railroad Reports, vol. 3,
pp. 101-102 (1855).
93. Spier, Yuman Tribes •••, P. 39.
94. Gatschet in Putnam, Report . .. , vol. 7, p. 415.
95. Kino in. Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . .•• vol. 1, p. 128.
96: Ibid., p. 246.
97. Ibid., p. 480.
98. Ibid., p. 186.
99. Ibid., PP. 194, 235.
100. Ibid., pp. 311-312.
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is no doubt, on the basis of the above information, that the
use of the Pima language, as well as the observation of the
Pima in various localities,covers a wider area than we have
been accustomed to think.
In 1744 Sedelmayr noted the distance to the first Cocomaricopa village west of the Gila-Salt junction and along
the bend of the Gila to the north was 12 leagues. He remarked that this rancheria was inhabited also by Pima and
that most of them, as well as the Cocomaricopa, understood
both languages. Moreover, the Pima here built their own
individual huts, not the large house of the Cocomaricopa. 101
Anza in 1774 reported that in the vicinity of Gila Bend were
some Papago or Pima who left their own country due to
drought. Diaz also noted some Pima in the easternmost
village. 102 Spier pointed out that Kino's names for the eastern Cocomaricopa villages were Piman in form, not
Yuman. 103 Garces stated in 1776 that those at Opasoitac,
the eastern· village, were clothed like the Pima but spoke
Yuman. Further down stream, at San Bernardino, Graces
limited the west end of the Cocomricopa nation and observed
that though this was the end of the "Opa or Cocomaricopa
nation . . . some of them are found further down river."104
The above remarks are further indication of Piman living to
the west of the Gila-Salt junction among the eastern Cocomaricopa villages.
A review of the literature reveals that those villages
containing Pimas on the eastern end of the Cocomaricopa
territory are those referred to by the Spanish as Opas. Spier
considered the Opa in his work .on the Gila River Yuman
tribes. He placed the Maricopa above Gila Bend prior to
1800, and the Kaveltcadom below the bend extending halfway down ,to the Colorado River. He concludes that the
modern Maricopa are made up of a nucleus of Maricopa
with small additions of Kaveltcadom and Halchidhoma
joining them after the early 1800's,105 If such is true, it is
101.
102.
103.

104.
105.

104, 107-109.
31-32.

Sedelmayr in Ives, Sedelmayr's Relaei6n •.• , pp.
Anza and Diaz in Spier, Yuman Tribe" . • . , PP.
Ibid.• p. 28
Garee. in Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer . . • , PP. 116,
Ibid., preface, p. ix.

122, 123.
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difficult to understand why the name of the eastern group,
the Opa, was not retained. As it is, the modern tribe is
designated as Maricopa, derived from Cocomaricopa.
. With the knowledge that Piman groups were actually
living in the eastern villages, a point that Spier did not
stress, another interpretation seems. plausible. The use of
the name Opa is encountered in early documented sources
from 1694 through 1794. Kino used it first and such is seen
on the N de Fer map of 1700 below the Gila-Salt junction
and. east of the Cocomaricopa who were located from Gila
Bend west.!°6> Both Garces and Anza implied a separation
as they reported population estimates for villages above and
below Gila Bend. 107 The Rudo Ensayo used the term Opa and
definitely separates it from the Cocomaricopa by a list of
tribes as "... the Oopas, the Cocomaricopas. . ."10S
Garces placed the Opas east of the Cocomaricopas and described a visit to the Cocomaricopa of Agua Caliente from
where he journeyed east to the rancherias of the Opas. lOO
Anza, though he noted Opasoitac as a Cocomaricopa village,
also said that in traveling up the Gila he came to the Coco- .
. maricopa "after which came the Opas and Pimas."1l0 Diaz
reported that Opasoitac, another village one league to the
west, and another 5 leagues further west were Opa. 1l1 Font
.also referred to those in the west at Agua Caliente as Cocomaricopa and those in the east at Opasoitac as Opas. 1l2
Garces referred to Opasoitac as a settlement of the Opas at
Gila Bend. 1l3 Anza was the only one to refer to Opasoitac
as the last Cocomaricopa upstream, though he did state both
Opas and Cocomaricopa lived there.n 4
The chief point of confusion as Spier has pointed out
seems to rest with these same sources. Font referred to the
. Opa and Cocomaricopa saying these were one and the same
106.
107.
108.
. 109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.

I. A. Leonard, Mercurio Volante (Qriivira Society, Los Angeles, 1932).
Spier. Yuman Tribes • •• , p. 3.
Gniteras, Rudo Ensayo, p. 131.
Garces in Cones, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer . .. , Pp. 436-437.
Anza in: Spier, Yuman Tribes . •. , p. 36.
Diaz in Ibid., PP. 31-32.
Font in Ibid., P. 37.
Garces in Cones, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer . '• . , P. 113.
Anza in Spier, Yuman Tribes . • . , pp. 31-32.
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distinguished' only by the district they inhabited. Garces'
. said "of. the Opa nation, Or Cocomaricopa, which is the
same," and "Opa or Cocomaricopa nation which is all one."
Anza made the same statement. 1l5 It will be noted, however,
that these statements are restricted to the late explorers just
prior to the discontinuance of the use of the term Opa.
On the basis of the above, it appears that the term Cocomaricopa was usually applied to the group extending from
about Agua Caliente east to Gila Bend and, on occasions in
later days, to the inhabitants from 'Gila Bend east toward
the Gila-Salt River junction. These latter, whtlre apparent
Pima mixture occurred, were more often referred to as the
Opa in the earlier days. After· Garces' time the' eastern
group was no longer differentiated. The fact remains that
the majority of the Spanish did attempt to distinguish between two groups on the Gila, whatever the basis may have
been. The Pima elements in the eastern group may have
brought this about.
The word Cocomaricopa, for which· Spier's informants
could not offer any satisfactory etymology, was first used by
Pimas on the Gila when informing Kino of these people
down stream. Underhill has recently worked out a possible
derivation of the word in the Piman language as follows:
Kokomarik meaning "flat place" plus aw-pap (the last "p"
barely audible) meaning "stranger" or "enerrw"; thus, "flat
place strangers" or "flat place .enemies."116 Also similar is a
name Lumholtz listed for a Papago village: Kukomalik
which he interpreted as Ku, "large" or "big," and /(omalik,
"mountain crest."117 With the addition of aw-pap one could
derive "people of the big mountain crest"-'-perhaps .the
Estrella Mountains.
Apparently the Spanish used the entire name correctly
for the Yuman groups below Gila Bend and the word Opa to
distinguish· those above the bend. It is interesting to note
115. Garces in Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer •.• , PP. 113-114, 123;
Anza and· Font in Spier, Yuman Tribes . .. , PP. 33, 37.
116. I am grateful to Dr. Ruth Underhill for volunteering this information and
granting me permission to Use it.
C. Lumholtz, New Trails in Mexico, p.
(Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York,

117.
1912).
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the Pima use of this word when Font recorded a legend in
which he stated one group of Pima in prehistoric times lived
down the Gila as far as the OpaYs
Thus, in summary it appears possible that the Cocomaricopa in late prehistoric times were represented by the
entire span of Yuman-speaking villages on the Gila, the
eastern portion of which became mixed with Piman peoples
. and traits (possibly around 1400 A.D.) which led to the
designation of Opain early historic times. After the mixture
became a blend, the Opa were no longer recognizable as a
unit, and by 1776 this designation was dropped. This is the
only group that offers any evidence of possible prehistoric
contact with the Hohokam-Sinagua of the Gila Ba~in. However, if such a contact did occur at 1400 A.D., there is nothing to indicate that these Cocomaricopa had any part in
causing the abandonment of the Gila Basin around 1400.
Since Pima-Maricopa relations were so close in early historic times, it appears more likely that the Cocomaricopa
sheltered some of the refugees who left the Gila Basin area
about 1400 A.D. Apparently we must look to another group
entering the Gila Basin from the east, as legend implies, to
explain satisfactorily the abandonment of the large yillages ()f the Salt River Valley and Gila Basin,

Sobaipuri
There is only one possibility of an eastern archaeological entry into the Gila Basin, and that is from the San Pedro
or Santa Cruz areas. Several factors, archaeologically and
historically, appear to support the probability of such a
thrust which in turn would account for Piman mixture with
the eastern Cocomaricopa ashort distance to the west. We
know that archaeological trade existed between the east
and the Gila Basin by the presence of Tanque Verde Redon~brown pottery in the latter region during the Classic
period and by the occurrence of two flexed burials in trashmounds at Casa Grande, this type of interment being common in the Santa Cruz and San Pedro regions. Out of this
11S.

Fewkes, Casa Grande •..• p. 44.
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Classic period contact (1300-1400 A.D.) between the two
groups perhaps friction developed causing those in the east
to sack Casa Grande as legend indicates. There is the possibility that 1300 A.D. inroads by the Gila-Salt group up the
Gila River and down the Santa Cruz (where they introduced
and-established their Classic period culture) in combination
with the post-1300 A.D. Chihuahuan drive from the southeast contributed toward a 1400 A.D. dispersal out of the San
,Pedro-Santa Cruz area resulting in a western extension into
the Gila.
A comparison of archaeological and ,historical observations tends to support such a possibility, regardless of the
cause. De Niza and, Coronado noted the San Pedro was
heavily populated in 1539 and 1540. 119 Kino noted the same
in the 1690's and also mentioned concentrations on the
Santa Cruz and a relatively sparse population on the Gila. 120
The early explorers noted "cabin" houses in 1540 and "dome
and gallery" houses in the 1690's on the San Pedro,12l and
round houses among the Gila Pima. 122 Also recorded was
bottomland irrigation among the Sobaipuri as well as among
the Gila Pima. 123 The Sobaipuri continued the practice of
the prehistoric groups of their region by disposing of their
dead in a flexed position up into recent times. 124 That there
was mixture, to some extent, with those on the Gila as late
as the 1850's or 1860's is indicated by this type of burial
occurring along with extended inhumations. 125 In 1864 and
119. Hammond & Rey, Narratives • •• , pp. 71, 207, 284.
120. Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . .• , vol. I, pp. 170-174. Mange's figures
-2,000 plus on the' San Pedro, 6,000 plus on the' Santa Cruz, and 730 around Casa
Grande. Kino in his report, p. 186, indicates the same relative proportiqns.
121. Hammond & Rey, Narratives . • . , p. 252. Castaneda said they lived by
hunting, in rancherias without permanent settlements. See also Bolton, Kino"s Histori..
cal Memoir . •. , vol. I, p. 171; Winship, The Coronado Expedition . .• , p. 516.
122. Ives, Sedelma,yr's Relaci6n . . . ,p. 107. Sedelmayr says individual huts.
See Pfefferkorn, Description of the Landscape Of Sonora . . . , vol. 2, Pp. 116-117,
or translation in F. Scantling, Excavations at the Jackrabbit Ruin, Papago Indian
Reservation, Arizona, p 16 (University of Arizona Master Thesis, Ms., 1940), or in
Treutlein, Pfefferkorn's Description of Sonora, p. 192.
123. Fewkes, Casa Grande . . . , p. 37; Bolton, Kino's Historical Memoir . .• ,
pp. 170-172.
124'. G. L. Boundey, Tumacacori National Monument Report in Southwestern
Monuments Reports, p. 42 (National Park Service, January, 1934, mimeographed).
125. C. R. Steen, "Notes on some 19th Century Pima Burials," (Kiva, vol. 12,
no. 11, pp. 6-10, Arizona State Museum, Tucson).
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in 1902 and 1903 observations of fle'xed burial ceremonies
were described on the Gila. 126
The above circumstances seem to indicate that the presence of round houses, flexed burials, and bottomland irrigation among the Gila Pima may be due to an eastern influx,
post-1400 A.D. in time. Aside from the use of round houses,
no one of these traits could have been derived. from the
Yavapai. The lack of rectangular houses, the occasional use
of cremation, and the absence of terrace irrigation among
the historic .Gila Pima, traits which were common to the
Hohokam-Sinagua of the saine region in prehistoric times,
appears to be explained most simply by the above postulated
eastern influx dominating the culture of the remnant Hohokam-Sinagua blend. Some caution concerning theproportions of eastern and western Piman traits must be considered here since the Apache drove the Sobaipuri west in 1762.
Continuing pressure may have brought about further western moves up to as late as 1800 as Spier indcates. 127 These
additional entries, if they occurred over a period of 40 years,
would have heavily influenced the proportion of eastern and
western traits in the Gila Basin after 1762. Excavation only
can clarify the situation.
126.

A. Woodward, "Historical Notes on the Pima," The' Ma.nerkey, vot 23,

PP. 144-146 (Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, 1949).

127.

Spier, Yuman Tribes • •. , p. 1.

Notes and Documents
The following documents were originally brought to
our* attention by Bartlett Boder,' President, St. Joseph
(Missouri) Historical Society. In 1950 the Society received
them from a descend.ant of the Laffite family and they are,
now held in the collection of that Society at St. Joseph. 1
These documents consist of five holographic sheets written in French. In making the translations the greatest
difficulty encountered was that of gaining legible views of
the script since the sheets were badly worn and faded. The
language 9f Joseph III was, in itself, quite good. When most
frontier Frenchmen had little or no knowledge of reading
and writing, it is to Joseph's credit to note better than
average script, vocabulary, sentence structure, and knowledge of French accents.
Jean Laffite's2 exploits as pirate and "hero" of the battle
of New Orleans are too well known to be repeated here. 3
However, these documents bring to mind one interesting
question for the historian. To what extent was pirate booty
sold to frontier merchants such as Joseph Robidoux for
trading with the Indians?
Messrs. Laffite & Laffite
Campeche Harbor [Galveston]
St Louis. M.[issou'ri] T.]erritory
Order for cargo passed
this Wednesday, April 15th
1818
twenty

Mulatto slaves, as follows:

ten of mature age, having good teeth: males speaking French
ten young adults with teeth [?] : women speaking French
in addition five babies;' . . . [some illegible words] three under ten
years old
.
twenty mirrors: five hundred large hatchets [or axes]
r

"Frederick·W. Bachmann, Professor of Modern Languages, Texas Western College,
El Paso, Texas. William S. Wallace, Yakima, Washington.
1. The documents were first referred to in print in the St. Joseph Society's pub.
lication Museum Graphic (Fall, 1950).
2. Documents and historical usage makes "Laffite" preferable to ULafitte."
3. A recent and highly readable work on Laffite is Lyle Saxon's Lafitte the
Pirate (New Orleans. 1951).
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two hundred butcher knives: twenty-five kettles
twenty-five pounds of silk ribbons: one thousand tinder boxes and
flints
three hundred cubits [arms lengths] of wool: three thousand flints
three hundred pounds of bullets: three hundred muskets
three hundred pounds of powder: five hundred blankets
five molds for making the bullets: four barrels of wine
twenty pieces of boat canvas: one hundred pounds of vermillion
two hundred pounds of tobacco: three hundred shirts
five hundred pounds of malleable lead sheets
five hundred pounds of sugar [illegible word]
Joseph Robidoux
$3535.00
May 19th
Payment will be received in Alexandria
1818
[illegible
Jean Laffite
endorsements]
Instructions
Message sent to Mr. Lacassier
in Alexandria
The Bouvie Brothers· will present ther respects to Captain Cromwell in Linde!. The cargo is to be loaded on the steamer Franklin at
Natchez in the month of July.
To be bought directly through the Bouvie Brothers at the port
of Galveston.
To notify leaving the port of New Orleans.
To notify directly Alexandria for relaying the cargo to Natchez
in the month of June.
The cargo is· intended for Fort Bellefontaine [?] for shipment by
boat.
Signed
J. Robidoux
Direct to Donaldsville
Approved L. J. Lacassier
Natchez May 9th, 1818
Received [?] in good faith at
Galveston, May 9th 1818
J. Laffite
Messrs. Jean & Pierre Laffite
St. Louis, April 18
1818
in Campeche
Gentlemen:
After the arrival of Mr. Chouteau we discussed our future prospects.
He is getting me ready to organize an expedition into northwestern
Missouri.
.
This will be a hard fight, much material and many slaves will be
neederl for this task. I cannot employ the indians in any of this work
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as I have trained and organized them [solely?] in the hunting and
trading of furs. . . . I am sure that you und~rstand and appreciate
my situation. I should be afraid to use them for any kind of arduous
task.
You know that my commercial enterprize might fail completely.
We Frenchmen differ a great deal from the Spaniards and English
in our relationships with the
Indian tribes of the North West. You know how certain Indian tribes
have degenerated [end of sheet 1, Document III] a few years ago in
consequence of very strong whiskey given them by the English and
there results from this matter a difficult problem to make them loyal
once more and to make them regain confidence. You have heard about
the great misfortune that happened to me with them at Fort 'Dearborn. 4 We French have only a little wine to give the Indians in small
quantities. Our Catholic missionaries are very active in teaching
them what is good, afact which is of great help to us in the risks we
run in our trading with the tribes of the. North West.
These latter [tribes] are peaceful and loyal; they are quite different from the Southern. tribes. The Indian tribes of the North West do
not attach an excessive importance to anything; they only insist on
what they consider necessary.
I appreciate very much what you have done for my father and for
many others in Saint Louis [end of sheet 2,' Document III].
We attach a great importance here to slaves because you sent
some that speak French. Mr. Carraby [?] told me that you were very
busy and hard to reach. I am giving this letter to Mr. Bauvis[?], as
well as an order for merchandise with instructions to be sure that
you will receive them safely and without delay.
Your humble servant
Joseph Robidoux
NEW MEXICO
*[Correspondence of the Evening Post.]
Physical Character of the Country-Discovery of the supposed Crater
of an extinct Volcano in the Valley of the Rio Grande-Hot Springs
at Los [Las] Vegas and Socono [Socorro]-Manufacture of Wine
and "Aquardiente."
SOCONO [Socorro] NEW MEXICO, October 18, 1855.
All travellers through this country have not failed to observe the
igneous character of its rock formations; but so far as we know, no
report has been made of any discovery, of what has been considered
4. Joseph III here refers to his father's trading business at Fort Dearborn which
Joseph III operated for his father until the Indians destroyed the fort.
• Roland F. Dickey, Publications Editor, New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology~ Socorro, New Mexico, submitted this item for publication. He suggests
that the newspaper is the New York Evening Post.
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extinct volcanoes. Volcanic action is everywhere apparent; 'but where
have been the volcanoes? To d1scover these, would be a matter of no
small interest.
We are not certain, Mr. Editor, that this discovery has not been
made within the last few weeks, by the Rev. D. D. Lore. He is under
the impression that he has discovered the crater of an extinct volcano.
The state of the case, as related by himself, is thus:
A few weeks since he was travelling on an Indian trail, with a
Mexican guide, from an Indian pueblo to Los Lunes [Los Lunas]; a
Mexican village, in the valley of the Rio Gran~e. When they ascended
the dividing ridge between the Rio Puerco and the Rio Grande, the
guide pointed out a mountain, and informed the Rev. Mr. Lore, that
there was a very deep hole in the top of it. From the appearance of
the country, covered for miles with volcanic scoria, it occurred to the
gentleman that in, all probability there was the point from whence it
once issued.
He had not time to examine the mountain then; but observing the
locality, and taking its bearings in reference to the point of his destination, he determined at another time to visit it, and make an examination. This he did in about a week afterward.
He went out from Los Lunes [Lunas] about eight miles, due west,
and discovered the mountain he sought. It is a regular conical-shaped
mountain, rising up abruptly and isolated, on the dividing highland
between the two rivers ,before mentioned. From the base to the top,
which shows in the distance to be flat, is about one hundred and fifty
feet, more or less. The sides of the mountain, when reached, were found
to be one mass of loose cinders; the whole appearing like a mountain
of refuse from some mammoth furnace, which had been accumulating
for ages. The ascent was sufficiently regular and gradual, to lead a
horse to the top. When it was gained, there was found, sure enough,
according to the description of the Mexican guide, a deep hole. The
inverted hollow cone was there, occupying the whole size of the mountain top; the outer edge of which, being nothing but the narrow rim
of the great bowl, or basin.
The measurement of this ,hollow cone by steps was, at bottom, 120
feet in diameter, and across the top, the diameter is about 222 feet. The
depth now, after having been filling up for centuries, is about 25 feet.
Thus ~e have a magnificent bowl, 666 feet in circumference at the
top, and 360 feet at the bottom, and some 25 feet deep. It is a most
symmetrical shape-almost a perfect circle, and' the sides sloping at'
about the same angle all around to the bottom, which is level, with a
few cactus and some coarse grass growing upon it--the material with
which it is filled up, being so porous and loose, that the bottom is
perfectly free from water, and dry.
The run, or edge of this cavity, is one solid mass of what has been
melted rock; cooled in all blistered and twisted possible convolutions
and conditions, apparently arrested and fixed, in the very act of over-
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flowing. ,According to the account of the narrator, there could not be
more decided evidence of volcanic action and overflow, than is ,apparent
on this mountain top. And, indeed, adown its sides, and all over the
plains for miles, the rocks are btirned black, porous as a honey-comb,
and the scoria yet lies uncovered, though the dust of ages have been
gathering upon it. The Rev., gentleman is decidedly of the opinion that
it is the crater of an extinct volcano. He brought away with him
several specimens of the lava, as pure,' we think, as ever issued from
Etna or Vesuvious. One'specimen is a piece of quartz, having had one
end melted in the furnace, while the other end is in its natural state.
This might be called a remarkable escape.
The mountain, as before observed, lies west of the village of Los
Lunes, about eight miles, and perhaps ten' from the Rio Grande del
Norte. It is about ten miles south of the thirty-fifth parallel of lat.,
and is connected with the great mountain chain on the west bank' of
the Rio Grande.
If this be the crater of an extinct volcano, it is the first, so far as
we know, that has been discovered, not only in this territory, but any
where within the boundary of the United States. And if it be not a
crater, how shall we account for so singular a formation in a mountain top? and accompanied also with such decided evidences of volcanic
eruption? Our own opinion is, that this is only one of many volcanoes,
which were once active throughout this whole country. And, we doubt
not, that similar discoveries of craters on the mountain tops, will be
made in various parts of this territory.
There are also in New Mexico a large number of warm and hot
springs. These, for aught we know, may have some connection with,
and give evidence of, volcanic fires. There are' also several places where
the surface of the earth is several degrees warmer than elsewhere;
so warm, that when snow falls, it is immediately melted.
Near "Los [Las] Vegas," the first, Mexican village on the road
from the United States, there are several hot springs. These are resorted to by officers of the army and' others, for bathing, being
supposed to possess medicinal qualities.
There is also a warm spring at Socono, a town one hundred and
fifty miles below Santa Fe, in the valley of the Rio Grande. This we
have visited, and bathed in its refreshing waters. They are not hot,
just warm enough to be pl~asant. This spring is situated at the foot of
the mountain range, bordering on the west side of the valley of the
river, and is about three miles distant from it, and about two from the
village. The main body of the water gushes out of a crevice in the
rock, about four feet from the ground. There are several other smaller
streams, all within a few yards, issuing out of the ground at the base
of the rock, the waters of which are warmer; in consequence, we suppose, of being less exposed to the atmosphere. Here are the finest
natural advantages for a bathing establishment we have ever seen. A
sho~erbath could be easily constructed under the stream issuing from
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the rock-and a magnificent basin is formed by the surrounding. rising
grounds, needing only a short dam across the outlet of the waters. If
this country ever becomes settled by the Americans, we doubt not
that such an appropriation will be made of its waters.
This spring is perpetual and abundant. It is one of the great advantages of this town-such as no other town in this valley, perhaps;.
possesses-the other villages are all dependent for water upon the
river, which is generally thick with mud, and in low stages difficult
to obtain. But this spring supplies the inhabitants of Socono, with
water always fresh and pure-pure indeed as they see proper to have
it; in this matter they are not very particular. Above the town they
bathe in it, wash their clothes in it, and water their animals in it;
lead it through the yards in which their cattle and goats are penned,
and afterwards drink it. The Mexicans always take it for granted that
water is clean. And this spring-water, notwithstanding the' above
recapitulation, is certainly the best and cleanest we have found any
town blest with in New Mexico.
Besides supplying all domestic purposes, it is sufficient to water all
their gardens and vineyards, on the west side of the town, being led
into them by "acequias," or small canals. On the main stream leading
to the town, are several mills turned by it for grinding flour.
The Mexican mill is a very primitive construction. A horizontal
wheel is attached to a shaft, which extends into a little building above
it, and turns one pair of small stones, which grind about one bushel in
twenty-four. hours! ·The wheel is placed below the level of the stream,
which through a trough is directed against it, producing the motion.
The wheel is about as large as a good-sized wash-tub..
Socono is the county seat of a county by the same name, containing
about 1,200 inhabitants. It has no business. The inhabitants depend
upon what corn they can raise, and the produce of their vineyards.
The grapes grown here are most luscious. They are cultivated after the
French and Italian mode, kept trimmed closely to the ground, not growing more than two or three feet high, supporting themselves by their
own stock, when a few years old.
A considerable quantity of wine is manufactured in the valley. That
of "EI Paso," is quite celebrated; but what for we cannot divine; for
as far as we. can learn the best judges cannot distinguish the grape
juice, from a manufa~tured article. Wine, however, does not satisfy the
drinking propensity, and hence much of the grape juice is manufac-.
tured into "aquardiente," which is brandy made from the grape. The
country furnishes no evidence of the advantages of the grape culture,
either on the morals or temporal prosperity of the community. Q.B.S.M.

Book Reviews
The Life of Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada, 1823-1889. A study
of Influence and Obscurity. Frank Averill Knapp. The
Institute of Latin-American Studies, University of Texas,
No. XII. Austin: The Uriiversity of Texas Press, 1951.
Pp.292.
For the first time a careful, detailed and thoroughly
documented study of Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada is presented. Mr. Knapp feels that the neglect of this political
figure is due to the overshadowing importance and acclaim
given to Benito Ju4rez on the one hand and Porfirio Diaz on
the other. So, Mexico's President, following the untimely
death of Ju4rez (1872), has been obscured by his illustrious
predecessor and the short period of Lerdo's peaceful presidency negated by his dictator suc~essor.
Covering the early life of Sebasti4n Lerdo briefly the
.work is devoted largely to the twenty some years of his
political career. From his work as an educator, he was rector
of the National College of San Ildefonso, 1852-1863, he
became more and more concerned with political events. He
was fiscal of the Supreme Court (1855), and alternate magistrate; in the Cabinet of Ignacio Comonfort as Miriister of
Foreign Relations (1857); a deputy in Congress (18611863) ; intimate of Juarez and his Minister of Justice; then
later Minister of Relations and Government ,,:hich ~ade him
Chief of the Cabinet. He shared President Juarez' wanderings during the days of Maximilian, and returned with him
in triumph after the fall of the French, became ad interim
president of Mexico in 1872 and was elected to serve as the
chief executive; 1872-1876.
Throughout his political life, Sebastian Lerdo was a
liberal working for the realization of constitutional government. He developed his own party which fell. before
the popular militarist, Porfirio Diaz. The last years of his
life were spent in exile in the United States.
This complicated career is handled with understanding
and sometimes great clarity of writing. However, the author
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resorts too frequently to rhetorical questions. Some colloquial expressions and confused and awkward writing also
obscure the clear thread of development.
Two matters merit special attention, first, the 'excellent
chart or time table of the movements of Juarez and his staff
during the French occupation which has never been done
-before; second, the separation of the careers of Sebastian
and Miguel Lerdo de Tejada, his brother. Writers have frequently confused the two men both of whom served Mexico
during the Juarez period. The chapter on the nomadic government of Juarez could be cut. It is confused by detail. The
diplomatic and, perhaps, other aspects of the· period could
have been organized into another section and thus clarify
the story.
One regrets Mr. Knapp's depreciating of his materials.
He has examined a number of sources as shown in his notes
and bibliography, has sifted out much pertinent information
and woven together a most welcome study on this prominent
figure· of Mexico's nineteenth century history. It is a pioneer
project and, despite the faults, a distinctive addition to the
literature of this period.
University of New Mexico

DOROTHY WOODWARD

Reports of the Awatovi Expedition, Barbara Lawrence.
Peabody Museum, Harvard University, Report No.4.
Part I: Mammals found at the Awatovi site. Part II:
Post-cranial skeletal characters of deer, pronghorn, and
sheep-goat with notes on Bos and Bison. Papers of the
Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, XXXV, No; 3, vii+43. 20 figs. Harvard University, 1951.
This fourth report of the Awatovi Expedition is in two
parts, each of which is further subdivided into two. P~rt
one is brief. It contains a discussion of the mammal remains
found in the ruins on Antelope Mesa in the Hopi country
of northeastern Arizona and a discussion of the canid
remains from the southwest in general. Nineteen feral and
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seven domestic species were identified from the ruins. Some
of these were identified to subspecies. One wonders about
the advisability of attempting to identify such fragmentary
material to subspecies.
Part two, the main portion of the report, is devoted to
"some explicit practical suggestions and diagrams by the
aid of which, and a skeleton of each of the animals involved,
the archaeologist can identify the great bulk of the bones he
finds." This is part of a laudable attempt· to relieve the
professional mammaloglst of some of the burden of routine
identification thrust upon him by archaeologists, ecologists,
and others. Since the bones of most species, such as the porcupine and jackrabbit that are encountered by the archaeologist, are easy to identify by comparison with known materials, prime atten~ion is given to the more difficult groups.
Two such groups were studied. The first includes the deer,
the pronghorn, the sheep, and the goat. The last two are
treated as one because their bones, other than the skulls, are
largely indistinguishable. The second group is composed of
the bison and the cow. Not all of the post-cranial skeleton is
. treated. In general those portions, such as ribs, the shafts of .
the long bones, and the smaller carpals. and tarsals, that are
difficult for the non-specialist to identify, are omitted.
In spite of the obvious diversity of the living individuals,
the differences in the post-cranial skeletals are not trenchant. The characters suggested for use are those found
most significant in a comparative study of from three to
twelve skeletons of each type. The characters are well chosen,
but for the most part are expressed in relative terms as
larger, deeper, etc. Since the differences are largely those of
degree rather than of kind, the value of the work would have
been enhanced by the inclusion of actual and proportional
measurements, even though the ranges of these may meet
or overlap, and the series are understandably small.
University of New Mexico
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